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"entertainments.
_Ti X t7Ia,

OIT Y

BOOTS

ROLLINS,
LORING,
& ADAMS,

Another Job Lot !
THIS BEATS

a

respectfully

R.,

the Grand Historical
entitled the

announce

Drama,

Fire IiOuci Adjusied and Paid at

Annual Statement.

MARSH’S

For One Week, e«minencing MONDAY,
NOV. mu,
Entertainment New ancl
New York

The Great

Original.

Success,

EVEEETTISM!
Everett’s wonderiul Automaton ACU§ Mathematician, Mind Reader and Clairvoyant Calculates
any sum given him, spells any word iu the English
language, reads sealed messages, and pei forms remarkable feats of Clairvoyance. The acme of mystery,

An Evening with the Spirits!
Everett’s New World of Wonders, Materialized
Forms, Distribution ot Flowers, Aerial Music
Admission 50 and 25 cents. Seats reserved without extra charge. Box office now open.
dtf
nov!9

STATEMENT, JANUARY 1, 187":
Reaistered Bonds.$35 697 CO

Bonds and Mortgages.4,000 00
West Jersey R. R. 7 per cent. Bonds, 1st
Mortgage. 4,200 00
4.000 00
Maurkv River Township Bonds
0a6h in bank.30 805 07
Loans on Collaterals.7,000 00
Cash in bauds of Agents, and in course of
transmission.
41,082 63
Real Estate owned by Company...16,000 00
Bills Receivable for Marine Premiums.96,304 28
Due from Individuals.,...1,459 65
Interests and Rents Accrued... .Ii950 63
Office Fixtures and Furniture.. 1,500 00
Sa'vage property on losses already paid...‘.. .2,821 < 0
Due from other companies for Re-insurance. .2,400 00
Premium Notes, made by charter first liens
on property insured and real estate... .1,193,767 38

ON

—

1JY

M.

D.,

EDWARD P. BANKS,
Chairman of Committee.

no20dtd

Fraternity
SECOND J_<
Jan.

8th,

1,50
1.75
2.50

Kid Croquet Slippers...60
Fine Serge Button Boots.
1.25
..

3.50
2 00

Fme

2.00

MISSES’ GOODS.

Boots.$2.00

Kip Boots.

Grained Lace School Boots.$1.00
Goat Foxed Polish. 1.C0

2.25

O l Grained Button. 1.35
Fine Serge Button.75

Kid Croquet Slippers.....60

GOODS."CHlLDREN’S

YOUTHS’

Thick Boots.$150
Box Toe Bals.75
Oil Goat Box Toe Button Boots. 1 25
75
Congress and Alexis, only.
50
Goat Slippers.
Thick Shoes.75

Rubber

Misses*

Centennial Button Rubber Boots
Men’s Sandals.
**
Ladies*
best.
|

2 25
170
135

..

3-6.70

Goods.

Men’s Rubber Boots.
.$2 50
Best Pare Gum
,...••••. 4 25
Youths*
Ladies*

GOODS.

Ankle Ties...$ .2
Lace Boots, 2-5.
2“
Grain Sewed Lace Boots, 6-10..
.7
Beaver Croquet, Flannel Lined Slippers..
.65
Long Leg Boots, 6-10. 1.00
Glove Kid Button Boots.
.58

Kid Hid

Boys*

80

Foxed and Leather Lace Boot. 1.25
Glove Calf Polish. 1.25

1.25
to .85

French Ties. 1 00
Goat Sewed Slippers.50

987 64
Paid.

OF

Serge Congress.

Oil

I Misses*

$1.50

I Misses*

.35
40
35
30

I Childs*

jMens*

...125

Corporation.

are

«

Alaska Overs....

75

BARGrAIlVS

Dances.

Liabilities, including Reinsurance,.... 3,327.374 00

Net Fire Assets.$5,568,749 00
UNITED

B.

AN OFFER

HANOVER
Fire Insurance
—

Company,

—

NEW

AT

—

ENGLAND

FAIR, 1877.

AWARDED

IH

TO

—

Furniture

OF THE—

CITE OF NEW FORK,

Portland Praternity.
General Committee.
T. C. Hersey.Ksq.. President Fraternity,

Samuel -J Anderson, i sq Vice Pres.
Mr. S E Spring,
Hon. M M. Butlar,
Mr. I. P. FaeHINGTON,
Hon. a. E. Stevens,
Mr.
P.
geo
Geo, 8. Hunt,
Hon.
wescott,
Hon Jacob McLellan, Mr. H N. Jose,
Geo W. woodman,
Mb
Jr.
B.
Hon
Kingsbury,
Hon I. Washburn, Jr., Mr. Ghas, McLaughlin
Mr. John N. Lord,
Mr. Nathan Webb,
Mr. J. S, Winslow,
Mr. Frank
oyes,
Mr J. P. Baxter,
Mr. W F. Phillips,
Mr. Charles hi. Jose, Mr X). W Fessenden,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. s. T Pullen,
Mr W. F. Milliken.
Mb. M. P. Emery,

Committee

on

Cash

Capital.’.$500,000,00

Re-insurance Fund, as required by law... .525.127.30
Outstanding Liabilities.. 108.362 15
Net SnrnliiK.509

ROLLINS, LOH

Wm. L. Bradley.

Tickets for the coarse of six evenings admitting
Gentleman and Ladies, $5 00, to he obtained of the
Committee on Entertainments.
No intermission at the dances except on the last
night of the course, when extra attractions will be
ottered.
Manic by Chandler's Fall Quadrille Band.
deow3m
no21

XX.

O.
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^OWAf?£>
Insurance Company,
OF NEW YORK.

CHARTERED 1825.

AT

—

LANCASTER HALL,
Wednesday evening, Nov.
music BY COLE’S BUS l

FIVE.

a

UNION ROWING ASSOCIATION.

Against Loss

or

A. A. VANTINE &

Dissolution of Copartnership.
heretofore existing between
THEthecopartnerehip
of
undersigned under the firm
name

FARNIIAM & CARLETON,

Doors,

Sashes

—

and

Blinds,

is this dissolved by mutual consent. The business
will be continued by Edward E. Carleton, under the
style and at the same place, with whom the
books and accounts of the late firm remain for settlement, be having assumed the liabilities of, and being
entitled to all the debts dne the firm.
CHARLES S. FARNHAM.
EDWARD E. CARLETON.
ocOdtf
Portland, Oct. 1st. 1877.
same

Grand Ball at.

LANCASTER HALL.

Thanlsgiying flight, floyemher 29,1877.

Pianos and
Sold

Tickets,

nt

nov24

Organs

bargains for CAS El; also

the lowest.
and see.

Repairing of Furniture

BL.

Coral Necklaces, Beauties
13 and 13 cents each.

a

Ladies’ Wook Knit-Jackets 38
cents and

upwards.
Ladies’ New Style Nickel Belts

Embossed Trimmings 23 cents
per yard.

LORD,

All kinds Fancy Goods at greatly
reduced prices, at

130 EXCHANGE ST.
novl2

dtf

FITZGERALD’S,

on

268

FURNITURE.

You
store

THE

accounts.

KLlPHALET CLARK, M. D.
EDWIN h\ VOSE, M. D.

Portland, Nov. 22, 1877.
Dr. Clark may be found at. bis home in Deering.
Dr Vose will remain at 417 Congress St., where he
nov22dlw
may be consulted as usual.

are invited to visit my nev
before buying your Fall and

We

are

prepared with the

new

L»die«’ Scollop Top French
Morocco Side Lace Walking Boot

oat

stock of

a

Bart’s boots in all widths and
sizes. 421 Congress St., Sign of
the Gold Boot.

Etct shown in Portland.
We hare doable the Quantity and Mtyleft
of Goods compared with any other Furniture Store ia the Cityo

he

are

Low

as

Irving J. Brown.
Formerly

aulG

and Shall
as

specialty.

Genu’ Congress Gaiters and
Calf Boots at bottom prioes.

Fine, Medium and
Common Furniture

Our Prices

Have

the

tviih

dtf

RATIVE

DECO-

NO.

13

AT

—

MARKET

in the moat Satisfactory

C. O.

the lowest prices.

market
Square,
nov9_

& Co.

Kometh*

HUDSON’S,

13

Corey

SQUARE,

Opposite United Sialei Hotel, where are
kept cooftiauily on hand PURE, FRGMH

WORK

CANDIED at
her to caift at

Walter

It ?

Seen

NEW" STOKE!
—

AND

M/G. Palmer.

You

THE

LOWEST.
DRAPERY

Portland.
dtf

LADIES’ FRENCH G0A1
SEAMLESS

28 FREE STREET.
D. S. RICE.
J. H. HOOPER.
oc27dtf

BUTTON BOOTS

Go and JBuy One I

With French Heels.

Horses Wintered CHAMBERSET E. T. Merrill,
on bay and grain at
my farm—running water and
sunny yards-$2 per week. Carriages taken, stored,
and returned tree.
C. P MATTOCKS,
oc21dtf
31& Exchange Street.

For

24-1

$15-00,

If You Haven’t Got Fifteen

^Middle

Always the choicest and
freshest Oysters con-tantly

Bring

Horses Wintered.
Emcrnll.l Boat Club. Thanksgiving Night,
Nov. 29tt. at Congress Hall. Chandler’s Music.
Tickets $1.00.
The Emeralds desire to sav to their many friends
and patrons that they will spare uo pains to make a
nov24dtd
pleasing time to all who attend.

-v~

THANKSGIVING HALL
—

B own’s Hail.

AT

Cumberland

chester’s
Ttlflton

person they

proper.

STANLEY’S
—

—

Mills,

Efcaiav, Nov. 29. Music by ManVVm.
Hand. Managers—C. \V. brown,
reserve the
J. A. Warren. The managers
or
to
party
tickets
any
of
sale
right to reject the
no21lJul
think
r«H. rstat

hay and grain for $2.00 per week. Good
builuiugs, sunny yard for exercise; running
water in statue; bay first
nuality; horses well cared
lor; c trriages stored without charge; the best of
references given.
€. D. HMALL,
cc(22d3m
Dornl.h, »le.

AND

MUSEUM

prices.

pense.

ATWOOD’S* OYSTER MOUSE, 117
1*1 aud ill Dealer SI., rvKTl.AND.
oc!2
aid

THOS. P. BEALS',

_3

That

Market Street,

Popular Game,

LOGOMACHY, Or War of Words.

—

Trained. Animals
TKNlPfjE MTRKET. Op-n every day and
evening. Large collection of Living Wild Animals
Admission, 25 cents; Children, 15 cents. Liberal
discount to Schools.
n«v2ldiw*
M. D. STANLEV, Proprietor.

on

hand at ihe lowest

Orders by mail or telegraph
answered promptly.
Uysters delivered in any
part of the city free of ex-

Also other kinds or FURNITURE at
equally iow prices. This is the golden
opportunity. Improve it at

20

Street.
<iif

oc26___
on

*

OPPOSITE

POST

Everybndy

OFFICE.

Sent to

dtf
_novl_
V aults Cleaned,

Address

by

war

was

“for

those
sum

all

probably a deficiency.
The nation proceeded by act of Congress
June 23,1874, to distribute the fund, giving
only to the first class of cases; namely, to
those who suffered by acts for whieh Great
Britain was technically and immediately responsible. The Government employed able
counseUn the court created for distributing

wholesale and retail.

o. DAT Jr, cb Oo,

s. f. kicked,
Libby's Corner,

Deciujj.

wants it. The Most Popular Game out
any address by mail, on receipt of St) cents

j

B0V19

94 EXCHANGE STREET.
dlW

a

large sum unexpended.

The act creating the Alabama Claims Court
especially provided that this balance should
remain a fund from which Congress might
authorize the payment of the other claims—
and Congress ought to have so authorized

long ago.
The sentimental proposal to magnificently
pour this balance hack i nto the treasury of
Great Britain is neither commended by justice or very good sense, although it has the

approval of

remarkably nice newspapers.
There seems to be no good reason why this
balance should go back to England, for the
whole award was made by the highest court
in all history in a gross sum as damages
against England to be paid “to the United
some

States for all claims referred to the consideration of the tribunal;” and not half of those
/•lalma

lmro

oo

not lrnnn

rxii.l

The bill introduced by Mr. Frye propose* a
just and equitable disposition of this fund;—
namely to give it to the men who have not
yet been paid for vessels lost, who paid great
war premiums, and an extra two per cent, of
interest to those who have thus far received
only 4 per cent, on their claims. The Insurance Companies have already been paid for
all their war losses over and above what they
had received for war premiums; but for the
last four years forty five great companies have
been before Congress by tbeir paid attorneys
asking that they shall have the entire balance
of the award on the ground of subrogation.
Their claim has been three times voted down,
but they still insist. Every one of these
companies received war premium* exceeding
their war losses. The profits of some on
business was over 40 per cent. In
spite of these great gains many of these companies have failed siDce the war, as the result
of speculation and bad investments; and are
in the hands of receivers. Of these companies many lost their books and policies, so
that it would be impossible to distribute the
award, if made to them; and even if distributed it would go into the hands of their
stockholders, and thus would fail to reach
the real sufferers by rebel cruisers. In our
own stale as many as four out of the seven
or eight companies doing marine business
during the war aro now in the hands of receivers.
The disposition proposed by Mr. Frye’s
bill
would
be
an
honest
recognition of the claims
sufof
real
ferers by rebel cruisers and would be of great
benefit to many of the best and most patriotic citizens of our own state. It would go to
a
class of men who need and deserve it;
men who were masters and sailors of vessels
in the war, men who staked their all in the
buildiDg and running of ships when our comtnerce needed such industries and who for
the sake of putting their freights in American
bottoms were ready to pay a large extra
premium of insurance and suffer many exactions from foreign shippers.
If the Alabama lund be expended in this
war

way it

cannot,

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

The struggle for the possession of the
Senate will be renewed Monday. If Patterson and Conover voto with the Democrats,
Butler will be admitted from South Carolina
and with the aid of his vote the Democratic
claimants from Louisiana will be seated.
This will make a tie in the Senate even if
Patterson and Couover return to their allegiance. Should they continue to act with the
Democrats, as is not impossible, the entire
control of the legislative branch of the government will pass to the
Opposition. The
Senate committes will be
reorganized and all
Presidential apnointments will be subject to
Democratic revision.
The control of the
in
the House and of the appurse
pointments in the Senate by the Democratic
party bode no good to the country. The motives which actuate Patterson and Conover
can only be guessed at.
Patterson is threatened with the penitentiary and perhaps
thinks his only escape is by Democratic aid.
Conover possibly hopes for a re-election by
Democratic votes. The issue of the struggle
Monday will show how far thesa conjectures
are correct.
The Washington special of the
Boston Advertiser, elsewhere printed, gives
a very complete view of the situation.

to be

sure, repay the nation

for the less of the second place in the wotld
as a marine power; it cannot restore the
three million tons of American shipping
which sailed the seas in 1861; it cannot give
life to the men from Maine who froze and
starved in rebel pirate ships; it cannot restore to
Maine mercompetence kthe
chants and shipowners, officers and crews
who have felt the hand of poverty ever since
American commerce was crippled and almost
destroyed by rebel cruisers; but it can greatly help the interests whose representatives
suffered more than any others for their patriotism, and who did more than their share in
filling the ranks of our army and the ships of
our navy when the nation was in peril.
The attempt that Ewing and his followers
have 6et themselves about, to bring back
prosperity to the country by means of a limit*
less aud irredeemable paper currency, must
be Inspired by a profound belief in the truth
of the old Yankee story of the exploits of the
hen who ate sawdust, supposing it to be
cornmeal, then went and laid a nest full ol
bureau knobs, set on them three weeks aud
hatched out a set of parlor furniture.

decision w'll be reached with which case to
proceed. Should the Thurman resolution be
sustained and the Butler case brought before
the Senate for action, a protracted debate

a

would ensue on bis right to a seat, and in the
of the Kellogg case beiDg taken up the
discussion is equally inevitable.
Points of
order and questions of privilege will doubtless
be raised, but whichever party controls, the
Senate by one or two votes will be able to
determine all miDor and collateral issues, so
that the real question continues as before,
How far does the Pattsrson-Conover arrangement go?
The situation is the talk of the town,and predictions and speculations are abundant.
Senator Jones has telegraphed Senator Sharon that
the public business demands bis immediate
presence, and Senator Biaiue is expected 10
leave Augusta on Thorsday next
The Republicans are cordial and uuaoimons in condemnation of Patterson and Conover, though for
the former, who is supposed to see in the surrender an escape from the Sooth Carolina penDaritentiary, some sympathy is expressed.
ing the procredings in the Senate Thursday,
ConDor
of
South
Carolina,
Attorney-General
who has come on to obtain the t ody of Patterson in obedieDCe to a writ from the Governor of
the state, was on the floor, an interested spectator. The only excuse offered for Cooover is
that he is acting with the Democrats in the
hope that his re-election may thus be secured,
and a misunderstanding relative to some of
the
patronage in Florida.
Many B—
publicans express the opinion that if the party’*
supremacy depends on Patterson and Conover
they would prefer to be without it.

ercDt

Recent Publications.
The French journalist who expresses

opinion antagonistic

to

government,

an

on even

trivial a matter as the expression of a
horse’s eye, is lost. The Progres, a journal of
the Cote d’Or, received an* electioneering
pamphlet upon the title-page of which was a
picture of MacMahon on horseback. The only
comment it made was, “the horse has an intelligent eye”. For this the editor was fined
five hundred francs. What would not the
French journalists give lor the freedom of the
American or English press. How they
would enjoy reproducing the latest cartoon of
Punch in which the Marshal is pictured
with each top-boot plauted deeply in a sea of
Imperialist and Legitimist mud, and mutterso

ing witn aaii lury in ms eye me iammar worus

“J’y auia,j’y reate".

our

claims referred.”
If the award were not sufficient to pay all
the losses we had no claim on England to
make up the deficit; and if there were a surplus the United States could use it In whatever way it chose. But there will be no surplus
after all the “referred” claims are paid, bu*

their

n inter book*.

Copartnership.

special copartnership heretofore existing
between the undersigned, is this day d ssolved
by limitation. Either party is authorized to settle

_dtf

NOTICE.

Hawea,

Dissolution of

Tenth Adnual Thanksgiving Bail.

Street.

THE

FOB

easy

177 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
nov5dlm
Pianos to rent.

Middle

nolT

Dealer in Musical Merchandise of every description

did

lor

Handsome Ear Jewels, English
Garnets lor lo cents a pair.

Specialty.

manner.

C.

SI .00.

in

Done to Order

Floor Director—JOHN A. KENNEDY.
Ass’t Floor Director—M. F. DAVIS.

Furnituide down to
Yon just call round

Everything

complete

CO.,

821 A Sill Broadway, New Work.
dS&Ww
Bep8

a

Do yon want to buy Embroidered
Sets Collars and Culfs ler 20 cents

lawljS

JAPANESE GOODS.

DEALER. IK

ladTes

ME.

We now have a greater variety than ever ol India, jMoaumc and Chinese Goodm, consisting of every kind of Porcelaine, Pottery, Bronzes,
Lacquer Ware, Silks, Toys, Paper Articles, Screens,
Carved Furniture, etc. °tc. Oriental C-^rp**is,
Hugs and Table (lovers. Collections of Rare
and Choice Antique. CloiM»ouue Enamels,
Jjacquertf, Porcelaine, etc.
Dealers will find it advantageous to examine our
stock. New Invoice* constantly arriving, and
at lowest prices ever before offered.

—

oc22dtf

is giving his customers 45 to 50
per cent, on bargains at his place.

Damage by Fire,

PORTLAND,

STREET,

23 cents each.

CARROLL & RAND,
mal

Portland, Me.,

At which the competition was markedly *he tsjoMt earnest anepowertul ever
known in this Slate.

—

130 EXCHANGE

FOR POLICIES APPLY TO

28th.

<»eut and
no21(ltd

Ticket*, 73 cent*, admitting
I adieu

Will give

244 Middle SL,

SAMUEL T. SKIDMORE. President
RESET A. OAKLET, Vice President.

Insures

Ancient Order Hibernians Second
Grand Annual Hall

PHOTOGRAPHER,

the contrary

Entertainments

ALLEN, .JR..
Fritz H Jordan,
Wm. W. Thomas, Jr.,
Fred K Farrington,
James C Hamlkn,
E. Webb,
a.
Wm. sen ter, Jr.,

—

throughout

AT

counsel as a basis for
determining the amount of the award, and
for no other purpose. With regard to the
admissibility of the different classes of claims
some of the arbitrators thought one way and
some another: they could not agree as to the
aliewance ef certain claims; they did not
give an award in detail to the United Stales,
to be distributed in a specified manner to
specified classes of claimants; they did
agree upon a “gross sum” to be awarded, forsatisfaction of all claims referred to the tribunal. How that sum was arrived at is not
known any more than the secrets of any
jury room are known; the claims of the men
who lost by the depredations of those corsairs which fitted in English ports, and of
those which did not were “referred to the
consideration of the tribunal;” there were
presented also, the claims of those who paid
at the tribunal

result there is still

Dealers of every kind
the country are offering creditors
On
from 5c to 50c on the dollar.

—

WM

A.

SELDOM WITNESSED.

& ADAMS

Agents,
Exchange Street,

Q2

IB

393.14

Total Assets Jan 1 1877.Si C12.882.59.
R. S. WALCOTT, Pres.
I. REMCEN LANE, Sec’y.

Britain to the United States for the satisfac"
tlon of all the claims referred to the consideration of the tribunal”. Tbe claim of the
United States was based upon the losses of her
citizens by the Confederate cruisers—claims
which could not be traded ofl or compromised
by the government excspt with the consent of

the award and used every means to cut
down even the limited numbers of claims
allowed by the act of Congress. It also gave
only 4 per cent, interest to claimants. As a

IN AID OF THE
•—THAT

Those duties were clearly understood and*
agreed upon in the treaty of Washington in
May 1871. There was a fair and fall hearing
before the Arbitrators at Geneva, resulting on
September 14.1875 in an award of $15,500,000
in gold ‘‘as the indemnity to be paid by Grtat

awarded

First Premium
—

cruisers on account of tho failure of
Great Britain to fulfil her international duties
erate

premiums on account of
pirates infesting the seas; and the

ONTo.
36 Union Street.
nov23dim

MANAGER.

LOCKWOOD,

ness interests of the nation.
It is six years
since the government in behalf of its eitiieus
sought redress from Great Britain for the
losses suffered by our commerce from Confed-

great

Net Fire Surplus.$678,484 54

COURSE.

Evenings.

STATES UBANCII.

Fire Assets, including $740,000
U. S, Bunds.$905,878 21
Total Liabilities, including Reiniurance,.. 227,393 67

ONLY to be obtained at tbe

BARGAIN SHOE STORE,
C. H. STAPLES & CO.,

Paid up Capital.$2,211,375 00
Net Fire Surplus, after deducting all

Dec. 11th, Dec. 25th,
Jan. 22th, Feb. 5tb,

Nov. 27 th,

Thick

Q9 9K

Tinned

Fine Oil Goafc Button Boots. 1.5o
125
American Kid Button Boots.
American Fine Kid-Button Boots. 1.75
Grain Calf Button Boots. 2.00
Very fine Glove Kid Button Boots, A & B width 2 50
Beaver Lace Boots, flannel lined.!. 1.G0
Beaver flannel lined Slippers...60

BOYS’ GOODS.

I

The London Assurance THESE

HALL,

CITY
Tuesday

Beaver Fox Boots, wool lined.

JANUARY 1st, 1877.

Subject, "Charles XII, of Sweden."
Pet order

Slippers.30

—

SPALDING,

J. A.

IT7V^v.~l. XT.M

—

114 O’CLOCK,
—

and

STATEMENT

Monday evening, November 26th,
AT

Adjusted

N. STRATTON, President.
F. L. WENTFORD, Secretary.

The fourth lecture-in the course given by the M. C.
Mechanic Association, will be delivered in

Boots.

sTJli

Total,
Losses Promptly

SSTaTMTAi
MECHANICS’ HALL,

Canvas

Of ITIillrille, N. <M.

U. S

FT

2.00
2.75
3.50
1.00

English Waukentaust.

MUTUAL MABIffi AM FIRE IBS. CO.

MANAGER.MISS FANNY MARSH.

—

Serge Congress.
1.00
Serge Opera Boots. 150

MILLVILLE

THEATRE.

01

Calf
double sole.
Fine Calf wide Boots, tap outside.
Fine Calf Sewed Boots.
Buft Congress box toe. sizes 6-8.
Bufl Imperial Congress Boot.
Calf Congress, tap outside...
Fine Calf Machine sewed Congress.
Fine Catf hand sewed Congress.

22 Exchange Street.
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LADIES’ GOODS.

MEN’S GOODS.

Onr Office.

Patriot Sons of 76.
cents; to be had at the usual places, of
Tickets,
comrades, and at the door. Reserved Seats, 50 cents;
to be had at Stockbridge’s Music Store, Exchange
street Gallery Reserved Seats, at Sturgis’, junction
no!6td
Free aud Congress streets.
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We have just purchased another large
Every regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
Job Lot of Boots and Shoes which we now of- with Card
certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
fer to the public at prices never before Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer favor upon
by demanding
FIRE AND MARINE heard
of, and as many of these goods are credentials of every person claiming to represent
Manufacturer's samples you can rely upon ournal.
getting the best goods at prices below the
The Genera Award.
manufacturer's cost.
As goon a3 the political complications which
There never before was such bargains of- hare disturbed legislation aid distracted the
fered in this city and those who come earli- country lor so long shall bare attained even a
Over Seventy Million Dollars Fire est
will secure the best.
Bo not delay, but temporary settlement, it will be high time for
to snatch whatever leisure it can
Insurance Capital Reprecome at once and realize what bargains we Congress
find lrom silver bills, anti-resumption nonare offering you.
sented.
sense, and rather poor wit about the French
We quote prices:
Exhibitisn, to give some thought to the busi-

Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Holiday Evenings,

Bosworth Post,

THE

MISCELLANEOUS._

Published every day (Sundava^cxceptedl by theiiS

24,

a

A ball at Dead wood in the Black Hills is
lively affair. While joy is uneonfined in

walking arsenal, seizes from her partprettiest girl in the room, and when
remonstrated with, gives this startling information: “lam bad; l’macayote; I’m a
yellow tailed wolf; I’m a woolly horse hard
to curry; hoop; let me chaw his mace.”
a tree fight
TheD
follows, the woolly
stalks a
ner

the

horse has his “hide tore,” the attendants
noses that litter the

pick up the ears and
floor, and carry them

away in baskets, and
the merry dance is resumed. Life at Deadwood is never dull._

Thought of speedy adjournment of Congress seems to have been abandoned. It is
now believed that the extra will run into the
regular session, a recess of one day beiDg
taken for Thanksgiving. There is said to be
a disposition in the Senate to remain on
guard, and not give the President the chance
to remove officers which an adjournment
would afford.
Boston is in fair way to be redeemed from
Democratic misrule. A year of it has been
enough, and the good citizens purpose to do
away with its extravagance and corruption
by electing Henry L. Pierce mayor. There
seems to be no doubt of the success of the
reform movement.

Straggle for the Seuato
The Bargain with Patterson aud Coaorei*

The Washington corresoondent of the Boston Advertiser gives the followiog graphic
description of the straggle in the Senate Thursday: Rarely has there been a more exciting
hour in the Senate than that with which its
session closed Thuisday. The political control
of that body was trembling in the balance,
taming on the votes of two donhtfal Republicans, and the roll-calls in rapid succeession
were conducted and annonnced in almost per
iect silence,

me

session

resmteu

Mr.
Thomas Bailey Aldrich’s Queen of
Shsba (Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co.; Portland:
Loripg, Short & Harmon) is fresh and oiigina1
and, especially 'n its opening chapteis, an exquisitely told etory. That the latter portion of
the work is Dot equal to its opening implies no
lessening of the amber’s interest or facility in
his task, but is wholly due to the conditions of
the story; the first scenes are unique in their
design—their outlines even fantastic and almost
grotesque at times, are united perfectly to tbe
action and place, by dramatic possibility and
by the soiteuipg atmospheiic quality of famd’
contrasted touches of prosaic deed and speech.
It is a novel thoroughly American in tone—
perhapa its local coloring and certain quali'ieg
of thought and expression would stamp it as a

product of New England—but it is wholly free
from the morbid fashion of mental maundsriog
that is at present unhealthily exciting the
brains of those unhappily circumstanced beirgs
who read and endeavor to inwardly digest tbe
of certain Massachusetts novelists,—
for example, of Mr. Henry James, who is
weary of this world, and of Miss Fbelps, who is
blasee of tbe next also. Mr. Aldrich has the
romances

finely mixed tenderness and humor,
genuinely emotional quality and the

the rapid
frank re-

serve that characterize the best and most unaffected American natures. His fancy is exceedingly poe ical, and hit word-painting ol
latdscape has tbe tone, at once brilliant and
veiled, of the atmosphere of our seaboardstates. The story opens with much point and

energy. John Flemming’s letter, to iutrodnce
the hero, Edward Lynde, is more or less the
Conventional explanation necessary to the un-

derstanding

of tne plot of the comedy—tba>
familiar to everyane, wherein the
"walking gentleman" draws a chair toward the
footlights, seats his interlocutor suavely in tbe
same, places another for himself, aud at once
proceeds to a resumi of the fortunes of tbe
dramatis persona up to date. But this letter of
scene

so

introduction

is so genuinely witty, so lightly
touched and easy in style that any conventionality of design is at once lost in the agreeable
treatment.
Tbe description of Lynde’s ride
with the eocentric horse hired from the deacon,
tbe final culmination of the adventure in tbe
meeting with the Queen of Sheba and ber
moonstruck court, is full of humor and of distinct and powerful picturesque design. After
the scenes directly consequent upon this episode, the story runs more quieily, and the
Queen, restored to ber simple state of one of
the maiden sovereigns of America, away from

singular surroundings in which she first
appears, an enchantment apart from common
life, is a very nice girl indeed. Tbe last chapters of tbe book are refined, bright and gracetbe

ful, they do
scenes

and

not

claim

tbo power of

tkev somehow

tbe first

lose in ninnant

bn

and take on the monotone of polite society.
Bat as a whole, The Queen of Sheba is clever
and uniqae, and presents in charming guiie
some of Mr. Aldrich’s best qualities.
mor

tbe alliance of Patterson and Conover
with tbe Democrats fur present purposes ap
pearing to be established, bat tbe Republicans'
by tbe clever and adroit management of Senl

Meta Holdenis, from the French of Victor
Cberbnliez (New York: D. Appleton & Co.;
Portland: Bailey & Noyes.) Is by no means
equal in treatment or design to the author's

Edmunds and tbe casting vote of VicePresident Wheeler, secured an adjournment
nntil Monday, and time for consultation. Tbe
usual preliminary business over, Mr. Thurman brought up tbe vital and impending question by suggesting a correction of Wednesday’s journal, and after some ehatp andsigniti
cant criticisms by Senator Conkliug on the
means which had been taken to capture the
Senate, the rell was calls 1 on Senator Hoar’s
motion to lay on the table Thurman’s r solu
tion discharging the committee on privileges
and elections from the farther consideration of

Samuel Brohl, which preceded it in the series.
Samoel Brohl presented a strong and snbtly defined central figure, surrounded by others who,
of less dramatic value, yet deserved and re
tained the sympathy of the reader; and with
whose success ovtr the baffled adventurer, oDe
rejoiced with clear conscience. Meta Holdenis
is, in brief, an aimless arabesque of moral de-

ator

Butler’s case. Both Patterson and Conover
were in their seats, and there was the greatest
curiosity as to how they would vote, and whether
the bargain which the Democrats bad apparently arranged would be consummated. Both
voted with tbe Democrats to lay on the table,
tbe pairs, as gireu, were repeated, thus account'
ing for every Senator except Mr. Sharon, andi
amid perfect silence, Vice-President Whee'er
announced that tbe motion bad prevailed,—30
after casting nis vote, Conover
whispered to Edmunds, and on tbe instant tbe
result was announced tbe Vermont Senator,
with tbe cool and provoking manner of which he
32.

Just

is master, moved to substitute Kellogg’s name
in the resolution of discharge for Butler’s, and
This motion
to briag that before the Senate.
was designed to expose the extent of the alleg.
ed bargain of the two Senators who had just
deserted their party, whether, as reported, they
would vote with tbe Democrats only to seat
Bntler, or whether it was to be a wholesale surrender, iuvolviug all tbe three disputed vacant
With none of the debates aimost invaseats.

riably preceding all votes iu the Senate, and
with an occasional consultation ia whisper between the Republican leaders, the duel of the
two parties went on. When Patterson’s njrne
was called he said on the
independent proposition he would vote for a discharge of the committee on Kellogg’s case, but be would not as
iu opposition to Mr. Thurman’s resolution to
discharge them from the Butler case, and be
therefore answered “no,” with tbe Democrats.
Conover did not vote, and Edmuuds was detested

by one

majority—ou to oi.

i.amunas

instantly up wilb another motion proposing,
with sarcastic suggestion, that as the Democrats were unwilling to discharge the committee
Irom Kellogg's case, they should at le»st have
until Monday to report it, aud moved that all
proceedings on the resolution be postponed until that day. Without debate again, another
roll-call was begun, and this time both Patterson aud Conover voted with the Democrats, the
former haviog left his seat and answering from
the Democratic side of the chamber.
During
the roll call Patterson, Butler and Voortie- s
were iu earnest conversation, and among the
Democrats the greatest suppressed excitement
was

visible. Again Mr. Edmunds was deteata third
time he was on his feet with a
motiou that the Seuate adjourn until Monday;
without
a word from eitherside,
as
before;
aud,
the roll was called.
Conover, when his name
was reached did not answer, nor did Patterson;
but just before the vote was auuouuced Pattersou
appeared from tho cloak-room, whence
Cutler had ordered him with an oath, and voted
“no” with the Democrats
Tuis made a tie,
and immediately Vice President Wheeler, giving the decisive vote, aunouuced the .Senate adjourned until Monday Patterson and Couover
immediately disappeared, nd for a considerable time the chamber was filled with Senators,
Representatives and politicians iu eager discussion over the exciting and critical situation.
There is, of coarse, a great deal of discussion
as to tbeexteut of 'he arrangement which the
Patterson has all
events of the day disclosed.
aloog said that be would vote for the admission
his
action
of Butier, aud justifies
by the assertion that if Butler is rejected he will be imrned ately returned by the new L-gislatur.i of
South Carolina, and that there will thus be no
power nor obstacle to prevent his admission.
Conover declares publicly and positively that
he will vote to seat Butler, Eustis and Kellogg,
while it has been generally expected tbat Patterson would vote iu favor of Eustis aod Kellogg. In view of these facts, the reasons of
the Democratic policy are evident.
They wish
to force ihe Butler case by the aid of Patterson
and Conover, then with Butler’s vote seat
Eustis, and, by their combined ail, even without their new allies, should S-nator Sharon not
arrive, they cau seat Spufford and control the
Seoate. On the other hand, the Republican
line of action is to seat Kellogg first, aud alter
mi Corbiu. and eo use both votes if uicessary,
either iu holding tbe other Louisiana seat
vacant or seating Piuchoack, who is here and
whose second credentials are still on file.
On
Monday the Committee on Piivileges aud Elections nill.undoubtedly be ready to report aod

was

ed, and

liberated widow. It is a silly book, but fairl
well written and very well intended.

Among the choice gift-books of the season
it the large and elegant Faed
Gallery (Boston:
J R. Osgood & Co., Portland: Loring. Short
& Harmon) containing beliotype copies of twenty-fiveof the piinclpal worbsof tbe eminent artist, with letter-press description, and a biographical sketch of Faed.
Ho is already familiar in
almost every household, by his "Evaogelice,’*
and by other pictures but little less kuowu than

this, which

has become the recoguized semblance of that saddest of heroines. The subjects which Mr. Faed selects are mostly homely

glimpses of life among the Scotch
peasantry, &o., a line ol art in which he has
acquired high reputation.
scenes,

Tbe juvenile books are numerous and attracas is to be expected at this season of tbe
year when the holidays are in prospect.
"Our
Children’s Soogs” (New York: Harper Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon; is
an unfailing
treasury of delight for children
Beginning with songs for the we* ones, lullabies and dainty baby rhymes, it follows with
singing the little feet that wander through
the way of tbe years. Songs of pussycats and
dolls for the children, choice poems for older
girls and boys, aod sacred songs for Sunday are
among tbe poetic stores of one of the choicest
volumes ever planned for the pleasure of
youog
people. The illustrations ere very Dnmerona
and pretty.

tive,

Forest Glen, bv Kliiah RaII/iito' I flnatnn
&

I

..

Shepard;

Portland: Hell L. Davis) is a very
interesting story of life in Pennsylvania daring
the Indian war. The simple existence, the
privations and dangers of the settlers are well
described and the figbtr with Indians will deli :ht the adventurous boys while their

quieter

and inventive brothers will enjoy the description
of Sammy's success in the liae of pottery,not as
now an elegantdecorative art,bnt the preliminary steps to the possession of the necessary beanpot and milkpan. Mr. Kellogg’s books are full
of good influence in evrry way acd are very en-

tertaining; occasional coarseness—of language
only—is the defect in them aud is by no means
enough to mar them seriously.
The Jimmy johus and Other Stories is anothhook by Mrs. A M. Diaz, author of the in.
imitable William Henry Letters. The Jimmy

er

jobns

the collective name of two funny
and Johnny—so nearly
alike that it was easier to speak of them in the
aggregate than to run the r sk of mistake in
was

little twin

boys, Jimmy

distinguishing them. They are happy, hearty,
dear little fallows, on the way to grow a
Into
Wdliam Heorys, and will iostantly become
favorites with yonng readers.
contained in the volnme are

The other at tries
and pleas
ant.
Mrs. Dias has well earned her place
among favorite writers for children.

bright

Child Marion Abroad, by Wm. M. F. Round
(Boston: Lee & Shepard; Portland: Hall L.
Davis) is a pretty and pleasant story of a vary
littlejgirl who, like tha traditional pnssyoat,
“to London to see the Queen,” and moreall the famous sights of the great
English city, and the wonders of the continent.
The fault of the book is that Marian’s mistakes
and funny sayings ire made rstber too promiwent

ever

saw

nent acd might lead to self-consciousness on the
part of little readers. Bat it is a very amusing
acd brightly told story and cannot fail to give
much pleasure.

Just His Luck (Boston: Lee A Shepard;
Portland: Hall L. Davis) is the first volnme of
the publisher’s “Lucky Series,” and by way of
mild dabbliDg in the black art, they withhold
the author’s name “for good luck.” Certainly
fnelnna A.^c

--' .1_sL.X_

tile and industrious writer, Anon; as witness
the No Name series and others. The volume
under consideration is very poorly written, and
jS somewhat too roughs id coarse to be wholly

recommended; while it' honest intention and
variety and interest of its story certainly
entitle it to a degree of raise.
the

in a or two

bsttle,

to

P»r oD, quite superior to the first. Destb, however, removes Another aod the second lady
obligingly falls down stairs aod breaks her
neck—by this ingenious and direct process
leaving the young man to marry the reoentl

fections. A kindly but officious woman, addressed in the letters which are the narrative,
is the only psrson left with claims npon much

liking

or
respect—and, ba it understood, she
does nothiDg at all. She is the passive recipient merely of the letters of the young artist,
bis own hero, who in writing the others as
Knaves succeeds admirably in bis autograph
of afoot. Meta Holdenis is an adventuress;
and it a pendant to the portrait of Samuel

Brohl, paiuted, it is trne, with

less degree of
skill and with the darker colors suitable to the
wickedness of a woman—whioh wheu it exists is so far worse thau that atiaioable by a
Beside

eyes ara

Money and Legal Tender in the United
States, by H. B Linderman, Director of the
Mint (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, Port
land: Loring, Short & Harmon), is a work
which deals with facts rather than with theories. It is a treatise, brief and in convenient

form,

on

the laws

relating

to

in adventure and interest. It is needless to add
those who know Mr. Eggleston's style, that
this is in every way a desirable book, and one
of which the influence is manly, bravo and

to

thoroughly good. It is bonnd and printed in
exceedingly good style, as it so well deserves.
Ballads of Bravery (Boston: Lee & Shepard;
P< rtland: Hall L. Davis) is another holiday volume, hjund in very unique and attractive style,
and containing a selection of spirited ballads
of daring deeds. The choice, difficult in the embarrassment uf riches, has been well made end
ranges over many subjects and styles. The
illustrations are not very praiseworthy, though
of various degrees of unskillfnlness, A few

quite good.

among them are

a

wickedness, Meta and her blue
dull, it is moreover to be said. The
whole story may be defined ss an epio of un
comf irtable infatuations, told with a fair degree of point and the graceful diction that
rarely fails a French novelist; but it lacks
unity and contrast in design and will not add
much to the fame of M. Cherhuliez
man.

The Signal Boys, by George Cary Eggleston
(New York: G P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland:
Coring Short & Harmon) is a choice book for
older bovs. It is a story of the naval engagements before New Orleans in 1814,and abounds

coinage, legal

tender and the money standard, complemented
by an explanation of the workings ot the Mint,
and a history of the currency of the country
and of the changes to which from time to time
it has been subjected. In the present condition
of the currency question this little volume is
especially timely and in view of the discussion
now goiug on, of iuteiest and value.
Those
who prefer to reason from baseless assumptions
instead of facts will fiud it little to their taste,
bat whoever desires to understand both the
science and the art of money in this country
will do well to study it. The history of the demonetization of the silver dollar and the review of the battle of the standards are timely
and instructive aad not to be ignored by those
who wish to understand the silver question. Dr. Liuderman takes strong and positive ground for the single gold standard. The

appendix comprises statistical tables of great
value to all whose interest or duty leads them
to deal with the currency question.

The favorite hymu by Henry Francis Lyte,
Abile with Me, appears as an illustrated gift
b"ok very tastefully designed. The poem le
'oo
well kuown to require description; the
illustrations by Miss L. B Humphrey, vary in

merit, some of tha landscapes and vignettsa
good, while the figures are decidedly poor.
(Bostoo: Lee & Saepard; Portland: Hall L.
Davis.)
are

The second volnme of the same aeries. Hie
Own Master, by J. T. Trowbridge is much bet.
ter. It is lively, adventurous and well told,
with the keen and amasia sk etches of character in which Mr. Trowbridge is so happy.
It
will be a great delight to the older boys.
True Love Rewarded, by A. 8. Rowe (New
York: G W. Carleton & Co.; Portland: Bailey & Noyes) is a tedious and poorly written
story, but possesses the ulaua to respect of
nnfailngly excellent intention, and desire to
do good in its way.
IVdIpk

nnel
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A German translation of Taine’s English
Literature is in preparation.
That Lass o’ Tower;’*, a parody on Mrs.
Burnett’a That Lass o’ Lowrie’e, which first
appeared ia Scribner, is running as an lllui"
trated serial in l’nnch.
M. E. \V. 3 whose contributions to Appleton’s Journal have been a featnre of that mag.
azine, has written a novel called The Sarcasm
of

Dasiiny,

which the.

Appletons

will shortly

publish.
The Louisville Joaroal says
that
Mrs.
South worth is the ftvorite author of the In-

dianapolis ladies.
Mrs. Mar; J. Holmes's new novel Is entiled
G. W- Caileton & Co. have it nearly

Mildred.

Donhledaj’s Children, (New York: G. P.
Putnam’s Sons? Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon) is written by an author who signs
himse f Dntton Cook, and who has a genuine
and original talent for story-telling. The book
somewhat reminds one of that pleasant bat
rather crude, novel—Nimport; although it is
very much superior to it in every way; and if,
as seems possible from the style, it be by the
same author, it proves real and effective pro
gress. The title perhaps is not very well chosen
for these days of popular delineation of the
average family, and leads to the expectation of
a chronicle of precocious sayiDgs and doings on
the part of Donbleday's children. But, except in the very first chapters, they are children of a larger growth whose lives are recoided in this novel. The thr^e principal actors
Basil, Doris and Nicholas, till their own stories
and those of the people connected with them
There is dramatic puwer as well as real pathos,
and quiet huaior aud variety iu the work. The
soenes of the French Revolution sra vividly
painted, aud the scope and style of the novel
show unmistakable and rich taleDt

Another Man’s Wife (New York: G. W

Oarleton; Portland: Bailey & Noyes) is, fortUDatsly, not so undesirable a book as the title
might imply. It is, however, the story of a
young mau, whose original sweetheart having
become the wife of that irresistible rival, Another, engages himself t«

an

amiable young

ready.
The Rev.

Joseph Cook’s Biology

is in its
volume on Trancendenready the latter part of the

tenth thousand.
Ulism will be
month.
It is

Bis

proposed

to reprint the Christianism
j
Michael Servetns, a book which
came originally from the press in 1553, but was

Restitntio of

scarcely published, though it cost the author
hi life. Dr. Meal, the well-known physician
of Queen Anne’s time and the Geogian era, had
proceeded some length with a reprint, when
the sheets wore seized and destroyed by order
of the bishop of Loodon. Another physician,
Dr. de Murr, superintended more successfully
a reissue in 1790. but this volume is nearly as
rare as the original.
G. P. Putuam’s Sons will have readyinaiew
weeks a new edition of Godwin’s Cyclopedia
of Biography considerably enlarged,
and
brought down to August, 1877. It will form a
handsome octavo volume of eleven hundred
pages, and will be issned uniformly with the
new edition of The World’s
Progress.
It is a romance this time, and not a poem.
An English paper, The Mirror, announces for
immediate publication in its columns, a rrsamd
with extracts, of a hitherto unknown story by
E Igar A. Poe, which is said to have rece ly
come into the possession of Mr. John H lu-

gram.wbo

has

taken cuar;eof Poe’s literary

It entitled The Jcnr
reputation in England
nalof Julius Rodman, and is a description of

SATURDAY

MORMNG,

KOV. 24.

»a imaginary First
Passage Across the Rocky
Mountains of North America ever Achieved
by Civilized Mbd.
Tbe main features of the October number of

Edinburgh Review ore of a biographical
character, the subject being Colonel Meadows
Taylor, author of Confessions of a Tbng;
Prince Hardenberg, a Prussian political chief
in Napoleon’s time; the Conntess d’Agoult and
Ulfilas, tbe apostle of tbe Goths. There is an
article on the construction and employment of
the torpedo. The Order of the Coif is an his
torical sketch of sergeants at law, recently abrogated. Eaton College and Chinese cosmog
ODy are also considered, and there is a very
elaborate and generally complimentary criticism upon Mr.
Antnony Trollope’s novels
Leonard Scott Publishing Co., New York.
the

Books Received.
The Queen of Sheba, By Thomas Bailey Aldrich. Cloth, 270pp., $1.50. Boston: J. K. Osgood & Co. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
The Faed Gallery. ASeriesof the Most Renowned Works of Thomas F&ed, reproduced in
Hellotype. With lull descriptions, and a sketch of
the lile of the artist. Cloth, 68 pp„ $10.00. Bostton: J. R. Osgood & Co. Portland: Loring, Short
& Harmon.
Our
His Own muster. By J. T. Trowbridge.
Lucky Series.”
Clotb, illustrated, 305 pp., $1.
Boston: Lee & Shepard. Portland: Hall L. Davis.
“Abide With le.’> By Henry Francis Lyto.
With designs by L. B. Humphrey. Engraved by
John Andrew & Son. Clotb, 3t pp., $2. Boston:
Lee & Shepard. Portland: Hall L. Davis.
Jnst His Luck.

‘‘Our Lucky Series.>’ Clotb, illustrated, 355pp. Boston: Lee & Shepard. Portland : Hall L. Davis.

Jolly Good Times at School. Also, Some
Times not quite so Jolly. By P. Thome. Clotb,
illustrated, 281 pp„ $1.25. Boston: Roberts Bros.
Portland; Loring,.Short & Harmon,

The Times Washington despatch says tho
Democrats have a guard watching Patterson
and Conover.
The Tribune's despatch says one of the most
interesting teatures of tbe scene ia the Senate
was the presence of
M. C. Butler of South
Carolina, and the part he took iu the management on the Democratic side. During nearlv
all of the hour, when voting was going on, he
was either sitting at one of
the desks amoDg
bis political associates or passing from one to
another, and apparently consulting with them
in regard to the progress of the contest. On
several occasions Patterson was noticed sponging with him as though be was receiving
instructions how te should proceed. A Senator
reports having overheard an order given by
Butler to Patterson in one of the cloak rooms
during the progress of a roll call. The former
is reported to have asked the
latter, with an
oath, why he was in the cloak room, and to
have directed him to go out into the Chamber
and to vote on tbe right side too. Butler’s
presence was marked by all tbe Republican
Senators, and the belief that a direct bargain
had been made between him aud Patterson
made them more than ever unwilliug that he
should obtain a seat in the Senate.
Another Washington special says: Conover
will not vote to give the Butler case precedence
over that of Kellogg now that the committee
have concluded their labors. A Western Senator said this morning he felt certaio that
neither Conover nor Patterson bad any intention of deBeiting the party. Patterson has
pledged himself to vote for Butler and he has
induced Conover to vote with bim. Republican Senators went into caucus at 12 o’clock,
soon after which Patterson appeared at the
door and inquired whether Conover was inside.
He received a negative answer, but taking the
arm of Senator Spencer, went into caucus.
The Telegram says pressure has already been
brought to hear on the President to hold on the
olive branch of patronage to Conover of
Plotida and thus save Kellogg. Conover plaidy
intimates tnat odb of the reasons for his action
is that the President disregards his recommendation for offiee and yields in some cases
to requests of his Democratic friend and colleague, Senator Jones. There is much comment upoD the offensive attitude of M. C.
Butler on the floor of the Senate yesterday in
personally browbeating and dragooning Conover aud Patterson to vote for him,

Washington, Nov. 23.—The friends cf Sen-

Patterson desire the statement published
that bis action in the Butler-Corbin contest is
in accordance with views expressed by him
long before the requisition of the Governor of
South Carolina was made for his rendition to
that state to answer to pending indictment
agaiust him. He bolds that the title of Butler
to tbe Seuatorsbip is as good as that of Hampton to the Governorship.
Hampton having
been recognized by the Administration, Patterhe should not sustain
son sees no reason why
Butler, who was elected by the same Legislature that declared Hampton Governor.
ator

Aunt Jo’s Mcrap-Bag.
my Girls Arc, By
Louisa M. Alcott. Cloth, illustrated, 229 pp
$1.
Boston: Roberts Bros. Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.
A Great Emergency, and Other Tales. By
Juliana Horatia Ewing, author of “Jan of the
Cloth, illustrated, 284 pp., $1.23.
Boston: Roberts Bros. Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.

Windmill” &c.

Tan.

Home Story.

A

Cloth, illustrated,

By George

L.

Chaney.

$1.25. Boston: Roberts
Bros. Portland: Loring, Short & Ilarmon.
Fereat tilen; or, The Mohawlt’a Friend£ ship. By Elijah Kellogg. “Forest Glen Series.”
ftClotb, illustrated, 335 pp., $1.25. Boston; Lee &
Shepard. Portland; Hall L. Davis.
279 pp.,

XLVtli CONGRESS-Extra Session.
HOUSE.
Washington, Nov. 23.
The regular order being demanded Mr, Chit-

Ballads of Brarery. Edited by George W. Baker, With forty full-page illustrations.
Cloth,
174pp., $3.50. Boston; Lee & Shepard. Portland : Hall L. Davis.

tenden asked unanimous consent that after
Mr. Fort’s speech, be (Chittenden) should t e
allowed to speak fifteen miuntes for—Sodom
and Gomorrah.
Mr. Thompson of Pennsylvania objected,
Being a Boy. By Charles Dudley Warner, austating be did so in tbe interests ot many memthor of “My Summer in a Garden” &c. Illustrabers who desired to speak, but could not do so.
trated by “Champ.” Cloth, 244 pp., $1 50. BosMr Ewiog of Ohio" appealed to Mr. Thompton : «J R.Osgood & Co. Portland: Loring, Short
bis obieciion and it was acson to withdraw
& Harmon.
cordingly withdrawn, and it was agreed that
Mr Cbitteudeu should have fifteen minutes’
Child Marian Abroad.
By Wm. M. F.
Round, author of “Achsah,’> &c. Cloth, illustra- time after Mr. Fort, who was entitled to the
bad closed his remarks.
ted, 158 pp., $1.25. Boston: Lee & Shepard* j door,
Mr. Fort then proceeded to address the House
Portland: Hall L. Davis.
in advocacy of his substitute for the bill to repeal the resumption act. It had been a question with him, be said, whether he ought to
reopen tbe debate after it had been so fitly
closed yesterday by tbe gentleman from Ohio.
He believed there never Could be resumption
by law. If resumption came it had to come by
prosperity and by prosperity alone. He as
seried that many of the men of Wall street
MAINE.
were today breediog and nursing “wild-cats”
in order to flood the country with them as
Fort
soon as they got the greenbacks retired.
went on to say he blushed for his fellow ReFatal Accident.
was said he was
that
it
lie
knew
publicans.
Lewiston, Nov. 23.—Thursday afternoon L. going over to the Democrats. Was he indeed?
Atwood of West Mioot, in moving trees to
Who then were his f-llow Democrats followmake a new road, was instantly killed by tbe
ing? Were they following the lead of the man
(Hewitt of New Turk) who had led the last
falling of a large limb.
Presidential campaigu on tbe Democratic side?
Robbery iu Lewiston.
If bis ticket bad been elected be would be toThe safe in the grocery store of Smith, Morse
day undoubtedly Secretary of the Treasury.
& Co. was found opened this morning and $670
Hewitt—It was elected.
The peoFort—I do not know but it was.
deposited last night missing. Tbe safe was unple have determined to retain tbe legal tender
locked.
and
if
the
change
ourrency
will,
necessary,
Riddeford Criminalities.
House of Representatives, Senate and if need
Biddefobd, Nov. 23.—Tbe police today broke be, tbe President.
Mr. Chittenden of New York proceeded to
up a gaDg of juvenile thieves, arresting four
criticise Mr. Ewing’s speech of yesterday and
street Arabs named Traverse, Besoin, Bates and
contrasted it with the following extract from a
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houses aud

pilfering
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snwpr.h mmlft hv Mr. K«in<r in

1875:
“Now there Is discretion with the Secretary about
this. He is compelled to take up the fractional currency with silver rapidly as practicable. Tbe mints
are now running night and day coining silver for
that purpose, and I predict under that law, it eiecuted, the people or this country will be left within a
year from ihis time without one dollar ot fractional
money whether paper or sliver.”

considerable extent.
Sometime ago the buiidiogs owned by Major
James M. Andrews, situated at the stone quar*

ries, were entered and aftewards burned. The
police have been working np the case since
July, aud today Deputy Kennison returned
from Newark, N. J., bringing Martin Leach,
charged with stealing several hundred dollars’

That prediction was worth about as much as
tbe predictions with which that gentleman bad
That gentletreated the House yesterday.
man had represented the
conflict between capital and labor as one that would only end in
He had spoken of
the destrnction of capital.
capital and capitalists as if they were demons
of American prosperity and civilization, bad
pointed his Huger at New York as tbe Sodom
aDd Gomoirah of tbe robber bloated bondholdboiders and bad risen in gradations of elo
queues as if he discovered tbe smoke of their
torments rising up for ever and ever.
(LaughAs au evidence of the absurd notions
ter.)
of
on
tbe
subject
currency, he statprevailing
ed that a former Democratic representative
from New York city (meaning Richard Schell)
had told him in the spring of 1875 that he was
in favor of diggiDg a ship canal from New
York to San Francisco in order to give employment to the idle labor of the country and
that he would set the printing presses to work
and print off greenbacks to pay the laborers,
He also read
and that was the only remedy.
an extract from
a newspaper report of a “rag

worth of articles from Andrews.
Peter Cote is under arrest, a harness and robes
being found in his possession which were stolen

Jndge Samnel Lnques.
The police believing the house of Clark Hutchins the repository for thieves, made a search and
from

have brought to the police station over 81000
worth of stolen goods.
Only a small portion
has as yet been claimed. They include a great
quantity of carpenters’ and masons’ tools, cotton goods, dress goods, &a
Death from Injuries.
Machias, Nov. 23 —Aaron B. Thompson of
Macbiaspoit, died this afternoon from the effects
of injuries received in the shipyard Tuesday.
He was one of the mosc successful and best
known shipmasters in eastern Maine.

Dupe

and Incest.

meeting
money”
Nashville, Tenn,
where resolutions were adopted favoring the
issuing of $10,000 000 of greenbacks monthly
until this distress of the country was removed;
opposiog contraction; favoring the remonetization of silver and ignoring both political parHe asserted that if Congress could be
ties.
adjourned fer twelve months gold and greenmass

Bangor, Nov. 23.—Ths Whig learns that Ira
T. Carter of Presqne Isle, has been arraigned
and bound over in 83000 on three several complaints of rape and incest with his two daugb_
ters, about 14 years of age. He will be tried at
Houltou at the February term.
Convirts Taken to the State Prison.
Augusta, Nov. 23 —Convicts were taken
from the Kennebec jail today to the State Prison as follows: John C. Johnson, sentenced to
five years; L. W. Cochran, five years; W. AThomson, three years; Alexander Trask, one
year and six months.
Nuicide,
Mrs. Sarab, wife of Arthur C. Dodge of Westfield, Aroostook county, while visiting the family of John O. Curtis in this city, committed
suicide by jumping into a well this forenoon.
She was insane last summer on account of the
death of a child.
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CONTEST.

Senators—Pattrr-

Necking

to

Defend

Their Treachery.

New York, Nov. 23 —Tne World editorially
•scribes the defeat of the ltepublicans yesterday
io the Senate to the unwisdom of Messrs
Cookliog and Edmunds, biingiog upon their
party prematurely that which would soen be
inevitable. It says: “Of course it is as silly
as scandalous to impute
to Democratic Senators, who have now been clothed with victory
only a little while belore their time, any sort of
ooalition or alliance with Senators from South
x/»»vhu«a auu iruiu x
luriua, m wuose loyal aialoyalty to the states they have been encouraged
to misrepresent, the Republicans of the Senate
have hitherto successfully relied, instead of
charging CoDover audPatterson with belonging
to the Republican party. Republicans like
Senator Conkling and Senator Edmunds will
do well to take a lesson from them in political
common sense.
Whatevei their past conduct
may have been they have put themselves dow
ip the attitude of bending before the unquestionable will of a vast majority of the American people, and of voting as nine out of ten of
the most intelligent and rigbt*minded Republican citizens of the North ought to vote,
if
they expect private advantages to accrue to
themselves from votiDg thus, what right have
men like Senator Conkling and Senator Edmunds to quariel with them on that score? Is
it a new thing under tho sun then for a
carpetbagging Southern Senator to ba governed by
such considerations? Tha significance of yesterday’s Democratic victory in the Senate is
not that it assures Democratic control of that
body, for this it does not do. It is that it reveals the hopeless disorganization of the
Republicans in that body, and the utter incapacity of the Republican leaders there to
understand the temper of our
times, or meaoh drift of events in this
nation.”
The Herald says that by
parliamentary tactics the Republican Senators
may be able to
fight off a decisive vote on Butlei’s case until
Sharon s arrival, bat otherwise the Democrats
have a hopeful chance of getting control of the
Senate and patting President Hayes in the uncomfortable positioo of having both branches
Of CoDgress in opposition. It is possible the
Republican Senators may get out of this menacing difficulty by the arrival of Mr. Sharon or
by some dexterous coup de main, but the fact
that they are in such extreme danger demonstrates the mutability of political
power. How
are the mighty fallen! It is but a lew
years
since the Republican
was
party
omnipotent io
every department of the government, but now
having lost the House it is doubtful whether
the 1 resident will not be
dependent on a Democratic majority in the Senate
for confirming
bis appointments.

offered.
The Speaker ruled that the resolution under
which the House was actiDg took the matter
from under the operation ,of the rules, which
would only admit of two amendments bemg
pending at the same time, and that all the

amendments were before the House and must
be voted ou.
Mr. Springer desired to withdraw one which
he bad offered, but objection was made by Mr.
Garfield aDd the objection was sustained.
The first vote taken ou the substitute was
offered by Mr. Fort and it was agreed to with
out division.
It repeals ail that part of the
resumption act which authorizes the Secretary
of the Treasury to dispose of United States
bonds and to redeem and cancel greenback
currency.
The next vote was on the substitute offered
by Mr. Hubbell, modifying the 3d section of
the resumption act. It was takeD by yeas and
nays, and resulted yeas 00, nays 158. Several
of tbs hard money men voted for Mr. Hubbell’s substitute, as they bad done for Mr.
Fort’s, not became they favored either of
them, but because (as Mr. Garfield intimated)
they hoped thereby tbe |more surely to defeat
tbe bill.
The next vote was on the amendment offered
by Mr. Fouod, repealing the limitation of the
National Bank note circulation, and it was rejected without yeas and nays.
The next vote was on the amendment offered
by Mr. Cox of Ohio, providing for the gradual
redempiion of legal tenders from January 1st,
1878, at 07 cents ou the dollar, up to January
1st, 1881, at par in coin. Itejected, only. 17 iu
the affirmative.
The next vote was on an amendment offered
by Mr. Cummings, postponing the redemption
until the coin reserve in the Treasury is sufficient to authorize it, and it was rejected without division.
The Dext vote was on an amendment offered
by Mr. Hewitt, requiring an accumulation iu
the Treasury of $50,000,000 a year until the
amount shall be equal to half of tbe outstanding legal tenders, after which resumption is to
commence, which was rejected without divi-

.T^nT,MesBay8.Cinovet’*

“olive in voting
with the Democrats has not beeu
clearly und“istood, but may be explained by a statement on
the authority of a prominent Democrat in
Baltimore, who stated some time ago that the
Democrats had made certain discoveties with
regard to Conover’s action as Treasurer in
Florida under Gov. Reed, and they held the
same power over him which they held over
Patterson, and that he and Patterson would
certainly vote with the Democrats when their
voles were needed.
This boast was made some
time ago.

at

backs wauld be at par with each other witbiu
And now, said he, 1 come to a
sixty days.
When I went over to
question of privilege.
the Democratic side of the House tbe other
day there was so much confusion that I did
not bear the very unpleasant remarks (laughter) of the gentleman of Georgia (Felton,) 1
will now read an extract from his speech.
Mr. Chittenden thereupon read with a good
deal of excitement on his part aud amid the
shouts of laughter on tbe part ot the members
that paragraph from Mr. Felton’s speech describing the storm at sea and painting himself
(CbitteDden) as the “wrecker” waiting for his
prey. There I stood, he continued, all unconscious of beiDg made the representative and
embodiment of all the horrid capitalists and
bloated bondholders who live aloDg tbe sea.
(Shouts of laughter.) Now 1 ask tbe gentlemen who
have hurled their blows at me as a
“wrecker” and who are pleased to repeat that
kind of “stuff” and to circulate it in tbe newspapers that auonymous letters are sent to me
about it (laughter) to look at me. (Roars if
There is not a man ou this floor
laughter.)
who is as much interested as 1 am in maintaining the interests of the debtor class. What
has the gentleman from Ohio (Ewing) to do
with them?
Nobody owes him any money.
(Laughter.) What does he know about the
interests or necessities of the debtor class of
this country?
The books of the firm in which
myall is involved have today upon them accounts of from 3000 to 8000 debtors scattered
all over the country.
This should be a lesson
to members of Congress who come here to
talk impudently, wildly, viciously and wickedly (each advert) pronounced with emphasis
and hailed with shouts of laughter) about the
awful capitalists and awful representatives ol
New York, which have suffered mere in loaning its money to the West and South than any
other city on the earth.
Mr. Speaker, 1 am
indebted to the House for this opportunity
(laughter and shouts of ‘‘Go ou, proceed.”) 1
will not trespass another moment, Iconld
throw no additi .Dal light upon the subject,
(laughter,) and 1 am weary. I have only to
exoress my thanks.
This speech closed the discussion and left the
House iu the best of humor.
The question was then raised by Mr. Conger
and others as to the mode of voting on the
amendments, of which there had beea fourteen
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The like disposition was made of the amendmeats offered by Messrs. Eden, Chittenden,

Keifer, Deering and Aldricb, all of which

were

j

NEW YORK.

without division.
The next was on an amendment offered by
;
Mr. Stenger, repealing the resumption day
j
clause in the resumption act. Taken by yeas |
Another Ucary Embezzlement.
and nays and resulted yeas 17, nays 220,
I
Nf.w York. Nov. 23.—L. J Thtrisson, of
The am-ndniems offered by Me.-srs Clark of
the Uw firm of Therasson & Bryon of No. 10
Iowa, Pattersou and Willis of New York, and I’ine
street, was arrested today by a depnty
Morrison were severally rejected without divissheriff on orders issued iD two civil s nts beion.
gan against him in the Supreme Court, in
The next amendment was one offered by Mr.
which he is charged with the emhezzlemeut of
Ward of Pa., to add a new section to the bill
sums of money belonging to the
Zrbrisproviding that drafts for wages shall be piya- large
kie estate, amounting to upwards of $130,000.
ableonly in coin or legal tender notes.
Theras9en is a promineut member of the
Mr. Garfield demanded the yeas and nays,
Church of the Incarnation and superintendent
and called (9arcastcally) on the laboring men’s
otiis Sunday schools; also treasurer of the
friends to vote for it.
St.
Luka’s hospital, aud stood Well in social
The count on ordering the yeas and nays was
circles.
46 to 164, (a tie as one-fifth orders yeas and
nays). The Speaker voted ‘'No,” thus defeating the call, but the question was then taken THE FISHERY
by tft'lers and the yeas and nays were ordered.
A vote was then taken by yeas and nays.
There was a good deal of merriment indulged
Ureal Britain Awarded $5,500,000.
in during the vote, which Conger characterized
Halifax. Nov. 23.—The Fishery Commissatirically as the most important vote of the sion gave iheir decision today, awarding Great
day, and before the result was announced mauy
Britain $5,500 000.
It was a majority award,
members changed their votes so as to be ou the
President Deiorse and Sir A T. Galt agreeing,
right side of the laboring man question.
and .Judge Kellogg, U. S. commissioner, disFinally the result was(after much delay occa- senting.
sioned by the numerous changes) announced as
yeas 127, nays 129.
niiTEOKOI.OUlCAJt.
The Speaker then announced that the next
INDICATIONS FOB TUB NEXT TWENTY-FOl'B
vote would be on the bill as amended, that is on
Fort’s substitute for it.
HOURS.
There was an absolute silence in the hall exOffice Chief Signal
War
Dep’t,
the
voice
of
the reading clerk and the
cept
V
Officer, Washington, D.O.,
Some
yeas and Does of members in response.
Nov. 24. (1 A. M.J)
ten or twelve pairs were announced.
The result was announced as yeas 133, nays 120, and
Eor New England
so the bill passed.
falling barometer,increasing northeast to southThe following is the vote in detail;
east winds generally warmer cloudy weather
Yeas—Messrs. Atkins, Baker of Ind., Banning,
aud rain areas.
Bayne, Bell, Blackburn, Bland. Boone, Bragg, Brogden, Browne, Buckner, Cabell, Caldwell of Ky.,
Caldwell of Teun., Calkins, Cannon, Carlisle, Chalmers, Ola’ k of Ky., Clark of Mo., Clymer, Cobb, Collins, Cook, Cravens, Crittenden. Culberson, Davidson, Davis of N. C„ Dibrell, Dickey, Douglas, Durham, Eden, Elam, Everett, Evans of 111., Ewing,
Felton, Finley, Forney, Fort, Franklin, Fuller,

rejected

COMMISSION.

_

FOREIGN.

Gardner, Garth, Giddings, Glover, Goode, Gunter,
Hamilton, Hanna, Hams of Ga, Harris ot Va., Harrison. Hartiidge, Hartzell, Haskell, Hatcher. Hays,
Heukle, Henry, Hewett of Ala Herbert, Hooker,
House, Hunter, Hunton, Humphrey, Jones of Ala
Jones of O., Kelley, Kenna, Killiuger, Knapp,Knott,
Ligon, Mackey, Maish, Manning, Marsh, Martin,
McKenzie, McMahon, Mills, Morgan, Mularow, Oliver, Phelps, Phillips. Pridemore, Kea, ReagaD, Reilley, Rice of O., Kiddle, Robbins, Roberts, Robertson
of La., Robinson of Ind., Ryan, Sapp, Sayler, Scales,
Shelley, Singleton, Slemons, Smith of Ga., Sparks,
Springer, Steele, Thompson, Throckmorton, Tipton,
Townsend of 111., Tucker, Turner, Turney, Vance,

Van Vorliees, Waddell, Walker, Walsh, White of
PeDn.. White of Ind., Wlnttborne,Williams ot Ala.,
Williams of Ky., Wilson, Wright,
Yeates and

Young—133.
Nays—Messrs. Aldricb, Bacon, Bagley, Baker of
N. Y., Ballou, Banks, Beebee, Benedict, Bisbee,
Blair, Boyd. Brentano, Brewer, Briggs, Burchard,
Burdick, Cain, Camp, Campbell, Chittenden, Claflin,
Clark of N. J„ Clark of Iowa, Cole, Conger, Covert,
Cox of O Crapo. Cummings, Cutler, Danford, Davis
of Col., Deeriog. Denison, Dunnell, Dwight. Eames,
Eickboff, Ellsworth, Evans of Pa., Foster, Freeman,
Frye, Garfield, Gibson, Hale, Hardenbergh, Harmer,
Harris of Mass Hart. Hendee, Henderson, Hewitt
of N. Y Hubbell, Hungerford, Ittner, Jones of N,
H., Jorgenson, Joyce, Keiglitly, Kimmill, Landers,
Lapbam, Lathrop, Leonard, Lindsey, Lockwood,
Loriug, Luttrell, Mayham, McCook, McGowan. McKinley, Metcalf, Mitchell, Monroe, Morrison, Morse,
'unci, nui tiusB. \j

uvci

iuu,

id.uc iu,

120.

The following is the text of the bill as passed:
A bill to repeal all that part of the act approved June 14, 1875, known as the resumption act, which author'zed the Secretary of
the Treasury to dispose of United States
bouds and redeem and cancel the greenback
currency:
Resolved, That the portion of the act approved June 14,1875, entitled an act to provide
tor the resumption of specie payments, which
reads as follows:
And whenever and so often as circulating notes
shall be issued to any such banking association so increasing its capital or circulating notes, or so newly
organizeed as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of the
Secretary of the Treasury to redeem United States

legal tender notes in excess only of $3u0,000,u00 to
80 per centum of the sum of national bank notes so
issued to any banking association as aforesaid and to
continue such redemption as such circulating notes
are issued unt'l there shall be outstanding the sum
of $300,000,000 of such legal tender U S. notes and
no more, and on and after 1st day ot January, a d.
1879. The Secretary of the Treasury shall redeem in
coin the U. S legal tender notes then outstanding on
their presentation for redemption at the office of the
assistant treasurer of the U. S. New York in sums of
not le?s than $50 and to enable the Secrecary of the
Treasury to prepare and provide for redemption as
this act authorizes or requires he is authorized to use
surplus revenues from time to time in the treasury not
otherwise appropriated and to issue.sell and dispose of
:\ not less than par in coin either of the descriptions of
bonds of the United States described in the act of
Congress, approved July 14, 1870, entitled *‘An act
to authorize the reiunuing of the national debt,
with like qualities, pnvileges and exemptions to the
extent necessary to carry this act into full effect, and
to use the proceeds thereof lor the purposes aforesaid,”

be and the same is hereby repealed.
The Speaker laid before the House some 40
lur leave or

auseuce.

Mr. Wood of N. Y., objected to all of them
except iu cases of sickness, and said be expected there would be a final adjournment by

Tuesday next.
Mr. CoDgerof Mich., asked to have
question fied at once.

that

Mr. Wood declined to call up the resolution
for final adjournment on the ground that tbe
Senate was probably not disposed for an early

adjournment.

The House at 5.30 adjourned till

Tuesday.

WASHINGTON.
The Case ol Senator Patlersan.

Washington, Nov. 25.—The arguments

io
the case of Senator Patterson of South Caroliwere
resumed
before
na,
Judge Humphreys
last night. Some weeks ago Patterson was arrested on a requisition issued by the government.
Hampton and his counsel sued out a
habeas corpus to stop the operation of the warMr. John Lowndes, representing the
rant.
state of South Carolina, concluded the arguHe
contended that if Patterson should
ment.
not be turned over to the courts of South Carolina, this city would become au asylum for
criminals, and that great wrong to tho cause of
justice would be done.
Judge Shellabarger, of the counsel for Pattersou, argued that this was tbe first case in
which the execntlve of a state had attempted
to invade the United States Senate and take
away from it one of its members, and that it
was all
important that in this first case tbe
court should interfere and prevent inca'cnlable
wrong. He held that not only could the court
look into the warrant, but that it was competent for the court to try the question as to whether the order to extradite ought to have been issued. He argued at some length that Patterson
was in no sense a fugitive
from justice, and
that under no circumstances could he be considered as each.
Tbe court adjoarnad further hearing until toMr. Patterson remained outside in the
day.
ball daring tbe proceedings, and seemed to take
but little interest in them.
The President and the Silver dill.
New York, Nov. 23.—The Evening Post
prints the following despatch from Washington:

“In regard to the denial of the report about
the President’s intentions toward the silver
bill, I can say that General Banks informed
me yesterday that the President had said something such as was telegraphed on Wednesday
to him ai d other members of the Ways and
Means Committee.
There can be no eartbly
doubt that tbe President expressed bimself just
as stated without expecting
that his utterances would get into print.
Senators Dawes and
Sargent among others told me in private conversation three days ago that the President
would not sign the Bland silver bill.”
Army.
Gen. Sherman was before the Military Committee this morning, bat the beating for tbe
most part related to details of little public interest.
Referring to tbe statement recently
made in tbe Home that there were two regi
meats stationed in Washington wbicb might be
-sent to tbe front, tbe General said that instead
The
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hera at the arsenal, for the protection of public
In reply to a question by Mr. Bragg,
expressed the opiuion that there ought alOrleaus to pro10
be
a regiment in New
ways
tect the property of the United States against
thieves, and in reply to Mr. Banning, said none
of the troops (about 4000 are scattered at different poiuts in the division of the Atlautic) could
be spared for irontier service without unwarrantably exposing property of the government
to plunder or decay.
The Secretary of War also testified briefly,
confirming, so tar as his examination went, the
views of Gen. Sherman.
Tbe Vote on the Anli-Reauniptiou Bill.
From an analysis of the vote of tbe House
on the anti-resumption bill it appears that 28
Republicans voted with 105 Democrats for the
pass^e, and that 30 Democrats voted with 00
Republicans against it.
Caucna of the Republican Senators.
The caucus of Republican Senators, held today, was called fortbe purpose of determining
wbether the Senate shall consent to a final adjournment of Congress befori its expiration by
constitutional limitation. The political situation in regard to the contested seats was not referred to. Tbe caucus unanimously adopted
resolutions that the Senate should not adjourn
wbiie any executive business still remained upon its docket or in the hands of any of the
committees.
majority Report in Favor of Kellogg.
At a meeting of the Senate Committee on
Privileges and Elections this afternoon. Mr.
Williams offered the following resolution which
was agreed to by a party vote of 6 to 3:
Resolved, That this committee report to the
Senate that Wm. Put Kellegg is, upon the
merits of the case, lawfully elected to a seat in
tbe United States Senate from Louisiana, for
six years commencing March 4th, 1877, and
that Henry M. Spofford is not entitled to a seat
therein, and that the chairman of this committee be directed to prepare and present to the
St-lute a report accordingly.
The minority will submit a report declaring
Spofford entitled to tbe seat.
The clerk of the committee was ordered to
notify J. B. Eustis of Louisiana that the committee was ready to consider his case Monday,
and also to notify Corbin and Butler, contestants from South Carolina, to file their statements and arguments with the committee forthwith and to advise the committee whether they
desire to be heard in support of their respective claims.

property.

War.

Montenegrin Opera tiam.
Vienna. Nov. 23.—The Political Correspou
denz announces that tbe Montenegrins are
bomparding Lesnori and a forlided island at
the northern extremity of Lake Scutari.
Battle at Tirnora*
London, Nov 23.—A despatch from Bucharest says a
great battle is proceeding at TirUreal

nova.

A Very Improbable Story.
A special correspondent of the Standard at
Gairgevo savs that on Thursday he was shown
a telegram from the Russian headquarters requesting contractors to furnish 70,000 bags of
uuiouum
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Osman Pasha has opened negotiaThis
tions for the surrender of that place.
must he accepted with reserve.
Mubbtar Will Wcleml Erzeroum to the

Plevna,

as

d^c,

Patterson, Pecidie, Potter, Pound, Powers. Price,
Pugh, Quinu, Rainey, Randolph, Reed,Rice of Mass.,
Robinson of Mass Ross, Sampson, Schleicher, Shallenberger, Sinnickson, Stenger, Stewart, Stone of
Mich Thornburgh, Townsend of O., Wait. Warner,
Watson, Welch, Williams of Mich., Williams of N.
Y., Williams of Wis.„ Willetts, Wood and Wren-

applications

The

Cast.

The Standard’s Constan'inopie correspondent
says Gen Melikoff when summoning Mukbtar
Pasha to evacuate Erzeroum, informed him ol
the capture of Kars, and if he resisted he would
be attacked by 80,000 men with overwhelming
Mukhtar Pasha replied he would
artillery.
hold Erzeroum to the last.
Notes.
The Turkish ambassador at Vienna has
sounded Andrassy on the snbj-ct of mediation.
The Count said the time was inopportune and
that mediation now would result disastrously to
War

Turkey.
FRANCE.
Marshal the Tool of Intriguer*.
London, Nov. 23.—The Times’ Palis correspondent says that report* concerning ministerThe Momteur
ial combinations vary hourly.
says, “We know that personally the Marsha' is
disposed to enter upon a constitutional and parliamentary course, but certain men actuated by
partv interests invoke his engagements towards
the reactionary officials, which they allege bind
him irrevocably. We fear the Marshal lacks
resolution.’*
The New Cabinet Formed.
Paris, Nov. 23.—The new ministry has been
definitely constituted as follows:
President of the Council and Minister of
War—Gen. Grimauder Derochebonet.
Minister cf Foreign Affairs—Marquis de
Bonneville.
Minister of the Interior—M. Dewelche.
Minister of Justice—M. Lepeketier.
Minister of Fiuance—M. Dutilleul.
Minister of Commerce—M. Czerre.
Minister of Public Works—M. Graeff.
Minister of Public Instruction—M. Foye.
The Minister of Marine has not yet been
nominated. Dutilleul,the minister of Finance,
was formerly deputy for Compeigne in the department of Oise, but was dofeated in the
election of October 14th. He sat with the constitutional group, and has been connected with
the ministry of finance many years.
The Pres* on the New Miniscry.
Paris, Nov. 23.—The llepublican papers
censure the composition of the new miaistry in
contemptuous terms.
The Union (Legitimist! says the Cabinet derives ligniticance from the appointment of M.
Wi Iche, whose politics are of the Fourtoh
stamp intensified.
The Moniteur says: The ministry will avo'd
all political discussion and devote itself solelv
to public business,
it will ask tbe Senate and
Chamber of Deputies to adopt a similar course
and thus establish a truce from tbe discussions
which are disturbing trade.
It will explain to
the Deputies tbe imperative necessity of immediately considering the budget so as to resume the country. The ministry will appear in
the Chamber tomoriow.
Tbe Cabinet Likely ts Encounter a Vote
of IVaut of Confluence.
The Times’ Paris correspondent says: Nobody doubts that the debate on the Cabinet
programme to-morrow will result in a vote of
want of confijence.
It is probable that the
Cabinet will resign, for the honest men of
which it is composed will not cling to power at
risk to the country, aud it is said they have
declared they do not want a second dissolution.
Alter the resignation of the Cabinet the Marshal must decide between conciliation, resigna
tion or a Bunapartist Cabinet resolved on
violence. Nobody here ever imagines that be
can enter on the latter disastrous coarse.
The

GREAT

BRITAIN.

The Russian Successes Creating Consternation.

London, Nov. 23.—The Manchester Guardian publishes the following from a London correspondent:

The recent success of the Russians in Asia,
and the probability that they will soon achieve
as decisive a victory at Plevna, have brought
hack the government to that state of anxiety
into which they were thrown by the first raid
across the Balkans. The feeling which thsse
events provoke in the minds of the ministers is
to be gathereit from the tone of the papers that
These
support tbe Premier's foreign policy.
journals daily vehemently demand the active
iuterventiou of England, and for two or three
days have been full of the most sinister rumors.

It is stated that the Premier has informed
tbe Russian minister that if Adrianople be
taken aud Constantinople jeopardized, there
may he such an outcry in England as to make
war on the part ot this country inevitable.
A
confirmation of this declaration has been sent
to the Russian headquarters, and has made a
In these circumstrong impression there.
stances, there is some reason for tearing that
this country may be dragged into the present
conflict Eurther ground for such apprehension is afforded by the fact that within the last
few hours an order has been issued for tbe
immediate preparation of an army corps.
A warlike policy will meet much opposition,
and it is hard to forecast what will be the
popular verdict. In these circumstances it will
not be surprising if the government took some
form of stating the grounds of their conduct,
aud inviting the arbitrament of public opinion
on them.

be

__

Various matter*.
The Senate Committee on Foreign Relations
agreed to report favorably on the nomination of
Hillard to be Minister to Brazil, and unfavora
bly on Sanford for Minister to Belgium.
Senate Committee on Commerce had under
consideration yesterday a number of contested
nominations of New York appointments, which
were not acted upon,

SAN DOMINGO.
Tbe Revolutionists Gaining Ground.
Havana,Nov 23.—The English mail steamer from St. Thomas 17th, brioes the following
latest baa. Domingo advices, dated November
9th:
The revolutionists in the south-eastern province of Seibo were driving hack the government troops at every encounter. The
insurgents
were daily approaching the city and great con
aternation prevailed.
The city prisons were
crowded with political prisoners.
In other
provinces victory was favoring the government
troops and the revolutionists alternately.
Foreign Notes.
The London Post authoritatively contradicts
the rumor of the retirement of Beacousfield
from public life.
A Liverpool telegram says information is received there of a great fire at Bahia.
Peace prevail iu Hayti. Coffee is quoted at
$12 per quintal. Tne prospect of toe sugar
crop throughout the West Indies is splendid.
miNOK

TELEGBAH8.

It is reported that President Diaz has given
orders to prevent by force, United States troops
from crossing the Rio Grande, and that General Ord has sent for another regiment of cavalry.
Well informed shippers at Montreal state that
the Grand Trunk Railroad is not cutting down
its rates.
The examination of Deacon Ezra T. Smith
aud Mrs. Cliamplin, for murleiing Mrs. Smith
ended yesterday iu the commitment of both for
trial.
J. R. Hawkins (colored) aged 20, was
hanged
at Townsontown yesterday for atrocious assanlt on a school girl aged 13
Mr. Hillard, the new American Minister at
Brazil, has arrived at Rio Janeiro.
The Central National Bank of Chicago has
failed.
Liabilities to depositors $250,000: assets $400,000 in bills receivable and
$75,000 in
cash.
It is olaimed depositors will lose noth-

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Port laud

oner’s jury.

Two men charged with violating the
United
States revenue laws were released from Wayne
county (Kv.) jail the 15tb iust. by a band of 30
Several men who assisted the marshal in
men.
the arrest were whipped aud driven out of the

county.

The belligerent Black Hills miners wer#
smoked out with sulphnr yesterday and all ar-

rested.

WltoleaaleMIarkel.

Friday, November 23.—The market! are quiet today and there is but little new to note in price!.
There was, however, a slight revival in the sale of
goods. It is much hoped that this state of business
will become permanent, but there is as yet no evidence of it.

Clearing House Transactions.
Portland, Nov. 23.1
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows yesterday:
Gross

Exchanges.$100,604

Net Balances..

24,181

44
59

Economy. The oldest baking posftler sold in ibis
market is Congress Yeast Powder. To try it is to
like it,—it being cheap and healthful, and especially
good lor Dyspeptics when used in making biscuits,
lumplings and doughnuts. All should use it.
MARRI rcr>.

Foreign Exports.
CARDENAS Schr Ralph Carlton—3861 shook® and
259
bbls
heads,
potatoes.
Foreign Imports.
FAJARDO, PR. Brig Pedro—25t hhds 13 tc3 of
molasses to E Churchill & Co.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush corn meal to G
W True # Co.
Boston Slock Market.

ISales at the Broker’s Board, Nov. 23.]
Eastern Railroad...— @4}

Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R. R.......
@ 65
Boston# Maine Railroad, 7s.110 @110*
Maine State 6s.— @ 112
Eastern Railroad new bonds). ....50* @51
Second Call.
20 Eastern Railroad..
1J
—

DIED.
In this city, Nov. 23. after an illness of ten hours,
Mrs. Elizabeth R., wife of Capt. Chas. W. Ford ami
daughter of Jacob and Mary J. McLellan, aged 35

years.
In Saccarappa, Nov. 23. Frank Bailey, son ot Chas.
and Mary E. Hodgdon, aged 8 years 10 months
In Naples, Nov. 8, Mrs. Lois Barker, aged 81
years

aged 81 years.
In San Francisco, F. W. Damrell, aged
months,—only son of Daniel and SaraU
Portland.

Springfield, Mass, Nov. 18, Leon

S.

PORT

& Gallagher.
Sch C J Willard, Wallace,
Willard.
Sch Sammy Ford, Allen, New

[FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE!

Ar at Havana 17th, brig Elizabeth Winslow, Locke,
Cardenas; Cbas A Spaiks, Bradley, New York; sch
Maggi* Dalling. Daliing, Portland.
Sid fm Sagua 13th, oarque Orcbllla, for New York.
Sid fm Cardiff 22d lust, barque Edward Cushing,
Bickmore, Martinique
Ar at Deal 22d, oarque Vesuvius, Call, New York
for Antwerp.

NEilKOfUIVDA.
Brig C C RoblnBon, Hanson, from Liverpool for
Philadelphia, put into Millord, E, 22d inst, with loss
of sails and water tanks,
Brig Clara J Adams is to be placed in the government dry dock at Kittery and repaired.
Sch Andrew Peters, of Calais, with a cargo of lumber, struck on the north point of Pope’s Folley, near
Lubec, on the 16th and remained. Extent of damage
not ascertained. Was discharging 17th.
Sch Eva Adell, Ellis, for Guaniila, dragged her anchor at Wilmington,|NC, 20th, and carried away the
uuttBpjit

marttet*.

Nicw York, November 23—Evening.—Cotton is
sales 1476 bales; Middling uplands at 11 }c;
Orleans atll|; futures in fair business, closing
at
3 to 6 points decline.
quiet
Flour—receipts 21,229 bbis; the market is unchanged with a very moderate export and local trade: sale* 15,000 bbis; No 2
3 00 @ 4 40; Superfine Western and State at 4 75 (®
7 25; extra Western and State at 5 40 @5 75; good
to choice at 5 40 vg} 6 00; White Wheat Western extra

steady;

at

Receipts—2600

700 josh com,

bbls

hour,

bid;

31,000

bush

wheat, 3,-

60,000 bush oats.
Shipments—28,000 bbls flour,37,000]oush wheat,1,700

bush corn, 1000 bush oats.

Cleveland, Nov. 23.—Petroleum market strong
unchanged; standard White 12$.

and

Memphis, Nov. 23.—Cotton is

uplands at 10$c.

firm; [Middling

Charleston, Nov. 23.—Cotton steady; Middling

uplands at 10$c.
New Orlaens, Nov. 23.-Cotton steady; Middling
uplands lOgc.
Savannah, Nov. 23.—Cotton quiet and firm; Middling upands at 10$c.
New York, Nov. 23.—Cotton steady;Middling uplands at ll$c.

Galveston, Nov. 23.—Cotton quiet; Middling
lOgc.

lands at

up-

Norfolk, Nov. 23.—Cotton firm; Middling upands at lOgc.

Wilmington, Nov. 23—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands at lOgc.
Mobile, Nov. 23.—Cotton quiet and steady; Middling uplands ai luge.
Augosta, Nov. 23.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands at 10$ @ lOJc.
European markets. 9
LONDON, Nov. 23—12.30 P.M.—Consols at
lor money and for account.

96 13-16

London, Nov. 23—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 6Ts, at 108g; new 5s, 108$;
10-lOs, 108$; Erie, 10$; Illinois Central at 74; Penn-

sylvania 32.

Liverpool, Nov, 21—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
is strong; Middling uplauds at6 7-16d; do Orleans
at 6$: sale* 15,000 bales, including 2000 bales for speculation and export; receipts ot 4350 bales, of which
3350 were American.
Futuies opened 1-32 @1-16 better but advance
since last November delivery, 6 7-16 November and
December 6| @ 6 11-32; December and January at
6 11-S2 @ 6 5-16; new crop shipped October, sail, 6f:
new crop shipped November and December, sail, at
611-82*

auu

ucauguiu
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kuxir
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other damage.

New

track.
bide.

Foreign

Black
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wens,

Amboy for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 21st, schs Forest
Bangor; Mail. Merrill, Rondont.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 22d, sch Fannie

Bode, Smith,
Pike, Kilpat-

rick, Calais.
Sid 22d, schs Albert W Smith, Loring,Georgetown;
Nellie Scott, Patterson; Altavela, Smith; Owen P
Hinds, Clendennin, and Chase, Ingraham, lor New
York.
nn/\\T

rm

nn

—1_

_i_

PAWTUCKET—Ar 22d, sch Adriana, Snowman,
Gardiner.
FALL RIVER—Sid 20th, schs Lizzie, Frye, and
Ernest T Lee, Blatcbford, New York.
Ar 20th, schs Hannibal, Pendleton, Amboy; Mary
Susan, Snow, New York.
Ar2Ist, schs Hampton, Fletcher, Port Johnson;
C Matthews, Wentworth, Bangor.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 2Ut, schs Nathl Holmes,
Dow. Hoboken: AddieSawyer, Cook, Calais.
Ar 22d, sees Jas O'Donobue, Warren, and Lillie B
Prencb. Haskell, Bangor.
Sid 21st, sch Terrapin, Wooster, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN —Ar 21st, brig Antelope,
Cole, Georgetown for Boston; schs Alice Oakes trom

Eiizabethport

for do;

OSTRICH TIPS

Rockland for New York.
Passed by, sch Florida, from

Sid, schs Oregon, Rainbow, E H King, Morelight,
Wm Me Loon, Wm H Thorndike, Sandy Point, Alice,
Mary Ella. &Dd others.

EDGARTOWN-Ar 20th, schs Empress, New York
for Boston; Maggie Bell, do for Rockland; Congress,
do for Portland; Wm Me Loon, do for Lincoln ville.
Ar 21st, sebs Kate NewmaD.lrom New York for
Rockland; Lillie Vanderkercbem, Philadelphia for
Portland; Oregon, tin New York for Dover; Maggio
Bell, do for Rockland.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, sch Agues Bell, Fernald, from

Cranberry Isles.

Cld 22d, sen Cygnus. Steele, Macbias.
Ar 23d, sch Cephas Strrett, Babbage.-.
Cld 23d, sebs Cora, Megathlin. Baltimore; L M
Strout, Kimball, Bangor; J P Wyman, Urann, for
Bucksport; Geo Sbattuck, Carter, Belfast.
SALEM—Ar 21st, schs Alice T Boardman, from
St John, NB, tor Providence; Jas Holmes, Ellsworth
tor New York; Jed Frvo, Bangor for Newars; Darius Eddy, and Kenduskeag. from do for New York;
Martha Weeks, do for Providence; Nellie Belle, do
for Westport; F A Sawyer, do for Hyannis; Forest
City, Hurricane Island tor New York; Johnnie Meserve, Rockland for do; S S Bickmore, Bath lor New

York,

Ar 22d, sebs Lizgie Major, Gcrrish, St John, NB,
for New York; Sami Hart, Holbrook, Port Johnson;
Carolina Knight, do for Tbomaston; Lookout. Calais
for New Haven; II S Billings, do tor Providence;
A McNichols, Macbias for New York; Acara, Addison for do; Campbell, and Vicksburg, Bangor for do;
New Zealand, Bangor lor Bridgeport; Ann Elizabeth, do tor New London; Abigail Haynes, do for
Stonington; Abbie E Willard, fm do for Providence;
Aluomak, and Lake, Rockland tor New York; R B
Smith, do tor do; Douglass Haynes fm Kennebec for

Providence.

PORTSMOUTH—Below|22d,| schs Tangen t, W E
Leggett. Metropolis. Ganges. Emma Hotchkiss, MarNichols, Sedoua, aud Mystery.
ELLSWORTH—Cld 2lst, barque Julia Higgins,
(new) Higgins, New York.
tha

FOftEItjN PORTS.
Ar at Samarang prev to Nov 19, ships B F Metcalf,
Blanchard, and Corsica, Stetson, New York; harque
Olustee, Nickerson, do.
Ar at Genoa prev to Nov 20, bar Aae Arietta, Nichols, Philadelphia.
Ar at Gibraltar Nov 14, brig C S Packard, Ames-

bury.

New York.
At Pabellon de Pica

Oct 15th, ships Alex McNeil,
Sproul; John Bryce, Morse*; Oasis, Lord; Oriental,
Otis; Carrolitou, Lewis; barque A C Bean, Young,
all idg; and others.
Shi

tm

Europe.

Huanillos

prev to Oct 15, ship India, Patten

port Oct 15, ships Odw O^Brien. Wallace; CF
Sargent, Swett; P G Biancbafd. McIntyre; ti Dorado, Dunning; Geo M Adams. Morrison; Jane Fish,
Turner; St Lucie, Rivers; E|len Goodspeed, Morse;
Hagarstown, Whitmore; Louisiana, Oliver, all Idg;
barque Gen Fairchild, Kelley, do.
In

♦

and Domestic

bunch

at the
Price.

Wholesale

large variety

a

©t Trim,

med Hats at prices ranging Iroiu
$2.00 to $15 OO each.
Wealso offer AT RETAIL ONLV
full line ot Milk Plushes in all
the new shades.
As these goods
are very scarce parties will
do
well to
their
make
selections
oiiuiinsanu nuts I'lanniauurni

ami Trimmed
notice.

These goods embrace the very

the

as

Selections,

Choicest

as

Gleanings

manufactures.

American

Early

solicited.

and

superior manner,
less style.

W. H.

in

order ut short

lo

inspection

respectfully

H. S. Kaler&Co.
B019__dlw

All Garments made in the most
fault*

Shetland Floss.

KOHLING,

No. 99 Exchange St.
sndtf

octlG

In all colors tor making SNOW
FLARES. HOODS, SCARFS,
SHAWLS, AC.
ALSO

ANOTHER IOT ol those CHIL<
DKEVS UNDER FLANNELS lor

25

CENTS.

Extra nice finish.

HEALTH

FOR

ALL

J

Hundreds in this city and vicinity are to-day rejoicing, haviDg been restored to health through the
skillful treatment of

Geo. F.

DR. II. R.

THAYER,

no20

Mechanics’ Hall Building.

skill.

All diseases peculiar to the female organization are
treated, without localizing, and cured secundum naturam.

CHRONIC

DISEASES

in all forms treated with success and particular attention paid to diseases of the ear and eye, throat
and lungs.
Patients visited at their homes and treated when

desired.
Office hour* from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 5 P. M.
eodtt
sepll

Humble!

An examination

DRESS

f
€#»e
Kt-muanfi of
nn4
Niriped
Checked Naiaiioaba at 19 1-9 cental, the
good* thiat retail for 95 cents.
■ Case Flaid Shining Flannel, 15 cent*
per yard, worth 90 cent*.
1 Bale Twilled Crosh, l§ inched wide
7 cent*, unnal retail price IO rent*.
9 Bale* Gray Cotton and Wool Twilled
Flannel, alightly damaged in color, at 90
cent* per yard, would be cheap at
30
cents.
This lot of Flannel* are
extra
heavy.
All the aboyr Remnant* are good length,
and extra good bargain*.
same

Congress Street,

afford to bo without the Type-Writer, as all
papers cau bo copied by the office boy

CANlegal

32 EXCHANGE STREET,
DEALE

IN

—

GOVERNMENT
City

BONDS !

Compactly, Speedily

oc27

S. 5-20 BONDS.
sneod

INVESTMENTS.
BATH MUNICIPAL
....
PORTLAND
PORTLAND AID R. R.
...
WALDOBOKO
DAMAHISCOTTA

5s
6s

6s
6s
6s

CHICAGO.6s
....
CLEVELAND
FREEHOLD MORTGAGE
MAINE CENTRAL

6s
7s
7s

reading
more

with

as

much with the

HILL’S
—

can

MANUAL
OF

—

A

THE

I'ELEBRA'I ED

Bristol Boot!
FOR

LADILS.

Sold only by

Leavitt

CLOAKS !

&

FABKINGTOS

WholesaleiRetail

NEW KID

snd&wlm

OYSTERS.

GLOVES,

NEW CORSETS,
NEW PANNIERS,

(Farrington Block,)

VICKERY & LEIGHTON

Davis,
BLOCK,

437
CONGRESS
STREET.
»epl7__dif_

431 & 433 CONGRESS ST„

of tie 'best qualities and the best assortment to be
found.

New Ties,
New Kuchings,
New Handkerchiefs,

New Fiehues,
New Bibs.
New Jacobs,

IIV CHEAT VARIETY,

Stored

Hawes,

119 Commercial Street, and
and 1G Market Squave,

15

no22__deodtt

weekly during the winter cargoes ol
fresh Oysters direct from Virginia, which they will
sell by the barrel, bushel, gallon or quart, at the
lowest market rates.
Also constantly on hand New
and Providence River Oysters,

York, Blue Point
for sale in any
All orders by mail promptly
desired quantity.
filled.nol6dsntf

_0ysters

S-PICCI-AL

ULMER & HEHR’S,
Cutlers, 9t> Exchange Street.

no22ill*'

Removal.

St., Portland,

Monday, November 26, 1877, the office

JUST RECEIVED!
'Standard

Large Assortment ot
French

and

oc!9

Mealier

&

Co.,

will be removed from 301 Congress St., to the
Tollard Wtore, No. « Eree **«. Hlork.
C. P- HOLAHAN, Manager.
no23d4t

Chandler’s Orchestra
20

NOTICE!

Nictl, I n.rnvrd Bunk
bo mid 400 in n booh, for
price of #1-00 per book.

Cheek., nentl,
at the low

Apples.

CARLOAD just received by
C. W. SMITH, Ao. 13 Market Ml.

liuYUI_

I

dlw-

Notice.
FORBID all person, harboring or trusting my
wile, Sarah L. Townsend, after this da te.
C, H. TOWNSEND.

Yarmouth,

aale

BAILEY & NOYES.
EXCHANOE ST..
oc26

37 Market Square
jom

Choice Canada Snow

A
Apothecaries

MBROSAinrS

TAKE

PIECES.

oc22clm_

English

sndCrn

no21dlw«

Nov. 19, 1877.

Picked U|» Adrift.
SPAR FENDER, with chains atlached at
owner

hlcb tbe
each end about titty feet long,
ONE
in
have by proving property
anjl^jayHouse Wharf.
w

can

POKTLAND
eml2u»

the

SINGER

Headquarter.,

Cor, Preble and CongreHM Wn.

ot

Manufacturing Co.’s Sewing Machines,

Perfumes and Toilet Soaps,
F. T.

IS COMING.

Knive* ot
Get your Carver* and Table
which we haAe the largest stock and lowast prices in
the state; also have your old ones filed up at

I

Have just received acargool Fresh Virginia
O* Mims, which they offer to the public at wliolesa'e
and retail
Our prices will be as low as any. Our
oysters are fresh, opened by us every day; we therefore guarantee their quality and freshness second to
none.
Orders from tne country receive prompt attention. We deliver our oysters to any part of the
novl7sndtf
city tree of cost.

A

NOTICE.

THANKSGIVING

It, FREEMAN Ac CO.
225 Federal

at

'9
Between Preble House and U. 8. H.tel.

Will receive

Oysters 1

as

LIBRARY m one volume.
Every family
should have it. Indispensable to every ono
who proposes to make the most of life.
No youn;;
An investment
person can afford to be without it
of the paying kind. One of the wonders ot the age
bow so much intelligence necessary to the every day
affairs of life can be put into so small a space and so
attractive form.
Tell a person ever so much about
this work but on examination one will excliim as
did the Queen of Sheba, when she beheld the
wi.-dom and prosperity ot Solomon; “The half was
not told me
Address
Sold only by subscription.
H. G GAKCELON, No. 2t>6 Middle Street, Portland,
Maine.
Send for Circular.
Also agent for Zell’s Encjno23dtt
clopcedia.

Exchange Sts.

Timmons &

accomplish

“Type-Writer

Social and Business Forms and Guide to
Correct Writing'.

Woodbury &iVlonItoii

nov2

reviewing testimony,

or

than twice
the pen.

Machines on sale, copying done and instruction
given at the General Office, Centennial Block, where
the “Type-Writer” can be seen in operation.
MERRITT C. BEALE, Agent.
nc23d3t

FOR SALE BY

Cor. Middle and

It is well known

time and money.
The same work cau be executed
upon the “Type-Writer” in loss time, and at a
ot
A Lawyer engaged iu
great saving
expense.

Bonds,

Highest prices paid for

Legibly.

and

that important law cases, and all cases be tore the
Supreme Courr, are printed at great expenditure ot

STOCK, GOLD &€.,

“CALLED” U.

Hotel

m LAWiEir

Payson & Co.,
—

STUDLEY,

Falmouth

no20eod3t

endtf

BANK

EXTRA HEAVY.
dC'a*e*of Hemoantaof White Pique at

Under

Yickery & Leighton.
II. HI.

d Cane* Remnant Cotton
Flannel*, 8
per yard, well worth Id l*d cent*.
d Kale* Remnant* Unbleached Cotton
at the low price of tt
cent* per
yard,

GOODS.

nov20

dtf

cts

solicited.

431 & 433

Sw««uir Ac Merrill,

‘i Faies Remnant*. Fruit of the Loom
Bleached Colton*, in good length*, nil
perfect, at the low price of N cent* per yard.

W. F.

A Great Reduction in
Price of

COLORED

Old stand

REMNANTS.

We would say to the sick and suffering, after you
have exhausted your list of remedies and been treated by
many physicians.’* and on the verge of despair, come, and berelieved of your sufferings and ye
shall rejoice. The Doctor’s success during the time
he has been in your midst is a sure guarantee of his

No

Nelson,

NO. 263 MIDDLE STREET,

r

1

the

Also

Belfast for Jackson-

ville.

by

early.

Albert II Waite, and Mottie A

Hand. Philadelphia lor Portland; Lookout, Huckins,
New York lor do; Lizzie Cochrane, South Amboy for
Bangor; Cocheco, New York for Rockport; Billow,

Colored

—

FABRICS

ana am

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Sid 2lst, brig Akbar, Thompson,
Bremen.
PASCAGOULA-Cld 17th, sch E H Herriman
Hern man, Bar Dadoes.
PENSACOLA—Ar 19th. scbs Mabel F Staples,
Putnam, Ponce; Mary D Haskell, Caiter. St Jago.
Ar 22d, sch Walter L Plummer, Plummer, from
St Pierre.
SAVANNAH—Ar 21st, sch Maggie Mulvey, Fountain, Boothbay.
Cld 21st, sch Stephen G Hart, Hart, Brunswick, to
load tor a Sound port.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, scbs John Proctor, Doane,
Keunebec.
Cld 21st, sch Vineyard, Rosebrook, Galveston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, scbs E M Sawyer,
Falkingham.Sbulee, NS; J W Peasley, Parker, from
St John, NB; G W Brainard, Crockett, Rockland;
Norman, Hodgdon, and Telumah, Bennett, from
Gardiner.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 23d, brig Mary Bartlett, Wiley, Malaga.
Ar at Lewes 20th, brig Rocky Glen, Allen, Havana
for New York.
Sid, brig Orbit, Nash, New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st. brig ADgelia, Evans. Millbridge; schs Sarah Potter, Wall, Pensacola; Henry,
Windsor, NS; Isaac Orbeton, Crockett, Windsor, NS
Peiro, Kelley, Sand River, NS; Alaska, Clark, Musquash, NB; Kosina. Kelley, St John. NB; Charlotte
Pish, Clark, do; Virginia, Armstrong, Hillsboro;
LM Strout, Brown, Bangor; S J Lindsey, Gray,
Rockland; Eri, Robinson, Machias; Hesperus, Con
ary, Rockport; Nile, Metcaif, Rockland; Fannie &
Edith, Ryder, Bel last; Wigwam, Field, Millbridge;
Mauna Loa, from Machias; D B Everett, Hix, Gardiner; Wm Penn, Hart, Richmond. Me; Georgia D
Loud, Mu pby, do; Abbic Ingalls, Ingalls.St George;
E Arcularius, Hall. Clark’s island; Odell, Winslow,
Hallowell; Mahaska, Harrington, Portland; George
Kilborn, Lord, Portsmouth; Flora Condon, French,
Boston; Mary Stewart. Coombs, do; L W Wheeler,
New Bedford; Ellen Mernman. Stover, Fall River;
Vashti U Gates, Holmes. Wickford; J Farnuin, from
Providence; L A Boardman, Norwood, and Jeunie C
Rogers, Otis, do.
Also ar 22d, scbs Jed F Duren, Cook, Windsor, NS;
Nicola, Randall, St John. NB; M K Hawley, Rawley,
Clark’s Island; Light of the East. Higgins, Calais;
Terrapin, Wooster, and Mary Ann, Haley, do; Sunbeam, Rogers, Vinalbaven ; Billow, Haskell, do;
Adrianna. Slowman, from Gardiner; Eliza J Staples,
Strout. Millbridge; Abbie Ingalls, Ingalls. St George;
Maud Mallock, Bickford, and Game Cock, Robinson,
Eastport; L M Strout, Fernald, Bangor; lsola. Smith
do; Julia & Mary, Turner, and Martha Maria. Albee. Bristol; L T Knight. Walker, Rockland; Nile,
Metcalt. and Ruth S Hodgdon, Torrey, Rockland:
Lizzie Lee. Lee. Sullivan; Crown Point, Aden, and
Alida, Mason, Boothbay; M M Chase, Harding.Portiaud; Alligator, Sprague, Portsmouth ; Charlotte
Fish. Allen, Lynn; Evelyn, Crowley. Newbury port;
Nettie B Dobbin, Dobbin, New Bedlord; Czar, Hammond, Taunton; Delmont Locke, Dodge, Somerset;
Caroline 0, Ober, Somerset; Thomas Potter. Handy,
Fall River; Owen P Hinds, Clendennin, and Mary
Langdon, Mullen, Providence; Milwaukee. Fickett,
and Fair Dealer, Dodge, do; Charter Oak, Poole,
Wickford; Eben H King, Bunker, Lamoine; EC
Gates, Freeman, Mystic.
Ar22d, brig Benj Carver, Dodge, Portland.
Cld 21st, ship St Paul, WiliiamSj San Francisco;
sch CbasSawyer, Mullen, Point-a-Pitre.
Cld22d, ship Normandy. Tukey, Liverpool; sch
Post Boy, Robinson. St Pierre.
Passed through Hell Gate 21st, schs Hyne, Oliver,
Hoboken for Providence; R C Thomas, Thorndike,

and

a

lrom

BATH, Nov 2t—Ar, sch Olive Elizabeth, Lindsey,

Hogs—receipts 30.000 head; shipments 2600 head;
all grades lower; shipping 4 40 @ 4 60; mixed packing at 4 30 @ 4 45; light at 4 30 ® 4 40-all sold.
Sheep—receipts 580 head; butchers buying slowly;
shipping inactive; sales at 2 90 @ 3 25.

Sue

—

well

Portland lor Richmond.

2 75.

Mixed at 16 on
No 1 Mixed at

STYLES

Newcomb

Burritt, Hillyard, Boston;
Fannie Mitchell, Crossman, do.

head; choice steady with a fair demand:
supply lair; sales at 4 00 @ 4 25; some holding 5 35;
native butchers slow; Hulls at 2 00 @ 2 95: Cows 2 00
@ 5 25; Steers 2 85 @ 3 75feeders and stockers weak;
few sales of Colorados at 3 50 @4 00; Texas 2 4u@

new

B

Boston.
Nov 21—Cld, schs Elibu

875

Corn steady;
Oats—extra White at 31c

D

15—Ar, sch Z A Paine, Jones, New York.
18—Ar, scb Nellie H, Malloch, New York; W
R Page. Hillyard, do.
Nov 19—Ar. sen Willis Putnam. Gerrish, Portland.
Nov 20—Ar, sebs Ida C Spofford. lDgalls, Portland;
Carrie W, Fearaby, and E L Higgins, Betts, from

Chicago Cattle market.

December.

E G

Nov
Nov

Chicago,Nov. 23.—Cattle—receipts 280head; ship-

seller

—

[from oub correspondent.

95}

tive.and.2$ higher.
Detroit, Nov. 23.-Flour is quietjand unchanged.
Wheat is shade lower; extra White Michigan 135$
@ 1 36; No 1 White Michigan at 1 30$ cash; 30$ lor

LATEST

Finest Imported

EASTPORT, Nov 14—Ar, sch
Hickey, Boston.

Grants.,.,.103}

Hour, 67,000 bush wheat, 99,000 oosh corn, 25,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 30,000 bosh barley.
Shipments—14,000 bbls hour, 58,000 bush wheat,
104.000 bush corn, 51,000 bush oats, 4,300 bush rye,
38.000 bush barley.
At the afternoon call ot the board the market closed
—Wheat strong at li9$ seller November; 107g@
1 07$ for December. Corn and Oats firmer and unchanged. Pork fairly active at 11 85. Lard fairly ac-

Philadelphia

York—Simon Cole.

SAILED—Sch C J Willard.

Jhio & Mississippi
9}
Delaware & Lackawanna.50*
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 23}
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
ttailroad securities:
10
tloston, Hartford & Erie 1st,...
Guaranteed.
13}
Central Pacific bonds.
...108
Union Pacific.1073

join

Exhibition

er

Fort Wayne.
91}
Chicago & Alton. 78
Chicago & Alton preferred.160

Receipts—11,UOO

Fall

Also a large assortment of Milks,
Matins, Velveteens, Black English
French
Ornaments.
Crapes,
Flowers, Arc., Arc.

OF ALL THE

CLEARED.
Sch Ralph CarltOD, Grant, Cardenas—E Churchill
& Co.
Sch Como. Bunker, Charleston via Eastport—
Knight & Whidden.
Sch Mabel Thomas, McKenzie, Alexandria—Bunk-

...

rejected

KOHLING’S

OF PORTLAND.

buryport.

& Essex.
75
Western Union Telegraph Co...
78}
Pacific Mail.
23
New York Central & Hudson R R.1078
Erie.
9}
Erie prelerred.-. 20
VItchigan Central...
63}
Panama.. J20
Union Pacific Stock,
66}
Lake Shore
67}
Illinois Central.
73}
76*
Pittsburg R.
'hicago & Northwestern.
37}
67}
Obicagc & Northwestern prelerred
New Jersey Central..........
13}
Sock Island....
101
St. Paul. 36
St. Pau« preferred.
71}

Chicago, Nov. 23.—Flour steady and unchanged.

34.

molasses to tt Churbliill & Co.
Scb Fanny K Sbaw, Belauo, Georgetown, DC—coal
to Maine Central RR.
Scb Nulato, Small, Hoboken.
Sch Mary E Gage,from Boston, to load for Machias
Sch Lizzie Brewster, Plvun, Calais for Pawtucket.
Scb H B Gibson, Dorr, Bangor tor Boston.
Scb Globe. Remick. Bristol lor Weymouth.
Scb Commonwealth, Cudworth, Rockland lor New-

Morris

Wheat is in fair demand; No 1 Chicago Spring 110,
No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 08 @ 1 084 for cash; 1 06J
(a 1 064 December and seller ail the year; 1 094 cash;
No 3 Chicago Spring at 1 03. Corn is active and firm
at 484c cash; 484c for November; 42|c December; *2
& 42$o for rejected, oats are in good demand at 264c
22e.
cash; 254c for November and December;
Rye firm at 55c. Burley weak at 634c. Pork unsetH
W
active
and
weak at 11 85 (jg 11 90 for cash,
tled,
iffi 11 874 seller November. Lard is firm and in fair
demand at 7 824 seller January. Bulk Meats steady
and unchanged; shoulders at 5; short ribs at 64;clear
at (%.
Whiskey 1 06.

at the present lime.

Parlies intending to purchase
Velvets tor Press Trimmings, Are.,
eau he furnished with the same at
Wholesale Price,
our Store at the
least of 50 cents to
a saving at
$1 OO per yard.

Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, St John, NB, vi
Eastport tor Boston.
Brig Pedro, darkey, Fajardo, PR—251 hlids 13 tea

6’s...121*
following were the closing quotations of

desirable

and

new

50 Pieces Black & Colored

NOTICES^

SPECIAL

the

Vose, aged

ARRIVED

Currencv

6 05 (a) 6 75: Fane* White Wheat. Western p.Tt.ra
at C 80 (oj 8 25; good extra Ohio at 5 40 @ 7 50; choice
extra St Louis at 5 50 ^8 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 7 40 @ 8 25; choice to double
extra at 8 30 (g 9 75, closing dull and heavy; Southern flour is dull and unchanged; sales of 1200 bbls;
extra at 5 75 (g} 7 50. Rye flour dull at 3 75 @ 4 30
lor Superfine State. Cernuieal is quiet: Yellow
at 2 60
2 90; Braudywioe at 3 30 @ 3 35. IVheai—
receipts ot 272,747 bush; without decided change; little more doing in part for export; sales 130,OuO bush,
including 114,000 bush on spot; 1 28 for No 3 Spring;
1 304 for New York No 2 Spring; 132 lor No 2 Milwaukee; 1 34 lor No 1 Milwaukee ;1434 for New York
No 2 Winter Red; 1424 for common White Western;
1 43 lor Amber State; 1 54 @ 1 554 for White; 1 40 ior
Winter Red Canada in bond to arrive; 1 35 for No 1
Minnesota; 1 49 tor New York No 1 White; 1 55 for
extra While State to arrive; 145 for No 2 Winter
Red December, closing at 1 444 bid, 1 46 asked; No 2
Spring November at 1 304 bid, 1 31 asked; do December 1 314 bid, 132 asked; No 2 Winter Red November at 1 44$ bid, 1 47 asked; No 2 North Western lor
November at 1 31 bid, 133 asked; do December 1 32
bid, 1 o34 asked. K>e quiet and firm at 74 @ 76c for
Western; 76 @ 78c for State. Barley firm; sales
39,500 bush; 2-rowed State 75 @ 77c; 4-rowed 8tate
at 82c; ungraded Canada at 88c ;No 1 Canada at 1 00;
including lu,oo0 bush feeding to arrive at 084. Barley if! all quiet and steady, torn-recceipts 23,072
bush; better, closing quiet with moderate export and
home trade demand; sales 256,OOo bush, including
200.000 bush on spot; 61c for New York No 3; 634 (&
63jc for New York No 2; 62| (aj 634c do in store; 6lc
ior new Yellow Jersey steamer Mixed November
closing at 62c bid. 64c asked; December at 614c bid,
62jc asked; do January at 61c bid, 614c asked; 634c
for No 2 November, closing at 61$c bid, 634c asked; 61
do December, closing 634c bid, 644© asked; do January 64$c bid, 644c asked. Oats—receipts 28,162 bush,
4 better and fairly active; sales 110,000 bush;35 (g 4Lc
ior Mixed Western and State; 39 @45c for White do,
including New York No 3 White at 40c; New York
No 2 at 40 (a 404c; New York No 2 White at 40|(s
414c; New York no l at 40$ @ 41c; No 2 Chicago at
37$ (joj 4lc in store and afloat; Mixed Western at39 @
4lc; White Western 41 (® 424c; Wnite Slate at 40 ig,
44$c. Co flee—Rio is 4 better, more demand; cargoes quoted at 154 @ 194 gold; 154 @ 204c gold for job
lots.
Sugar dull and heavy at 7$ g 7f for lair to
good refining; 74 lor prime; 400 films Muscovado at
<1^7$; refined scaicely so firm with a moderate demand; 9S for standard A; 9| @ 9gc for granulated;
10 icy 104 ior powdered; 104
104 tor crushed. Molasses quiet; ot New Orleans,60u bbls sold at auction
43 vS 774c common to fancy. Mice steady. ft*etreleum quiet; crude at 84c* refined 134 bid, 14 asked;
20.000 bb.s united at 2 014 @ 2 O84. '■ allow steady
at 7$ (g} 7 11-160. naval Stores—Rosin is unchangI urpraiiue is steady at 31c for
1 75.
ed at 1 70
Spirits. l*ork is dull, heavy and unsettled; 410 bbls
mess
at
13
00
(g 13 50 cash and regular; 250
family
in«ss January at 13 40; December at 13 30 bid, 13 75
asked. Beef moie active; packed at 14 50; family
mess 17 Oo; tierce Beef more active; packed at 21 50.
Cut Meats quiet; middles—spot quiet at 7 (eg 74 ior
Curd opened
Western long clear; short clear 74a shade easier, afterward firmer and closed easier;
1320 tes ot prime steam at 8 35; 50 tes choice at 8 45;
35o tcs> prime 10 arrive at 8 324 @ & 35; 500 tes seller
Novemuer at 8 324; 500 ics seller December and 1500
W his key steady
seller all the year at 8 324 @ 8 35.
at 110.
Freights to Liverpool—market without decided
change; Cotton per sail 3-16 @ 7-32d; do steam 4d5
Wheat steam at 8 'ey 84.

in all

Friday, Nov. 23*

United States 5-20’s, 1865, new.106*
States new 4*s, reg ex. 104|
United States new 4Js, coup...105*
United States 4 per cents, coup.102*
United States 1867, reg.108*
United States 1867, coupon.108*
United States, 1868, coup.*,.110*
United States new 5’s reg.107
United States new 5s, coup...,,.106*
United States 10-40’s, reg.108
United States 10-40s, coup...106*

kooiexic

FELT HATS

SILK VELVETS.

NEWB

MARINE

United

ments

shapes, including a full liue ot
so
Hats
those Boy’s Trimmed
much worn by ilie Young Ladies

American

24 years 8
Damrell ol

November

_

offer at retail

SPOKEN.
Oct 20, lat 44 21. Ion 40 38, ship Zouave, Mcars, Irom
New York tor Bremen, (under jury rudder.)
Nov 7, oft the Downs, sch Eagle Rock, Hammond
irom Dunkirk for New Y'ork.

Sun rises.7.08 j High water...
1.15 PM
San set3.4.26 I Moon rises... 7.45 PM

ernment securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.1108
United States 6s, 1881, coup...110*

Land

Almanac...,

259 MIDDLE ST..

French &

The funeral services of the late Laurence
Gray Root will be held at St. Paul’s Church, on Sunat 3 o’clock, P. M.
Vdnalure

H. S. Kaler & Co.,

Morancy, Small, tor New

day next,

marketed, $857,285.
Golu opened and closed at 102|, with sales in tho
interim at 103. Carrying rates 2, 6 @ 2 per cent. The
eleamces were $17,000,000.
The Customs receipts
to-day were $253,000. The treasury disbursements
were $86,500 for interest and $187,300 for bonds.
Government bonds are firm. Railroad bond! firm
and in good demand.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange to-day aggregated 113,000 sbaresjncluding 25,800 shares Lackawanna & Western, 32,550 shares Lake Shore,
19,400
shares North Western, 16,000 shares St Paul, 3,600
shares Erie. 3100 shares Western Union. 31,000 shares
Delaware & Hudson, 3000 shares New York Central.
The following were Aho closing quotations of Gov-

millweryT

Ar at Maiangas Nov 10th, brigs Shannon. Mooro
Havana; 12ib, ,J A Devereux. Yates, Port Caledonia
Ar at Bavaua 13th. barque Fanny J McLellan. McLellan. Cardift, 11th, brig Liberty. Devereux. Boston
Arat Cardenas 13th inst. brig Ediabetb Wir.slow.
Locke, Ayr. Scot; sch Georgietta, Coffin. Portland.
Cld at St John, NB, 21st. echs J C Nash, Crowley,
and Mattie Holmes, Richardson, Calais; SDHart,

West Baldwin, Nov. 22, Mr. Thomas Russell,

In

MISCELLANEOUS.

York, ready.

2]montbs.

In

Sinking Funds.

_

Burgess, leleshoro.

35 years.

The

At Punta (ie Lobos Oct 27th, ships Harry Morse,
Drummond, tor Europe; Invincible, Strickland, for
lo; Oakland, Puriugton, for Hampton Hoads; Hercules. Snow; Fraucouia, Olis, and Austria, Ullmore,
klg; and others
At Valparaiso Oct 17, ships Independence, St rout,
from Boston; II L Richardson. Palmer, tor Peru,
ready.
Arat Belfast, I. Nov. 21st. barque Regina Tolck,
Ray, New York; brig Daisy Boynton. Appleby, do.
Sid tm Fowls 20th, sch Kccbeko, Jasper, London
for Now York.
Oft the Lizard 18th, ship Kendrick htsb, Ealtimore
for Bremen.
Slil tm Leith lOtn, barque Ocean Pearl, Henley, for
Cardenas.
Ar at Barbadoes Nov 6tli, schs Mercy T Trundy,
Crowley, Philadelphia; 7tb, John D Lord. Thomas,
St John, NB; M P Champlin, Freeman, Calais.
Sid fm St Thomas Nov 6, barque Palestine, Ford,
Brunswick, tia.
Cld at St Jago 9th. sch Joshua Grindle, Freethy,
for North ot Hatteras.
At St Jago Nov 10, brig

In East Machias, Nov. 18, by Rev. J. W. Strout. Jr
David Webber of Portland and Miss Marion JobnBon of East Machias.
In this city, Nov. 21, by Rev. W. M. Sterling, Edwin G. Spaulding and Elizabeth Ann Marsh, both of
Portland.

Wew tfork (Stock and Money Market,
New York, Nov. .23—Evening.—Money at 5 @ 6
per cent, on call.
Sterling Exchange quiet at 480 @ 480* for sixty
days and 484* @ 484* for demand.
imports of dry goods at the port of New York for
the week ending to-day were $770,219: amount

ing.

The jury in the whiskey case in Chicago disagreed, standing 9 for the government and 3 for
defendants.
Peter Mahoney is adjudged the author of the
recent Ivenneally murder in Boston, by the cor-

What can sufferers with Kidney, Bladder
Urinary Diseases, require moro tliau prompt reIel and a speedy cure?
HUNT’S REMEDY
jjomptly relieves and is a sure cure. Pain in the
5Ue, Loins and Back, Gravel, Diabetes, Dropsy,
md Bright’s Disease, are cured by HUNT’S REMEDY. Family Physicians prescribe HUNT’S REMEDY in their practice.
Clarke’s Toothache Drops cure instantly.
nov20
eod&wlw
>r

nov21dlw*

Custom

%

II

Kalcigh, Kidney

and Kpeneer.
The fourth lecture ia the course upon Eng
lish literature was given last evening, by Mrs
WooIsod, in her usual happy style. Tnera wa i

THE PRESS.
SITUBDAY

MORMKG.NOV. 24.

very select andieoce present and the lectnri ,
proved the most enjovable one of tbe coust
thus far. The subject of the lecture was "Ra
a

CITY AND VICINITY.

leigh, Sidney

The speaker be
and Spenser
gan by saying that Spenser had not one sparl
of dramatic fire in his composition. He was ai
unlike Shakespeare as Chaucer, his predecessor
When Elizabeth came to the throne of Eng
laud in 155S there were three children in th< 1

Religious notices.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese of Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7$p. m. Daily services a‘t
a. in. and 5 p.m. Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10$ a. m., 3 and 7$ p
also Monday and Thursday evenings at 7$ p.
All from sea aud land are invited. Seats free.
IteidiDg rooms open to Seamen every day Regular.
First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, corner of Middle and Plum Streets.
St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Locust street.—Rev Frederick S. Sill, Rector. Services
on Sunday 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics* Building, Conm.
m.

gress etreet,

comer

Casco.—Union Gospel

Meeting

every Saturday evening.
First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10$ a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 11J a. m. Prayer meeing at 7 o’clock evening.

|3F**The Disciples of Christ will meet at 62 Gray
Lord’s
Sreet,
every
3
Day at
m.
p.
to attend to the Apostles* teaching, to the Fellowship. to Breaking of Bread and to Prayers. All are
invited to

attend,
Woodford’s Corner M. E. CnuitcH.-Bev. J
A. 8t rout, Pastor.
Preaching at 2.3C p. m. Prayer

meeting

at

7J

p.

m.

Arcana Hall.—Conference at 2.30 p. ui.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Bev. Asa
Dalton, Eector. qervlcM at 10$ a. m and 3
p. m. Sunday school
at 2 p. m. Seats free to al 1.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10$ a, in. and 3 p.m. Sunday
school at 1$ p. in..
Congress Street M. K.

Church.—Rev. W. M.

Sterling, pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. by Rev.
Moore, and 3 p. m. by Rev. M. C. Beale. Prayer
meeting at 7 p. m.
Second Advent Church,—Union Hall, 87 Free
St -Preaching Sunday at 10$a. m. and 3
p. m, by
Rider W. S. Campbell.
Prayer meeting at 9 a. m..
an<l|7 p. m. Sabbath School at 12 m. Seats tree,
A.

S?REET

Baptist Church.—Rev. James
Rev. H. M. King, ol Boston,

Me Whin me pastor.
will occupy the desk

morning

and

evening.

!nd!a St. Univehsalwt Church—Rev. Geo. W
JSiCKDell, pastor. (Announcement ot last Sunday
revoked) Sunday School at 130 p.
Afternoon
service at 3 o’clock, coducted by Rev. I)r.
Quimbv, ot
Augusta. A lecture in the evening at 7 o’clock, by
the Pastor, Subject; “Rendering Tributes.”
Stevens* Plains Universalist Church.—
Services to-morrow foienoon at 11 o’clock.
Rev.
Dr. Quimby will preach.

Williston Church,—Rev. Frank E. Clark, Pastor. Preaching at 10 30 a,
m., bv Rev. E. Y. Hincks.
Sabbath School at 3 p.m. * Prayer Meeting at 7
o’clock in the evening.
First Baptist

Church-Congress,

Cor. Wilmot
St. Preaching at 3 p. m., by Mr Thos. D.
Anderson,
Jr., pastor elect, Sabbath School at 1.45 p. m. Social meeting at 7 p. m. Seats free.

Second Parish Church, Congress Street, Corner
Pearl —Rev. Charles H, Pope, recently of Oakland
California, will preach to-morrow at 10$ a. m. and
3 o’clock p. m. All are cordially invited.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. R. Day
pastor. Preaching, at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m
Moraidg prayer meeting at 9 a. m. S. School at 1$ p.
m.
Young People’s meeting at 6aud general prayer
meeting at 7 p. m.
New Jerusalem Church, New High street.
—Rev. J. K. Smyth, pattor,
In
the absence
of the pastor there will bo no preaching in the church
S. S. at usual hour.
First Universalist Church, Congress Square.
—Rev. Wm E. Gibbs, pastor. Preaching at
10$ a.
m.
Sunday School at 3 p. m. Services in the

Yestrey

at 7 p.

m.

Plymouth Church—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe,
School Concert at 7 p. in.
CF~Rev. F. P. mber will preach Nov. 25th,, at
Htrowdseter at 10}a. :ii; Saccarappa at 3} p. in. and
Long Creek at 7} p. m.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
St. Sunday School at 2 p. in.
Preaching at 3 p. m.
lemperance meeting at 7 p. m. The public are

cordially invited.

Pike St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
P'rtor. Preaching at 10} a m and 3 p. m. SaDbatli
1} p. m. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m., and

School at
b and 7 p.

m.

Brief Jottings.
The usual Thanksgiving collection will be
taken up at the First Parish to-morrow.
The sheriffs made a thorough search through
a row of cellars on Fore street yesterday, and
were rewarded by finding six or seven jugs of
liquor and two barrels of beer.
A young lady from New Gloucester whiled
away

in

the time iu the

crotcheting

Supericr
fancy scarf.

a

Court

yesterday

Yesterday was almost a perfect day.
Elliott King and John M. Todd talked inflation to the people of Bar Mills Monday night.
The holders of $750,000 of the $800,000 of
first mortgage bonds of the Portland and
Ogdensburg railroad have entered into the
agreement for funding the coupons, proposed
some time since.
The Portland and Ogdensburg railroad sta_
tion at Cumberland Mills has been moved
down to the junction, aud is now used iu common hy both the Ogdensburg and Rochester
railroads.
Capt. Jarkey of the brig Pedro, which arrived yesterdaymeruing at this port, 64 days
from Porto Rico and 17 days from Norfolk,
where she put in to replace foremast and headgear, carded away in a gale, reports a constant
succession of heavy northerly gales since he
left the capes.
When Buffalo Bill was here the first two

nights this

season he took $1,436 63.
Oa the
second visit he took $833.85.
The rare sight of 1000 turkeys can be seen on

Preble street, as advertised elsewhere. A good
chance to get a Thanksgiving dinaer or two.
The RowiDg Club are to have a ball at Lancaster Hall, Thanksgiving night.
The voting on the rubber suit and whip at
the Catholic fair is quite escidog, but the polls
will close to night. Thomas McCann has 34John Carey 26, and John Gammon 23.
Personal.
Rev. H. M. KiDg of Boston, formerly of this
tity, will preach at Free strett Baptist church I
to-morrow forenoon and evening.
Mr. W. H. Beckett of this citv is to T.on- I

don.
Rev. F. E. Clark, of Williston church, has
received an informal invitation to remove to
Concord, N. tL, bnt decliues to accept.
The Congressional Directory gives the birthplace and age of ea^h of the Maioe Congress-

follows: Hamlin, born in Paris, Me.,
aged 68; Blaine, Pennsylvania, 47; Reed, Portland, 38; Frye, L-wistoo, 46; Lindsey, Norridgewock, 49; Power?, Pittsfield, 39; Hale,

men

as

Turner, 41.

length, saying that he

glad that this Eer ies
of citizens’ temperance meetings had bten inanguraied, for this is a citizens’ work and it

Hon. Geo. W. Woodman

the next
in his usual
He said this
the cause cf

was

speaker and presented his views
eloquent and forcible manner.
great and increasing interest in

temperance meant something.
Tweoty years
ago nobody thought that slavery would be exungnisnea rrom this country by one sweep of
the peo, but it has beau done, aud the rum
traffic will be as summarily extinguished as
Boon as we have public opiuion and the
public
conscience where it ought to be and where it is
fast coming to take its stand.
The people of
this land are sovereigns, and when they
say the
word the traffic must be forever banished from
the land.

Messrs. Sanford. McDonald and others made

appropriate

remarks and several went forward
and signed the pledge. The next meeting will
be held at this hall Sunday evening, under the
auspices of the Temperance UnioD, when several reformed men will take part.
Meetings
will also be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and

Friday evenings

of next week.

A Sad and Sudden Infliction.—The many

Fatal Accident
aged 17 vears,

Brown,

was

Cobnish.—Andrew
of Josbna Brown of
killed in that town last Wednes-

day by ibe falling

chopping

at

son

tree. He was in the
wood with his father, and a
of

a

different direction from that inYonog Brown started to run, but

in

poor, but he was kept at school and
there scribbled the name of Waiter Raleigh ie
his books.
In the southeast couDty of Kent
Philip Sidney, then four years of age, was livHe also was destined to distinction. Sir
ing.
Henry Sidney, his father, was a man of some
distinction, and his grandfather was an officer
under Edward VL He was named for Philip
II. These three young meo, though unlike in
some respects, were warm in their friendships
for each other.
Spenser went to Cambridge
aDd Raleigh and Sidney to Oxford.
The first
remained at school six years and took his degrees. Raleigh left Oxford at the end of a year
and joined a company of gentlemen who enlisted to go to tbe help of France, then in tbe
midst of a civil war.
Sidney did not long remain at Oxford but weDt to Cambridge, where
he met Spenser for tbe first time.
When he
left here be went ou the continent aDd finished
his education at the best schools there to be
fouud. In Paris Sidney met Raleigh on the occasion of the massacre of St. Bartholomew.
These young men escaped with their lives, taking refuge at the house of the English miuister
After three years of hard study Sidney returned to England, having been preceded a year by
Raleigh, who had been living iD obscurity aEd
poverty. Now occurs the great feast of Kenilworth. Sidney had been dabbed a knight, and
at this feast he figured prominently.
But there
was a greater than he there.
A small, wideI eyed, staring boy, II years of age, saw this
grandeur, doted on the great Queen and the
mighty Earls, and who, doubtless, was attracted by the manly, chivalric form aDd bearing of
Sir Philip Sidney. It was Willie Shakespeare.
Siton after this event the Queen sent Sidney to
Vienna upon a mission.
This life, however,
did not|euit the young maD, he was continually
waiting for some opening. About this time
Spenser left college and went to the north of
England to live. There he fell in love with a
maiden who, not btiog pleased with his financial prospects, jdted him.
This affair affected
him deeply, and in bis meditations he wrote
the poem entitled “The Shepherd’s Calendar,”
aud went to London with it in 1579 to have it
There he met Sidney, who asked
published.
him to visit him at his home.
Spenser did so
and read bis poem to him.
Sidney was delighted with it, and at once wrote a work in
defence of poesy. At this time there was a
great feeling against poets and poetry, and this
work assisted Spenser to a great extent, aDd his
poem was soon published. The lecturer thought
that this poem was very fine and ranked with
tbe much praised “Fairy Queen.” At this time
pastoral poetry was all tUe rage, aud but little
else was written.
Spenser did not expect to
live by his pen, aud he, in company with Raleigh, went to Ireland.
Sidney was in the
meantime at the court.
It was now that the
French Prince was paying attention to the
much
the
to
Queen,
displeasure of the Earl of
Leicester, Sidney’s uncle, who wished to matry
the Queen himself
Sidney seeing the situation wrote to the Queen, telling her not to marthe
Prince.
He
after left the court and
soon
ry
lived with his sister, and here wrote “Arcadia.”
He afterwards wished to go to America but the
Queen would not let him, and having turned
the Frenchman away knighted him.
Ttiis life Aid not suit the poet anu ha pined
for more siirdog scenes" Holland was then in
trouble and Siuoey was sent by the Queen
under Leicester tosubdue the invaders. Here he
distinguished himself, and when killed on the
field of battle was deeply mourned by all England
His place at the Court wa9 taken by
At this time Shakespeare came
young Essex
to London to commence his grand career, and
saw
Sidney’s iuneral. At about this time
Spenser went to Irpland to live upon an estate
given him by the Queen,whom he had not then
met. Here be wrote his famous poem in
praise of the Queen.
Raleigh was at this time accused of misconduct and was taken heft re the Queen to answer
the charge, which he did so well that he was
prumotrd to Captain of the Guard. Afterwards he went to Ireland to live upon an
estate near Spenser.
The two returned to
London and Spenser met the Queen; afterwards returning to Ireland, he married. In his
flight from bis estate in 1599 he was so much
excited that he died soon afterwards and was
buried in Westminster Abhsy. He was a tine
man aud a fine poet.
Ou the advent of James
I Raleigh fell iuto disgrace, atd was thrown
into prison and in 1618 beheaded.

a

was

I. O. O. F.—At the regular session of Li
gonia Lodge No. 5. held last evening, its 31th
anniversary was observed in an informal man
ner.
Several of the oldest members of the
Order from the city lodges were present, who

intrresting account of the lodge since
its formation.
Out of the charter members
gavo

an

only three are now living, and only two now in
membership, viz: Henry W. Hersey and T. C
Hersey, the former bein g present on this oc-

casion.

This lodge on the 1st of July, 1877,
had a membership of 555, and ai invested fund
of over SIS.OOO
A very pieasaat evening was passed
by those
preseat.
Oa Thursday eveaiug the Graad Officers iu-

sta'Ied
as

a

aew

lodge

at

Waldoboro,

to be hailed

Germania Lodge No. 57.

Ladies’ Aid Society.—At ihe regular meet-

ing of the
afternooo,

Ladies’ Aid Society, held Thursday
the following officers were elected:
President—Mre. M. E. McDuffie,
Vice Presidents—Mrs. L. W. Wells, Mrs. A.
F. Cochling.

gettiug entangled in tbo

underbrush,

fell on him, breaking his libs on
He lived about half an hour.

and has been far some weeks. It is feared he
wil'not be able to resume his duties for a long
time yet.

The Congregational church at Kockport is
supplied for au indefinite time by Bev. A. J.
Clifford.
The church in Amity accepted
very regretfully the resignation of Rev. L. Mayo, who has
“labored with them for nearly six years, during
which time almost forty have been added to the
church.
Kev, G. W. Bower, late pastor of the Baptist church in Camden, has accepted a call to
the pastorate of the First Baptist church in
Fairfax, Vt., and has already entered upon his
labors.

Rev. E. C, Harrington was ordained as
pas.
tor over the Baptist church in No.
11, Aroostook, on Friday of last week, with the following exercises: Invocation, Rev. D. Outhouse
Hodedon; sermon, Prof W. S. Knowlton, of
Houlcoo Academy; ordaining prayer Rev
Geo. Seeley, Woodstock, N. B.; charge to candidate, Rev. I. Record. Houlton; right hand of
fellowship, Prof. Knowlton; address to church
Rev. Mr. Outhouse; benediotion by candidate.’
A church organization has lately been formed
and considerable religious interest has been
felt. The pastor enters upon his work under
very encouraging prospects.

or

the tree
both sides-

Evekettism.—The prformance known as
Everettism still continues to mystify the audiences, atd those who have watched the tricks
each night are still compelled to admit that
they do not know how they are performed,
There is to be a matinee peiformauce today.

Great Avalanche of

Hartley C. Baxter. Portland; John W. Thing,
Limerick; Will E. Sargent, Freeport.

OPP,

that All

Bargains

are

well worth

MAMMOTH

BREAK

If

we

attempt to hold

Bound Over.—Charles Hight of
Saco, ar
rested by United States Deputy Marshal Wilson
for passing counterfeit five dollar notes on
the
Tamaqua National Bank of Tamaqua, Pa.,
was brought before U. S.
Commissioner Rand
yesterday morning and held ia $500 for bis appearance Tuesdayjnext. He was unable to furnish bail and was committed.
Reform Club-The club will hold a
public
at Preble Chapel tomorrow
evening,

--—V1U(,

ctv

«

U

fol

solicitor, Washington, D. C.
Exeter> corkscrew;

E.poster,

Patent

E IN. Graham
Biddeford, shuttle motion: E. P Dver
Pert'
3
°rt’
fire
and
water heater.
land,
pot
Kfl'Sioii" Notes and News.
A revival of religion of great power is
gressing at East Dixmont.

1 8

Monday evening, Nov. 26,
Eev. E. S. Jordon, pastor of the
Congregational church in Brownfield
village, fg very tick
on

sold

Our

the

W.m.nnev.ry

Face

or never.

Offer

word

Bear in mind that

we

say, there is

FAR

BELOW

COST.

hnrabng about it, bat a bona-flde slaughter,
U“ter* r‘ad what wehaye t0“■

n.

a Salt
<*■! «* P™

show four times larger assortment than any store east of Boston, that
varied scale of prices can be fumdjmt oar establishment than at any of
tors.

we

a more

I

T

aid

greater vacompeti-

a

our

I

M

3 .ro o
The Workingman’s
Sold by

ns

Friend, heavy,

warm

lined Overcoat,

at $4.80, and by all others at $5.00. This is not a Reefer nor a Pea Jacket but
iOvercoat of Vermont Grey, with Velvet collar.

long

a

warm

Heavy Black Chinchilla Finished Felt Overcoat
Warranted waterproof and $1.50 below all others.

$6.00

For cramps, pains and Endden chills take
Sanford’s Jamaica Ginger.

PLAIN BLACK BEAVER
lways sell by us

is opposite the foot of
ocl8-tf

$8.00,

at

charge $9

others

Examine

00.

OVERCOATS

oar

elegant display of goods in Carlton
Kimball’s show window to-day.
nov24d2t

The place to buy yonr black silk and chenille
buttons is at
Extra

nov24d2t

**u**^v«

thereby loiing

to next year

a

unlaundried shirt for $1 has not

*«».

use

Vfcw.vu

viBiwfti

SAME

^

tUC

AS

A

$45.00

never

asked fancy

JUDGE THEN WHAT WE ARE NOW DOING.

50 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR.

$1.00

FOR ONLY 50

MEDICINES. In Other Words We Mean

CENTS,

ALL WOOL

an

PANT that Cost from $3.50 to $1.50
are now Selling for Just

•5 2

ALL WOOL,

CAM KG CURED.
more

ALL

10,000 Cases by

HOWE,

■

«□!

we

Truly thli is

ho veal fact
assortment of
store.

MEDICINE,

Dr. Howe’s Arabian HI ilk cure.
Dr. Howe’s Arabian Tonic.
Dr. Howe’s Arabian Liver Pills.

Buy

Old

an

to fit and please men occupying any station in life from the
bumble to the exalted; the same schedule of low prices will be noticed in tb is department as in all others;
space will not admit of specifiug all the great inducements we are now oflering through this department.

Boys’

the body, causes
Easy
Expectoration, dissolves the Catarrhal Mucus and
Bronchical Phlegm and assists nature in throwing
ott the corrupt scrofulous matter that causes the
irritation producing the congh. It stops the
congh
and cures consumption.
Price of MILK CURE and TONIC
Each $1 per Bottle.
PIi.I.S 25 cents per Box.
Sold by all Druggists.
c

named elsewhere that'purchases

are

made without the least hesitation.

vw civvais auu

visicis ai

cm hi

uuu

iuuuv uuui

Celebrated Makers;
mm

§

cm

w ai

icij

Piano

and comfortable.

in Black Silk and Che-

All

are

vets. Black and

Fancy
Trimming Braids,
Buttons.

Come and

Invited to this
Sale.
see

Truly Marvelous

ns, send word to your friends, invite your neighbors,
an eye to economy aud make your dollars

bring your children, have
tell.

H. I. NELSON &

CO.,

LOW

SOLED

Fitting Boots,

eepl8

MERRILL,

537
oc22

Under

241 Middle St.
dtf

I

Preble

House,

PORTLAND,

no24

X

Market

The Ladies have been
for:

O PER

In all colors; lor 25 els, per yard.

These goods have all
been
bougnt during the past week, and

FORMERLY NELSON tc GOULD,

503

dtf

'y.

FOR ZjARIRS

29 cts. and

L|%

25 cts. and

~WJU.
hot2£

263

MIDDLE"

Old

Stand

Sweelsir

A
Merrill.
no5(13m
THE

(uuimcuie, uuu tv mi win

uu

uimusi

him

to maintain the good

reputation of the
Store by beeping a large sto.k of first
qntlity goods, and selling them at the
lowest living profit.
A. GOWELL.
P. 8.—I shall

remain with Mr. Goes
and shall be
mar wish to
hare Boots or Shoes of any hind made
to order.
A. GOWELL.
po21isdeod3m

daring th« Fall and Winter,
happy to wait on all who

Great Mark Down
PRICE
—

OF

—

AT

—!

DEANE BROS’.
51

Exchange St.

NOW IS YOIIRTIME TO THUG AND SME MONET.
our large stock,
Cali and sec
get our prices, and be convinced
that we are offering our goods
lower than any house in the State,

DEANE BROS.
0Ct23

<13m

Scarlet Underwear.
Another case ot those splendid
quality Dent’s all wool, scarlet
Shirts and Drawers, all sizes, at

$1.75

EACH,

25
Dozen
heavy
Shi>ts and Drawers,
low price ol

*

blue-ribbed
very

at the

70 CTS. EACH.

MOORE &

OWEN,

BAILEY,

FOUR NEW I1ELIOTYPES!
RO«ALI\D and CELIA
■
EVaNHELINE
....
ASLEEP
....
AWAKE

Millais
Faed
Millais

Millais
Superb Prints, $1.00 each.

Also a fine collection of all the celebrated Paintings and Engravings at the low price of

One Dollar Each.
Frames famished In great variety
I.ovr Price*.

of style, at

LURING, SHORT & HARMON.
nol5

(12w

Fall and Winter

FaRKINGTON
Mpl7

at

CONGRESS

““d
Toilet Mlipper*
l adle.' and Wi.ie,'

^l'"di*,,1

Mlippeia,

ai

Plain, Fancy
While

Boat*

and

and

PALMER’S.
reliable

privt-d

Leavitt & Davis,
|9

Shoes,

I.arge Stork

Sold ouly by

437

liaiiira’ Warm Room and Slipper*
La it**’Cork Sole tteamlra* Room.
liHdlt*' and
tteato’ Canadian Over-

PALMER’S.

FOR LADIES.

MORRIS,

The largest
the
best
assortment,
quality and the Cheapest Stock of
SHOES
and
RUBBER BOOTS.
OVER
SHOES, all widths and sises, at
M. G- PALMER’S.

CELEBRATED

Bristol Boot!

Old Silk Hat will

d3w*

STREET,

Geo. F. Kelson,

J37 Nliddle Ntreri. Sign
of ilav iwold Hal.

RHUb

upwards.

Hosiery.

MERRY. THE HATTER,

E.

Having disposed of my stock of Boots
and shoes in More 212 Middle Street, I
take pleasure in commending him to my
late customers as one worthy of their

FULL LINE OF

Co.,

Office and Residence, Woodford's Corner,

upwards.

FOR CHILDREN

dtt

And your

dtf

Under Flannels

STREET.

buy the New
St, le.

Congress Street.

sept29

Lowest

Thurston,

COMMERCIAL

GOSS,

313 middle Street.

Nice
Assortment BLACK, in
beautiful designs, only 25 cts. per
yard.

Ju»t received per Str. “Moravian” from Liverpool
an invoice ot the above celebrated milk (Milkmaid
Brand) which we offer in lots to suit the trade.

HATS.

ME.

looking

Elegant Silk Embossed Breton
Galloons,

SWISS CONDENSED MILK.

Cll
If
■ I

Square,

Congress Street.
dtf

SOMETHING

$3.00

PRICE CLOTHIERS.

PANTS

AND

TUKESBIBY & CO.,

Stools

nov24

C. D. B. FISK &

In the.flneet qualitlea.

E. T.

and

To Root. Part of Store on Free St. Largo
Show Window and Good Basement Enquire or
nov20dtf
SAMUEL THURSTON.
Free St. Block.

78

dtt

VESTS

L. A. Gould & Co.,

Covers,

WB*Bm

Glove

common

Free street Block, Portland.

8

w

BROAJ")

from the

—

W. S. Jordan &

CO.,

M3 CONGRESS SIBEET.
nov20

AND

W. P.

PANTS

ol llie Latest t'aiterns.
Examination solicited.

Various Styles;
Prices.

Samuel

$1.50 for the Suit and $1.75 lor the Overcoat; sizes from 3 to 9 years of
combined; winter goods warm

AND

These are the best hitgains we have ever offered
Underwear, and all in need of any should look at
our goods before purchasing else * he re.
Also a fine
line of Scarlet ITntier wear at 91.75.

Full Stock, New Styles, Prices Reduced.

age; suits consists ol Jacket and Pants

Fringes, Embossed Vel-

VE-TS

in

and Ottomans.

EXTRA

PANTS

$1.00.

v*

D. HOWE, Proprietor,
122 Liberty Street, New York.

AND

*73 Ota.

ORGANS

;: i si ii man
nile

MERINO

eod&wly.

We have

Fabrics.

VESTS

30 Ota.

PIANOS

dW&Seow6m

Bargains

UNDERWEAR.

arc

Roys’ Suits from $3 OO, $4-00, $.5.00 $6,00 and up.
Children’s Suits from $4.50 to $40 OO.

tu.j

dlw

IiADIESr

OLIVER DITSOS & CO., Bouton.

The Prices Are So Much Less

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
POKTLAIVD.
DR. S

novl9

ahd 75 peges with

no24

—

n

ix>

I

The new designs in fabrics, and the newest and most nobby styles, attraet purch asers from all parts ol the
State,

are

School,

purchase

227 MIDDLE STREET.

pages
quality.
Anthems, 100 pages with

100 pages are filled with
easy music tor the Singing

Respectfully Yours,

prices.

—

Metrical Tunes.
Mailed, post free, for retail price.

WE LEAD ALL OTHERS.

Than
_

Clothing

W

The undersigned would respectfully
Inform the citizens of Portland and
Ficiuity that he has purchased the Stock
of Boots, Shoes and Rubbers of A.
Moweil at a very low figure, and prill
sell them at prices that defy competition.
The stock is one of the fluent in the
State, comprising ail the l>itest styles of
every description; Ladies’ Boots in great
variety, and prices lower than the
lowest; Misses’ and Children’s -eh'iol
B>Mits; Roys’ and Youths’ School Boots;
Men’s Calf Boots, ail styles, kinas and
prices; Men’s Heavy Kip Boots.
Any
persons in want of Boots or Shoes should
uot foil to examine our stock, and we will
guarantee to save from 25 to 75 cents on
every pair purchased from onr More.
This is no hnmbng. but au actual fact.
No tronble to show goods.
Call and
examine onr styles and compare onr

FURNITURE

or

or

are a new

the ••mire lot on a very depressed market for cash,

$1.25
r$12 per'dozen, by
ZIONT
KINS, is the latest Chuich Music Book of the
au»hor and of the first
336
of wtreb

It is not only false but foolish for any dealer east of Boston to assert that their stock of these good9 can
begiu to compare with what we show.

A
stomach and nourishes

umips

These goods

closing

$12 per doz, by
$1,25,
L. O. EMERSON, is first class Church Music
SAIjUT
with
full set of Tunes Chants and

Overflowing with the cheapest and the best;

THE ARABIAN JUILK CURE
“pleasant substitute” for Cod Liver Oil feeds the

m
i

As we have duplicate pieces
of these goods, we are prepared to cut any quantity our
customers may require.

860001,.
HINGING
75
cents, or
per dozen, by W. O. PERKIN’S
ha9 of course entirely different matter from that in
the ‘’Encore,” but closely resembles it in plan and
excellence ot contents.
ITION.

l.

SPECIAL, SALE.*

MERINO

course

«

We otter this morning the greatest sacrifice in liress Goods yet.
• 200 yds. 6-4 Novelties in all Ihc
new colors and designs suitable
lor Ladies and misses, at the extremely low price ol $1.25—former
prtce $2.50.

a
Book,
Anthems,
full instructive course, and plenty ot examples*
Airs, Part Songs, &c.. for practice.

and Children’s

c.

otice.

Special

eodtf

NOVELTIES.

a

poisonous matter which the VENOM of the disease
breeds upon the luugs.

.

241 Middle Street.

ULSSER Until You have
Seen Ours.
PERKINS$6.75

Comfort, Pelham and Defiance.

Very Latest

oc!8

a

THE ARABIAN TONIC
Purifies, Cleanses and fills the veins with Pure,
Rich JLilr-giving Blood, vitalizes the whole
system, gives suength, creates a ravenous appetite
and expels from toe Lungs, (through the blood) the

jl

as

BURDETT

the

CKWEAR,

MERINO

with/’

and 2d hand Carpets, Chamber and Parlor
Sets, Extension Tables, D. R Chairs. Mattresses,
Spring Beds and Bedding, Parlor and Cook Stove,
Crockerv and Glass Ware, Cutlery and Plated
Ware Kitchen Utensils, &c.
F O. BAILEY 3L CO., Auctioneers.
uo23
d2t

pre-

HILL~& €0.,

WILL USE

to meet

Not. 24th, at 10 o’clock A. M.,
ON atSATURDAY,
Rooms 35 Exchange Street,
shall sell 15

new

ACCODllM

Call and Examine our Fresh
Arrivals before purchasing elsewhere.

ENCORE.

Warranted impregnable to wet or cold; the prices on these garments are way down.

Unlcck the Liver, Cures Indieeation, Dyspepsia,
Costiveness, Chills. Fevers and Biliousness. Cleanses the stomach and regulates the Liver
aud Bowels.

th

privileged

CHARLES P. MATTOCKS.
F. O. BAILEY 3k CO., Auctioneer-.

Steamship-

STREET,

HOSIERY, GLOVES, &C.

75 cents, or $7 50 per dozen, by L.
O. EMERSON, %is already iu entenaive use.
Fine inst'uctive course, aud capital and complete
collection of Glees, Quartettes, Airs, Sacred Tunes
ana Antbens, for practise.

remove

.

B

St.,

“Boston Traveller,** are getting »o be
as they are weil deserved.
Instruction
260 pSgee of mueic.

Monday, not. 26th,atit

dtf
novl9_
Furniture, Carpets. &c., by Auction,

TO

EXCHANGE

31

OF THE GOLD HAT.

been

REMOVED

ou

we

BItADBURY,

The

eodtf

ever

Building.)

Bank

_eod&wtf

CHORU*

Still thin la an
age of wonders when a merchant sells his goods for half what they cost.
Unbelievers can be convinced by examining our large window and there seeing a full
these truly marvelous bargains. We shall also hang out twenty-five pairs in the front of our

Don’t

Celebrated through ut the world for their remaikable cures, and the ONLY MEDICINES that have
ever Posii ively been known to CURE CONSUMPTION, viz.:

^Merchant*’

SINGING SCHOOLS AND CHOIRS.

have

Law,

Having just returned from
METROtOI IS, we are now
pared to offer our patrons

The Hatter,

WINTER

Commencing

A M
I shall sell the entire Furniture and
Fixtures of the above House. Corn-* r ot Middle and
Plum Street. Portland. Me., const stingo! about T9
Rooms furnished with 60 Black Walnut Dressing
Cases and Painted Chamber Sets. Parlor Salts In
Plush, Satins. Terries and Hair Cloth. Sofas and
Easy Chairs, M. T. Tables, Wardrobes, Hair, Hu*k
and Excelsior Mattresses, Spring Beds and Bedding,
Drapery and Lace Curtains aDd Cornices, about 2000
vara a of Tapestry and
Ingrain Carpet, Back
Walnut Dining Chairs and Tables, Crockery. Glass
and Silver Plated Ware and Cutlery. Table Linen.
The kitchen is furnished with Bramhall Rat ge and
Broiler, Vegetable Covers, Copper and Tin Utensils,
&c
Also one very fine 7$ octave Piano.
In the
Billiard Room are three very fine Billiard Tables
with patent cushion and all m nlern improvements
also one Pool Table.
These tables are ail in complete running order; one Oval Front Cigar Case.
Beer Pumps, Sate, Clock, Ac. This furniture is all
in prime order, a large part being new and firstclass throughout.
Can he examined two hours
bciore sale.

GENTLEMEN

CHOIR
INSTRUCTION
KO«»K. $l.v0nr$12 per dozen, by A. N.
J IHNSON
8uch commendation of it as “Simply
the best and most complete work of the kind we

an

at

NO. 34 EXCHANGE STREET.

quality, good lining ana trimming;
a good assortment of Far Trimmings.

THIS

AUCTION.

BY

WE

Ladies purchasing Furs would
do well to examine onr Stock.
Real Seal Sets sel ing for $13.50,
Imitation Seal Sets for $5.50,
Astrakhan Sets $5.50.
Ladies
Seal Caps $5.60,
Gents'
Seal
Montreal, Fnrban College and
Jockey C»ps; a large assortment of
Ladies', Gents’ & Children’s Imitation Seal Caps; all other goods at
equally as low prices as those
named above. Spring Wrist Far
Top Gloves and Mitts for Ladies
and Gents. We have a fine line of
these goods and at low prices.
Unlined Buffalo
Rohes, whole
skins, at $5.00. Lined Buffalo
Robes from $6.50 to $8.00, good

no24

BILLIARD SALOON

BRADBURY,

CARD.

337 middle

FOR $2.50.

PROPRIETOR OF

W.

Attorney

Locke’s Gelatine Starch Company/

ALL WOOL

Bank.

Savings

ddm

A.

Manufactured and supplied wholesale by

Merry,

St. Julian Hotel

BOOKS

now using in my
and I with pleasrecommend it to the public for general use, for it
is the best thing l ever saw for Cotton or Linen. It
saves one-half the labor.
With pleasure I am youis
&c.
S, W FLETCHER, Prop’r Portland
22 Union St., Portland.
Laundry.

SIGN

WOOL,

Portland

no7

D. H. BARNES.

I have thoroughly tested and am
Laundry, Locke’s Gelatine Starch,

O«

PANTALOONS

New York, the GREAT

Consumption Doctor.

n

GELlTINE STM

A

of law.

practice

OFFICE
Over

ivr.

CUSTOM COAT.

Marked down from |$5 00 to $5.00 from $5.50 to $4.50. The public know that we have
prices on our goods, but always below ^tte market prices.

CONSUMPTION

ntr

Has resumed the

—

at Auction.
«8j DENNIS, Auctioneers, will sell at
public auction on SATURDAY, NOV. 24, at 1
mirchnuia’ Bank Building.
o’clock, on board as they now lie and may be seen at
au31
eod&wtf
! Empire Stores, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Prop. Steamship fien Meade, of 1060 tons,
United Ntales, ot 1200 “
Purchasers are requested to examine above steamships. and for further particular- tn ennui™ nf
opened, examined, balanced, and closed,
Messsrs. VERNON H. BROWN & CO., 84 Beaver
Trial Balances and Cash Accounts investigated ; Complicated accounts adjusted. Special attenStreet, or of the Auctioneers.
novl3dt24
tionto oankruptcy matters, the settlement of estates;
examination of agencies, and other matters requiring
SCHOONER ANITA
the services of a thorough accountant
Orders left
By Auction.
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded by
mail, promptly attended to.
shall sell on Saturday, Nov., 24, at 12 m. at
aug26dtf
W&Ssep30tf
west side o! Merchants Wharf, the Schooner
Anita with tackle, apparel and furniture. Is 197 tona
burden; 4 years obi; a good vessel, in good order and
a fa-t sailer
class 1} tor three years. Terms cash.
F. O. BAILfcl A CJU„ Auetiaarem.
nov22
dtd

Happy

Certificate from the celebrated Troy Laundry.
This is to certify that I. David H. Simmons, proprietor of the old established Troy Custom Laundry,
situated at No 607 Boadway I'roy, N Y., am now
using Locke’s Gelatine Starch in my Laundry, and
do not hesitate to recommend it as one of the finest
things 1 ever saw in this line; it gives a very fine
finish, and as far as I can see.is perfect in every way,
shape and manner. Yours veryfcrespeotfully,
D. H. SIMMONS.
No. 607 Broadway, Troy, N. Y.

UYOl

gUUUB

Tt HI HI H1 HI HR, S I

8. D. HOWE’S

ARIBAN

till 1

THIS 18 NO SENSATIONAL ADVERTISEMENT, BUT GENUINE
TO THE BACK BONE.

Dk. S. D. Howe’s Ababian Milk Cuke,
if used in connection with the Arabian Tome,
goes farther towards coring Consomption than
any other preparation the world ever saw. Trv
it on a hard congh and see bow quick it will
cure it.
nov24d2tS

S. D.

iudu

THAT’S WHAT WE THINK OF THESE GOODS.

an

Carlton Kimball has a splendid assortment at
low prices, 495 Congress street.
nov24d2t

1 his FACT has been fully demonstrated in
than

U.-UI1CI

have marked th«m down to

we

coats are made of cloth that cost $5.00 per yard by the case, are lined with the finest imported
lasting, are bound with the best imperial binding, base the very best velvet collars and silk sleeve linings.
II the coat fades we return the money; if the binding or collar fades we will replace them with new; if the
coat rips or gives out anywhere we will cheeriully repair free of cost.

_

of

C.

These

Now is the time to bnvyonr slipper patterns,
ottoman patterns, brackets, foot rests, slipper
pockets and towel racks for Christmas presents.

DR.

>

of the money

HEARKEN UNTO US !

ocl8-tf

ABABIAN

V

Interest and

F. Talbot

George

HAD

K£20.00 EACH.

advised to attend the sale.

Hill’s

oar

JUST THE

nauey
very large sale
to-day, in their rooms, of carpets, furniture,
&c
Their large store is filled, one side being
covered with carpets of all grades. Any of
onr citizens wanting anything in the above line

eqnal.

_

No.5 Plum St., PORTLAND. WE.
For Sale by Grocers, Druggists, &c.
nov2ldtf

The Most Remarkable Bargain of All Others.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 12 M. to-day
the schooner Anita, with all her tackle and
apparel, at west side Merchants’ wharf. See
advertisement in auction column.

are

51 1-‘J EXCHANGE (STREET.

NO.

Wanted—Two good Outside Salesmen.

The first of the season ws loaded up with a largo line pf Elegant Overcoats that c«at ns to make by the i
hsadredi 8l3.o7 and 9*4.45; we expected to get f26.00 and $ ’8 00 for these garments( bat the I

Cumberland County,

for

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and airest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.
Jau8
dtl

d3w

It imparts such a fine, smooth surface that fabrics
dressed with It keen clean and tre>h much longer
than when greasv substances are employed.
Its extra stiffening properties render it invaluable
for doing up thin fabrics, such as
muslins, lawns, lace*. <£c that Laundresses have heretofore found i t
difficult to get sufficiently stiff.

Maiked down from $20.00 and $22,00; warranted fast colors, all wool and worth our former price, if worth
a cent; examine them.

Go to C. O. Hudson’s, No. 13 Market Square,
and get yonr n te fresh candies for Sanday.

lo. nave

Coroner

and

$16.00 AND $17.00 OVERCOATS

See the

OF THE

—

A.HD

This is to certify that I have nsed Lorlrp.’s Oclatine
btarcb, and consider it one of the very best in usecan well recommend it to any Laundry.
M. S. GIBSON, Preble House.

$10.00, $12.00, $14.00 Overcoats.

FIIRMTIM II FIXTURES

—AND—

Counsellor at Law,

Portland, Me., Nov, 1. 1877.
My Laundress has thoroughly tested ‘‘Locke’s
Gelatine Starch” and says it is the best article for
the purpose she ever used. Iis excellence induces us
to recommend it to those desiring good work.
O. M. SHAW & SON, Falmouth Hotel.

We have always sold them at $7.00.

0. w. iun.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. lb.
odd*
Consignments solicited

on

MATT ADAMS,
Constable for Portland,

BIOX

ure

$5.50

Merry, the hatter, has received some new
soft bats and stiff Derby hats to-day, at 237
Middle street.
It

cc

-7

LOCKE’S

8aletr««ua 39 «»4 37 Biehaaf*

BUSINESS CARDS.

au3t

Has done it. Locke’s Gelatine Starch is the best and
cheapest Starch preparation in the wo fid. Gelatine
Starch may be nsed either in boiled or raw starch; it
prevents the iron from sticking or blisterin:, gives a
fine clear white
polish which will never turn yellow.
Ask the Grocer or Druggist for Locke’s Gelatins
Starch. Buy a bottle and be happy yourself.

ir you want

“

the goods and save money.

street.

A

Engine MprrilL
are

Auctioneers And Commission March uni*,

Clark street,cor.»
COTTAGE,
of Spring A desirable rent for a am *11 family.
Sebago water, close to horse cars, &c. Enquire of
A F. MOULTON,
188 Middle St., (Cana' Bank
nov24dlw
Building).

Jelly].per
.^
Candies,'.’.*.V....

We have Found It and

Bigger Bargains than You Ever Saw.

riety ef styles

The Forest City Tea Store is now doing a
fine business. They have a complete line of
choice gools, fresh from the markets. See the
low prices quoted elsewhere, and then sample

u.

121
15
10
9
9
10
35
lb 10
Filberts....
13
«
Picans.
15
English Walnuts.
18
Jordan Almonds.rer ot 20
<•
Shelibarks.
g
New Fruit
tumbler 9
Old
.1
g
Large assortment of fresh
per lb 20
also a laree assortment of English and American

To Let.
and nice,

new

Forest City Tea Store- 581 Congress Street, oppo., City Hotel.

m

AND

COST

the^nttoTo^ statement that*we>shaUr

obtain one barrel per ton, but it does not meet
their expectations.

jj.

Fresh Tomatoes (3 lb cans.
Green Corn 2 lb cans.....
Tomato Ketchup pint.
Choice Pickles
Horse Radish, Bottle.,’V
Oyster Crackers.per ib
crackers. per doz 5c, per 100

pickled Mustards, &c &c &c. Ketchups, Jellies,
Jams, Sauces and every thing usually kept in a first
class Grocery, all at the
correspondingly low cash

stock is too large and expensive to admit of.it, it must

now

XWI

VV

AT

aDd cellars in

fringes, headings, galloons, and
Carlton Kimball’s, 495 Congress
bargains for a few days.

g
12
39
10

Casrana...per

t

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

pro-

The next session of the Maine
Baptist Missionary Convention will be held in WatarviliA

!

■

Swxr»bai.hoi,a

List of Patents
bearing date of Nov 6
1877, issued to residents of Maine reported
the Portland Press by Chas.

[unusual

33 O W 3XT 2

Many people of Marshfield have been engaged in bandog tern to East Machiasfor the
past six or eight weeks. Over 600 tons have
been purchased by the ‘‘Fern Company,” and
ary amount more could be procured if desirable. The owners are somewhat disappointed
in the amount of extract. They expected to

Free street.

n

«

nou21

YORK COUNTY.

Wells’ Defaulting Collector.—On the
8th inst., Downing
Hitch, collector of Wells,
absconded, andon investigation it turns out that

th1

Us in

Stares

goods for cold weather.

our

W

badly burned.

ViULB.

he is indebted to the town to the tune of
82000
and better. He was elected in
1876, and since
on
the
entering
duiiesof the office has paid
over to the town treasurer
only a few hundred
dollars. His bondsmen are
abundantly able to
make up the deficiency, for
among them ate
Hon. Trafton Hatch,
Bepresentativeelect, WiliUm Getchell, Mr. West-all
good Democrats,
and the gentlemen to whose efforts
the eleccollector was due.
ms11
Tne whereabout of Hatch have
been eagerly
inquired aft<r during the last two weeks, without success. Should he be
captured and bro-ght
back, some rich developments are looked for
for which reason it is
thought there are several
be wil1 cot be Cau*ht-

PRICES

e

O

THE PILLS

lot of land for S279.
Williamson Edes to Walter Southw ortb. lot
of land for ©70.
Brunswick-Mary S Coffin to George
F.
*
Coffin, lot of land for ©300.

OUR

Ii

be

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
A small child of Mr. Woodsworth of Foxcroft was left alone in the bouse Monday aDd
set its clothes on fire. Its face and body were

commenced at once.

county yesterday.
North Yarmouth—John Whitney to Nath’l
3 Sburlleff, lot cf land for ©2400.
Naples—Aramanzer Doughty to Robe rt Edes.

STORE

PackeJ from stem to stern with fall and winter garment#. The near approach of January and t
mild weather for this season of the year, compels us to make a complete

neighbor.

store

t>

7
i3
g

u

•<

Orono, Wednesday.

furnishing

Pimento.** u
Cassia......
Pepper.*
C. Tartar.t.**’
Nutmegs.
Mace.,.V.loz.
*<

Emaouel Lawson’s house iu Holden was
burned Wednesday night. Mr. Lawson and
wife were arimspd from thpir «lnmhara kn tka
names, aDd had just time to escape with their
two little children. The children had only their
night clothes od, and were greatly cbilled before they could reach the house of the nearest

Hill’s

} alb

Cloves.

a

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

roosts

SPICES.

G,in8er...

Mr. Richard Lord of Orono shot two deer in

robbing hen

THE

back to Federal Street.
For particulars apply to
CHAS. E. BARRETT, at the Depol of the Grand
Trunk Railway Company.
no24d3w

prices.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

are

PURE

That invite Inspection, demand Comparison, and produce admiration irom-pole to pole.

Ruination

Last Wednesday Messrs. Hollinsworth and
Whitney of Boston, owners of the paper mills
ou the lower dam at
Gardiner, purchased that
dam-and also the next one to it, which is
known as the “new dam,” for the sum of $20,000.

TBE

Read Estate Transfers.—The followin
are the real estate transfers] recorded in this

the Million.

delight

GOOD, SUBSTANTIAL, WELL-MADE GARMENTS,

The widow of the iate Dr. Roland Bridgham
of Castine died very suddenly Monday of heart
disease.

Tramps
Limerick.

Price List of ThouksgiTiug Goods ■
muscatel Raisins.13c per lb 8 lbs $1.0,i
'«
<i
Choice
10
.*
London
o
Tanlo
IB
Sultanas seedless
«
jg
Best extra Currants.•*
9
Finest Leghorn Citron.“
SI20
•<
Best French Quinces.
14
**
Tutkish Prunes
10
<i
New Figs.
18
ii
Good
.
13

Appreciate.

Prices that will

HANCOCK COUNTY.

the

The Damaged Building.—The old b rio
wail on the site of the ojd sagar house at the
corner of Maple and Commercial streets has
been removed and the bricks are to go into the
foundation for the support of the store-honse
which gave way. The floor is dow nearly out
and the work of repairing the bnilding will be

can

the 13th inst.

the woods near

HOTEL.

For Sale.
lot of land, known as tho Resorvolr lot,
situated ou Newbury Street and extending

Best

W« muit do this or carry over to another season Thousand, of Dalian worth of goods, Clothing made
by ns one year is never ottered tor sale the following year. Our immense and fastidious trade always demand the newest goods and the latest styles.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

denly

CITY

*\ O. BA1L£1 * CO*,

V. O. BULXT.

581 CONGRESS STREET.

A COMPLETE SLIDE IN PRICES !

Thomas Hayes of East Wilton died very eud-

was

The tableaux
eveaiug.
price of admission.

Clothing.

Low Price.
No. 12 Preble Street*

a

AUCTION SALES!

TURKEYS

nov21dlw

SUNDRIES.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

’7G.—As expected City

filled last evening and the drama of
Patiiot Sons of ’7G” passed off very smoothly.
Every part of the performance was superior to
the previous oue, as was to be expected.
Lew
is was full of local hits which took
immensely.
Another crowded house may bs expected this

ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
At

Chaplain—Mrs. Homestead.

Patriot Sons

NEW

lOOO

OtTR

The following Bowdoiu Seniors have been
chosen by the Facnlty to take part in the
Senior and Junior exhibition Monday evening,
December 17th: Barrett Potter, Brunswick;
Clarence A. Baker, Portland; Willis W.
French, Portsmouth, N. H.; Philip G. Paine,
Portland; J F. Davidson, Lafayette, Ind.;

DR.

the cause of temperance to contribute articles
for the occasion.
The Society meets every
Thursday afternoon at the Reform Club room
and the ladies of this city are invited to
]oin
them aad help carry on their good work.

———————

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

STATE NEWS

Recording Secretary—Mrs. Addis Horr.
Treasurer—Mrs. R. Seavey.
The ladies are hard at work making arrangements for an entertainment and fair for the
benefit of the Portland Temperance Reform
Club, to bs held on the 18th and 19th of December, and inv'to all who feel interested in

I

I

The Methodist aod Baptist churches at Cam*
den are at present without pastors.

meetiDg

friends of Mrs. Elizabeth E. Ford, wife of
Capt. Charles W. Ford, and daughter of Capt
Jacob McLelian, will be shocked and grieved
to learn ot her sudden death last night from a
shock of paralysis.
Yesterday morning she
seemed as well as usual, but was stricken during the forenoon and lived but ten hoars after
the first shock. Hei amiability of character
and fine social and mental qualities had endeared her to a large circle of acquaintances
and she will be widely mourned.
Upon her
immediate family theb.ow falls with crushing
weight. She was tenderly cherished a3 daughter, sister aud wife, aud her kinfolk will have
the warm aud cordial sympathy of everybody
in the grievous affliction which has came to
them.

woods

ser's,

was

should not be left for the Good Templars or for
the Reform Club to contend with alone, bat all
shonld unite to help suppress the traffic and
reform its devotees.

tree fell
tended.

who promised to make themselvei
known. At her coronation there was a chile
in London five years old who witnesse 1 the ccr.
He wa1
emony; this was Edmund Spenser.
the only one of the three in London at the time
Another lived in the southwest part ol England, then six years old. His father, like Spen-

Hall

Citizens' Temperance Meetings.—The interest in these meetings continues unabated,
and another large andience was present at Congress Ball last ever.ing.
Rev. Eaton Shaw conducted devotional exercises, and E. H. Elwell, Esq. presided.
Mr.
Elwell addressed the meeting at considerable

Cornish,

kingdom

•

I

of m.dinm
Room nod

-arrnnled.by^
au31

nnd

Shoe««

low
nil

PALMER

dtf

Vaults Cleaned

block.

STREET.
dtt

»hort notice, from $ I to $0
a load, by addressing
A, LIBBY & CO., Fortland P. O.

taken out at

AMD
cord
nov24ti

or

S3

POETRY.

|

Tho Roots of The Roses.
BY ALICE CAHY.

The leaves are lading and falling,
The winds are rough and wild,
The birds that have ceased their calling,
Bat let me tell you, my child,

Though day by day, as it closes,

Doth darker and colder grow.
The roots of the bright red roses
Will keep alive in the snow.
when the winter is over,
Tho Doughs will get new leaves,
quail comes back to the clover,
The swallow back to the eaves:

And
The

The robin will wear on his tosom
The vest that in bright and new,
And the liveliest wayside blossom
Will shine with sun and dew.
So. when some dear joy loses
Its beauteous summer glow,
Think how the roots of tho roses
Are kept alive in the snow l

Loaning

a

Lover.

My sister Patricia was an heiress. StraDge
enough, lor we had always been terribly poor
down at

Lowbridge,

bringing

my widowed mother

up her four daughters with the
greatest difficulty; but when brought up, we
were worth
looking at, I believe. Healthy
habits and frugal living are apt to make good
and
Bess and Amy and Patricia
conditions,
and I wero as bright and handsome girls as
are often seen.
Bess and Amy were twins, with eyes as
blue as the sea near which we were bom,
rosy cheeks and loDg, light brown curls;
Patricia was a sparkling brunette, while I
was as perfect a blonde, with crinkled hair,
like molten gold. Great had been our excitement when Aunt Betty wrote from Fairhaven:
“Dear Sister-in-Law: I am going to do myself the pleasure of visiting you this summer.
I hear that brother Abel left four four girls
and I want to see them. I am getting on in
years, and will make one of them my heir-

ess,”

etc.

Aunt Betty of Fairhaven, was worth a
hundred thousand dollars if she was worth a
cent.
Well, in due time she came. She put up
at the hotel, for our cottage at Lowbridge
wasn’t big enough to hold her, with her maid,
coachman and carriage; but fortunately that
was close by, and she spent the larger half of
three days with us.
We all thought Bess would be her choice,
for father had named her Elizabeth for Aunt
Betty, though sho had always been ‘Bess,’
with us; but it was not either of the twins,
and it was not I—it was Patricia.
“Where did that girl get her black hair?”
Aunt Betty asked as soon as she saw her.
“I think she looks like my brother Luke,
don’t you ?” asked the mother, with a wistful look.
“The very imace of him,” answered Aunt

Betty,turning pale.

I divined then as I learned

Uncle Luke had been
nuvu

wvm

ticio

a

juuug,

afterward, that
lover of Aunt Betty’s
uciuic uer

marriage,

and the fact seemed to have a power over
her.
She looked at Patricia until the girl
blushed rosy red and would have slipped out
of the room, when she called her to her
and,
drawing her down upon her knees on a footstool before her, 6he put a withered hand
p,cb side ot the warm cheek, and said warm-

17:

“My dear, you shall be my heiress.”

So it

Patricia she chose to leave her
we were not left tint in the
for
she
sent
the twins, who were only
cold,
sixteen, to a convent school for two years,
and invited me, with
Patricia, to the Hermoney

was

to; but

milage.
It

her home—a stately old mansion of
stone,gloomy looking on the outside,but
luxuriously comfortable and beautiful within,
not being in the least modern. We had each
was

gray

maid and the free use of the horse and carriage. After making this provision for our
comfort, Aunt Betty excused herself from
making company of us, and we were free to

enjoy

ourselves as we chose, provided we
did not interfere with her naps. We chose
to make a great many pleasant

acquaintances
Aunt Betty’s

guided conscientiously by
wishes, and the result was that I returned to
Lowbridge in the summer engaged to Mr.
Clyde Sherrington. He was wealthy, handsome, agreeable, well-connected. Everybody

said that

“Gertrude has done well for her-

self.”
That autumn Aunt Betty died. Patricia
was to come in possession of her fortune in a
year, when she was twenty-one—full and undisputed possession of one hundred thousand
dollars.
It was arranged that we were all to come
to the Hermitage to live. We did
so, and
had lived there quietly enough, as was becoming, for nearly a year, when Patricia
made the acquaintance of Mr.
Gage Iteduond.
Sue met him first at a funeral—of all
places I—the occasion caused by the death oi
our next neighbor, Ge». De Lacy,
Gage
.Keamona being a neighbor or his.
He was
well connected but as poor as a churchmouse people said, “so of course he was after
Patricia’s fortune,” mamma declared.
“Patricia is rich and beautiful.
Pray
don’t let her marry a fortune-hunter,
mamma” said I looking up from a letter I
was writing to Mr. Sherrington.
“I would not, if I could help it; but what
authority have I, Gertrude?” said my moth
er.
“In a few months Patricia will be in
undivided possession of her fortune. We
are here only by courtesy.
The Heamitage
is her home. I have no right to control her,
whatever.”
“But your influence, mamma?”
“Will have very little effect if she sets her
heart ob this Gage Redmond. Pray stop
staring vacantly out of the window Gertrude,
and attend to what I say. I want assistance
in this matter.”
“Please excuse me. Iam thinking of my
own affairs just now, mamma.
They may
be of no consequence to you, but my letter is
a matter of some importance to me.”
I did not mean to be saucy, only pettish;
and mamma, having had long experience with
four headstrong girls, bore it with me quite

patiently.
“Well, finish jour letter, Gertrude, and

then advise with me.”
But my train of thought was broken, and
after a few moments I put the sheet in my
writing desk.
“What can’t be accomplished openly must
be done by strategem, mamma. It is probable
this Gage Redmond is after Patricia’s money.
She is a great prize
matrimonially. Well,
you say I am prettier than Patty. Suppose
I play decoy ?”
“What?” cried mamma.
“Mr. Redmond is dark and reserved. I am
fair and volatile. Dou’t you think he would
appreciate my style of beauty if I took a little
pains to make him do so?”
“But Mr. Sherrington?”
“I will tell him. He will not object.”
"I think he will.”
“Oh no! He will be interested in the
good of the family. He comes next week.
Fortunately Patty is sick with a cold and
Mr. Redmond can see but little of her until
then.”

Quite pleased with my scheme, I ran
stairs to give Patricia her cough-drops,

up
sitting down at the window of her room and
bowing cordially to Mr. Redmond, whom I
could see writing in his uncle’s study in the

great mansion across the way. The larches
hid all the house but that one window. He
was there a good deal and I reflected that
Patty’s blue silk curtains were more becoming to my style ot beauty than hers.
“I’ll bring my embroidery up and sit with
yon, Patty,” I said.
“Do,” she said. “I am tired of watching
the evergreens swaying about ^against that
gray

Spring sky.”

So I filled my lap with rose-colored worsted and framed myself in the blue window
drapery for Mr. Redmond’s benefit. Just
the colors to Bet oft'the snow and pink of my
complexion. I had the satisfaction of meeting his eyes more than once when I glanced
over the way.
“Seems to me you’ve wonderfully good
spirits, Gert,” remarked Patricia, languidly.
The De Lacy dinner bell rang and Mr.
Redmond disappeared.
“Well, I must take them in another direction now,” I said rising. “I can’t give any
more time to you sis, for I want to finish my
blue silk suit before Mr. Sherrington comes.
You’d better take a nap.”
Patricia settled herself obediently among
her cushions. Suddenly she lilted her beautiful head.
“Has Mr. Redmond called to inquire for

to-day, Gerty?”
“No, I believe not,” I replied,indifferently.
She showed a moment’s surprise, then settled
herself on her couch again, and in five minutes was sleeping sweetly.
The blue silk suit was finished and having
laid aside my half mourning for Aunt Betty,
and donned It, the family pronounced the
effect “charming.”
“Is Mr. Sherrington coming to day, Germe

good,

rington.

“How delightful that the spring is at
hand,” said he; “the sunshine growing
warm, and the grass springing! I passed a
bit of wood coming up from the station that

We will have some delightful walks, Gerty. I am veiy tired of city
life.”
“Yes, Clyde, dear; but you see I bave been
obliged to make a little plan which will inter
fere somewhat with that arrangement,” I
replied quickly. “In fact, for the family
is full of arbutus

know, I want

me

to lend you to Pa-

Congress Street.

to purchase a good
farm; cnethat
will cut from 30 to 50 tons of
good English
nay; must have good buildings; pleasantly located;
soil must be under a
good state of cultivation and
easily cultivated: in a good neighborhood, and not
too far from a good school.
person having
such a farm within 6 or 8 milesAny
of Portland, and
wishing to sell will find a bath Customer by
J

WANTED

For

lour

Thanksgiving

GROCERIES

JOHN C PROCTER Ac
CO.,
Dealers in Real Estate.
Ext hange St., Portland.

4r.

House lor Sale Cheap.
ONE and half story house,
nearly new, conA taius five rooms; lot 30x68; Is within
five minntes
D°st Office, or G. T. Depot. Price
$1,000*
Terms $100 or $200 cash, balance
by easy installment8.1nquir6
S. L< CARLETON,

I

sept27deodtf_

GO

TO WILSON & CO.’S,

A

1)0

They

Apply

and Lowest Prices.

from Dow

and Federal Streets.

dtt

St._

3° miles from Boston,
splendidly located
ONLY
Milk and Fruit Farm—75 acres of nice land all
smooth
a

and free from stone, slopes to the south, cuts
20 tons English hay by machine, a beautiful orchard
ot apple and pear trees in bearing, is all fenced with
stone wall and watered with never failing
water; the
buildings consist of a good two-story house with
ell—10 rooms, painted and blinded—a nice bam 36x
60, with cellar, a high, healthy location, beautiful
scenery; a tine lawn, shaded by 50 large sugar maple
trees; 1 horse, 5 cows, 2 heifers, lot fowls, about 20
tons hay, 1 good farm wagon, 1
express wagon,
mowiDg machine and rake, sleigh sled, lot of wood,
and all the small tnnls nhnntfarm
trill Ka c.i.i
on account of the owner now
beiug seventy-two
of
for
the very low price of $5 000.
years
age,
Heie is a chance to make a fortune. Send your address for the Real Estate Advocate; it describes
many cheap farms. It is free.
ABEL L. LAWTON & CO.,
nov7dlm
Ayer. Mass.

For Sale

CATABRH

THU

Union Lubricator
MANUFACTURING^

COMPANY.

Tlie thoroughly tested Lubricator, for Steam and
Street Cars, Paper, Rolling, Cotton and Woolen Mills,
Sugai Refineries, Gas Works, Brick Yards, Dredging

Randolph Boynton.
WATO HES
$1.00

Cleaned and Warranted,'for

'‘ECONOMISE:’-

Boys' Woolen mitts and Glores

Boys’ Cloth Gauntlets,
Boys’Winter Caps

kid

palms

•

Winter Glores
■
men’s Wool mitts, hand knit
....
men’s Winter Caps
men’s

!J5e
75c
50c
75c
45c
75c

Fall line Kid Glores and milts, Back
Gloves, Arc., at the

MAHER,
Opposite Postofflce.

nol7dtf

Skates 1
SLEDS 1

A carefully revised Treatise on Catarrh, with an aecurate description of symptoms and sympathetic diseases, together with minute directions fbr effecting
with Sanford’s Radical Cure a speedy and permanent cure. Also observations on diet and the general
health, of vast Importance to all afflicted with catarrh.
It is wrapped about each bottle of the Radical Cube,
or will bo mailed freo on receipt of stamp.

Each package of Sanford’s Radical Cure contains
Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, with full directions for use hi all cases. Price, $1. Sold by all wholesale and retail druggists throughout the United States
and Canada. WEEKS & POTTER. General Agents
and Wholesale Druggists, Boston, Mass.

COLLINS'
VOLTAIC PLASTER
Cures Pains and Aches.
It equalizes the Circulation.
It subdues Inflammatory Action.
It cures Ruptures and Strains.
It removes Pain and Soreness.
It cures Kidney Complaint.
It strengthens the Muscles.
It cures Rheumatism and Neuralgia.
It relaxes Stiflencd Cords.
It cures Nervous Shocks.
It is invaluable in Paralysis.
It cures Inflammation of the Liver.
It removes Nervous PainB.
It cures Spinal Weakness.
It is Grateful and Soothing.
It cures Epilepsy or Fits.
It is Safe,Reliable^and Economical.
It is prescribed by Physicians.
It is indorsed by Electricians.

Be careful to obtain Collins* Volta ict Plaster, a
combination of Electric or Voltaic Plates with a highly
Medicated Plaster, as seen in the above cut. Sola by
all Wholesale and Retail Druggists throughout the
United States and Canadas, and by WEEKS & POTTER,
Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

T-EOGED
New Miylcn in

nol7d2w
WHOLE

EMPIRE PORTABLE FORGE
AJfD

—

now occupied by the
underpinned, situated on westerly eiue of Vaughan st., next
south of Geo. W. Woodman’s. Lot 80x100. House
contains eight rooms, beBide bath-rooms. Hasdirect
sunlight during the entire day. Will be sold or let.
oc30dlm.
A. W. COOMBS.

Centennial Bloex.

GEO. H.

GENEBAI. AGENT FOR MAINE,

sep26

Exchange Street,
C. DAY, JR., & CO.
WILLIAM WEEKS,
Having
taken the store

Congress, Cor. Franklin St.,

would respectfully invite the attention of the public
to a hrst class assortment of

AUDREY CARD*,
cream and lint*, louad

corners

MEPBRN BERRY,
Job Eriotcr, 37 Plum Street.
NEWSPAPERS

50e

for Wrap

Pnrpeiei,
handredj nr .three
Eing
uudred for §1,00, al thin Office.
a

ton botli ways.
Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with
IbeX 'Und Lines lor lliw York.
Passengers by this route are landed eu board
Mound steamers in season for Supper, and

en)oy

A whole

secured in

"CA

Also All Kinds of Country Produce. Best
in the market sold as low as can be

Family Flour

city

to

purchase your Coal is

RANDALL

at

MCALLISTER’S

&

office, No. 78 Exchange St.,
opposite the Post Office.
new

dtf

ocl9

or

Exchange.

Office] No.

novl2dlm

88

enntOO

Trap.

Those who have used steam for heatiDg buildings
or for dryiDg purposes, have
long felt the need of a
perfect device for returning, at a high temperature,
the water of condensation from the heating pipes lo
the boiler, thus saving a large amount of luel. Such
a device has been found in the
‘’Meharg Steam
Trap,” which is offered to those in need with a guarantee that they will keep the pipes free of water.
This trap has been in use for several years, is simple in construction and practical in operation. It is
offered at a price solow that no one who is using
steam for heating can afford to do without it. They
will be put on for
responsible parties on trial tor 30
days, and if not found entirely satisfactory, will be
taken off free of expense.
Further information as to price. &c., can he had
by addressing Gen’l T. W. Hvdc. Bath, Mo.; C. D.
Brown, Brunswick, Me.; or W. H. Pennell, No. 17
Union St„ Portland.
au7dtf

BRILL,

having sold Tout their stock or retail
goods on Middle St., and taken the pleasant and spacions store on CONGRESS
STREET, nearly opposite City Hall,

respectfully invite all their former
customers and the ladies in general to
call and examine their selected stock of
Fancy Goods, Hosiery, Dress Trimmings,
&c. Every article new and fresh and of
the latest style and pattern, which, on
account of their extra facilities for buying, can be sold as low as the lowest in
this city. Remember the place, nearly
opposite City Building, Congress Street.
dly

Pleasure

Wagons.

“ZEPHYRUS” AND
are now

icinity
No.

“RAY,”

ready

at

to convey parties to any resorts in th
reasonable rates. Apply to

Commercial Wharf

JOHN RAY,
on219 Brackett street

3ui‘dtf

novlD

dtf

x-oruanu

AGENTS

savings

noSodtl

xsana.

tamily. Sebago wator; close to horse cars. &c.
A. F. MOULTON,
Inquire of
188 Middle St., Canal Bank Building.
no23dlw

To Let.

or

cottage house and 3 acrea ol good land
near the M. C. Depot. Cumberland.
Inquire
of Charles M. Faiwell near the premises, or Francis
Purinton, at Morrill’s Corner, Deenng.
nov22
eod2w*

To

Let.
An tipper room, without board,
at 113 FKANRL1N STREET.
dlw*

no20

House to Let.
floor ot house No. 4 Carlton St., containing seven rooms. With Gas and Sebago. Apnol6dtf
ply on the premises.

Boarders Wanted.
small
Lady and Gentlemen boarders in
TWO
19 BROWN STREET.
family. Apply to
nov3
a

dtf

Boarders Wanted.

large CUTTING BOARD, at A
FERNALD’S Tailoring Emporium,
1

FEW good men can find pleasant
board, at 30 BROWN ST.

dtf

Found.

ORDERS

688 Uongreee Street

between Small Point and Halfway Rock
Light, a BOAT. The owner can have the
same by proving property and paying charges.
JAMES E. PFE.
Orr’s Island, Nov. 21, 1877.
no23dlw

AT

Sea

Watehes, Jewelry and Silrer Ware,
J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.
A. KEITH.

Free Street.

Let.

bouse and stable No. 287 Oxford St.
contains 9 rooms with gas and Sebago.

THEfor three horses.

room

Apply

at the

House

Stable

premises,

or

sept27

<33m*

A

Family

Mcdicin

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY

cures

Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
and bladDiseases.Diseases of the
der Com plaints,Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is
adapted to the
and cure oi Fever and Ague, Bilious,
emittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by
e>Kin

Laver,Kidney
peculiarly

Srevention

and

Dealers

tn

Medicine
d&wl

To Let.
in Farrington Block, on Congress street
now occupied by Dr. Tasker.
Possession given
JOHN C. PROCTER,
January 1. Inquire ot
93 Exchange street.

ON

dtf

To Let
and atter Nov. 1, a nice tenement of
rooms on first floor in brick house,

six (6)
No. 41

DR. D. G.

CARLTON,

No.

1«

Hlarkrt Square,
will
treat
all
diseases of the feet: Corns, Bunions, ingrowing or bad nails, &c., so that the
can

be

im-

worn

blains;

for sale

by

W

B. PIKE,
57 Union Street.

House to Let.
of

220

particulars apply to F. H. WIDBEB,
Commercial Street.
sepISdtf

HOTEL TO LEASE.

IN

my25d6m

MRS. S. SPENCER,
20 Brown fit., Portland, Hie.

Gloves! Gloves! Gloves!
The best in the World for Gentlemen’s
Wear Are The

Freight for Lewiston, Anbnrn, Bangor,
and Belfast received at freight house befora 5 30
P. M., will be forwarded same
and will be ready
for early delivery at destination next morning

day,

PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent
March 31st, 1877.
ao2dtf

BOSTON A MAINE RAILROAD
Fall
Arrangement,
tin and Afwr Monday, October

8. 1877. trains will LEAVE
FOB I LAND FOR BOSTON
at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m., arrivai
Boston
att0.45
a. m., 1.30, 8.00 p. ra.
ing
Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.m.,
at
at
Portland
12.10 5.10 8.10 p. m.
For
arriving
Wells, North Berwick. Salmon Falls,
Great Falls. Dover,
Koches er, Farmington, N. XI.. Alton Bay, Newmarket,
Exeter, Haverhill, ,North Andover, Lawrence, Andover and Lowell at 6.15. 8.45 a.
For Manchester and Conm., 3.15 p. m.
cord, N. H., (via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. ra.
For 8caborrough, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Biddeford
and
Beach,
Maco,
Kennebnnk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Morning Trains will leave Benaehmnh
for Portland at 7.20 a. m The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the Shore
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also the quickest route to the West. Through
Tickets to all Points Month and West at
lowest rate*' Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect with all steamers juuning between Fortland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt, Desert, Maci ias,
Eastport, Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg
trains at transfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class

OF

sept5_dtf

PORTLAND & OGDEffiBIlRG
rvAiij£iyAJL».
of Time
Commencing October 8, 1877.

Change

To Rent.
mHE two-story brick dwelling house at the corner
X of Spring and May Sto .—No 262 Spring St.—
belonging to the estate of the late Henry FliDg. A
tine yard with the premises. Inquire of MRS. HENRY FLING, at the house, or of the subscriber.
JOHN C. SMALL,
C. E. Jose & Co.

HOUSE FOB SALE OR Ttl LET.
No. 109 State

street, twelve
modern coveniences, plenty of
HOUSE
If not sold
terms

sun

PELEG BARKER, No.
nue, Washington, D. C.

or,

!
rooms, all
bine, with

fn reasonE. E. UPH AM,
No. 7 Exchange St.
339 Pennsylvania A?e-

oc27eod6m

President,
dtf
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INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaatstori, Calais, Nt. John, IV. B., Annapolis, Windsor and Unlifai. IV. ».,
Charlotlet.wn, P. E. I.
KVA-IaZ.
■

!

ARRAXGEMKNT.
f £iT»

Iftira

nw

nUJbMi

On and after Monday, Brv*,
17th the Steamers City ofPortl.
I
Capt. S H.Plke, and New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Wiucheater,
will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot
of State St.« every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
P. M., lor Eastport ami 8t. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, Kt.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annano*
lift, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shed me Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P, R,
!•* Eredericktown, N. B., aud all stations cn the In-

same

tercolonial

Railway

Freight received on day of sailing until 4
o’clock j». m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any lurther information
apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance

Co.,)

mh21dtf

or of
A. it.

STUBBS. Agent, R. B. Wharf.
~~

BOSTON STEAMERS.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
FOREST CITV AND JOHN BROOKS
will, until further notice, run altcmatlely as fol-

Leaving

ows:

FRANKLIN WHARF,
“•■'T. «l 7 o’clwelt P. IB.,
WHARF, BOSTON, dally
(Sunday excepted >

The Best Kid Gloves,
The Best Dogskin Gloves,
The Best Driving Gloves,
The Best Coaching Gloves.
AT RETAIL KVEHYWHTBKE.

THE LYDIE

STEAM BOILER.
In first cost and subsequent expense it
cannot be excelled.
This Boiler is
Stronger, Less Liable to Accident and
If nra PnAnAtnlnnl tli nn anvntlini*

lrnnuru

It bas received the highest recommendation from
in every large city of this
Steam Knginfers
country where it has been introduce!
It can be examined at No. 17 Union t.
Any information in regard to its cost will be cheerfully furnished by the agent tor this city,
aulGdtfW. 11. PENNELL

Boots & Shoes
a. f.

Address
mv8

fiibbj

a

£51.30

Passengers by this nno are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
peuse and inconvenience ot arriving in Boston late
at night
Tickets and State Booms ior sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the varion.
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual
de30-76dtf
J H, IIOVI.E, „«■■■ Geu'l Agt,

BOSTON
—

a. m.

for all stations, running through to
Swanton and Rnrlington.

Eastern

Railroad,

OCTOBER 8, 1877.

Ph2L.ADEL.PHIA
Steamship Line.
—i v

vwvu

IfVt

Ho

«

V fVl

From

Kittery,

Portamouth,

Newburyport,

Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
8.45 a. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery,

Salem, Lynn, Chelsea uud Boston at
3.15 p. m.
5,15 p. m, Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 4.15 a, m., every day (except
Mondays.)
RKTXTRNING,

Centre Boston at 7.50a. m., 14.50 and 7.00
p. in,, connecting with Maine Central
and E. <% N, A. Kailway tor St. Joho
and Halifax, Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Throngh Tickets to all Points South and West at
owes! rales. Pullman Car Tiskots for Seat, and
Berths at Ticket OUce
jnlldfcA. P, ROCKWELL, President.

Grand Trunk R, R. Co. of Canada.
7.00
8 a

a. m.
m for

12.35 p.

On and after MONDAY,
trains will run as follows:
foi Auburn and Lowislon.

Oct. 8, 1877,

Gorham, (Mixed.)

for Auburn and Lewiston.
for Islind Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
for Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

m.

1.*0 p.
5.30 p,

m.

8.30 a.
9.30 a.
2.20 p.
2.50 p.
6.00 p.

no.

m.

ARRIVALS.
m.
nr.
m.
m.

from L^wl'ton and Auburn.
lrom Gorham (Mixed).

from Montreal, Quebec and West.
from Lewis.on and Auburn.
from Lewiston, Auburn and South

Passenger

Paris

Offices

74 EXCHANGE 8T.,
—

-iBC

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I
To

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Ml. I.ouia, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Caul, Salt l.akt City,
Denver, Han Francisco,
points

In

the

Wholesale price. Call early while the
assortment is

482

large.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is In
splendid
condition, is well equipped with ttrst-class rolling
stock, and Is making the best connections and quickset time of any route from Portland to the West.
t*“PULLMAN PAI.ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company aro not responsible lor
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice Is given, and paid tor at the rate 01
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
iulSdtf

Si£?n of the Gold Pen.
<13tn

Roll

FOIfc THE
r

1^~r-

ISLANDS.

East Side of Custom House Wharf
Jones’ and Trefethen’s Landings,
and Hog Island, at $ 45, 10.45 a. m. 1.45, 4,45 p. m.,
returning after each trip.
A Sailing Trip every pleasant ulltrno.u,
at 3.00 p. m.
FARE, S3 CENTS.
dlwt>f.W,S

oc2_

Desk.

Top

A first-class, new, roll
lop desk
is offered lor sale at a bargain.
Apply at the
PRESS OFFICE.
oel20

dtt

\
*

J

Long Wharf, Boston, s

p.m

20

a. m.
one half

Insurance
sailing vessel*.

the rate ot

TKN DOLLARS.
Passage apply to
B. B. KATU-NON. Agent
it»23-ly_O Leas Wharf. B—low
For Freight

Maine

or

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly tine to Sew York.
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia
Portland,

HENRY FOX, General Ageut, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K., New York.
Tickets and 8tate Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street._
decistf
8TKA.18U1P
Boar

line,

a

LINK

week.

-Flr.l Claw Mieam.hla
JOHns HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Bo.ton direct every Tl’KMDAY
akd SATURDAY.
AKD

—

Freight forwarded from Norlblk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. B. R. to all places In
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240
Washington St.,*

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaoeard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
JohnS. Daly, Agoni, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all point* in the West
by Baltimore A Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219
Wasnington street,
Boston.

Through bills ol lading given by the above named

Agents.

Passage $15,
For freight orpassage to
Norfolk,Baltimore, Waefcmgton, or otherinform at ion apply to
K. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
*. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,

PORTLAND, BIB MAWS
STEAMBOAT CO.
For the Penobscot and Macbias.
FALL AM)
ONE

WISTER~ ARRANGE WEST.

Tltll* FEU

Assignment for the lien ell t of Creditors
is hereby given that Abram T. Moses of
Portland, has this day a-slgued to me all his
property,(exempr from ati’acbmeut and execution.)
for the btuetit of his creditors; and three months
are allowed by law for creditor, to become parties

NOTICE

8. L. CAKLETON
Office 180 Middle St., Portland, Me
Portland, Nov. 13,1877.
novl4d3vr

thereto.

WEEK.

The Steamer LEWISTON.
thCapt. Chae. Deering, will leave
Railroad
Wharl, foot of State
EB-dOn^lStreet, every Bridn* m aii.a,
al lo o’clock, for Rockland.
Camden, Belfast,
Searsport, Bucksport, Castlue, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
South-West and Bar Harbors, (ML Desert.) Siillbridge, Jonespqrtand Machiasport.
Returning, will leavo kiachrusport every Tac«.
Ha* nursing al 4.SO o'clock,
teaching
as above, (except Bucksport and
Searsport,) arriving
in Portland same night, usually
connecting with
Pullman train and early morning trains for Boston
ami the West.
The Steamer Richmond having been withdrawn
from the Bangor route, Passengers and
Freight tor
Wiuterport, Hampden and Bangor will be f rwardsd
via Santoid Steamship
Company without extra
ffummma

v

charge.

further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen, Ticket Agent,
Wh"f‘
E. CUSHING, Assistant
Portland, Nov. :g, 1877.nowiadtf
For

Mangel'0®11

CLYDE’S

_

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Line.
FBOM

—

O S T O N,
In connection

with OI.I> COI.ONV
HOAD.

HAII-

Boston to the Sonih. Ouly Trl-Weekly
Line.
Quick i’iuif, Low Rote**, Frequent Ue«
pariurts.
Freight received at New arid Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVEK,ihero
connecting with the Clyde s*ie**n>erB "ailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATCKDA Y,
to Philadelphia Oireci, and connectiDg at Phil*
adelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston. S.C.
Norfolk, Va., irortsmousli, VTa., Richmond, V*.
Washington D. C., Alexandria. Va., Ueorgetown
D. C., and all rail and water lines
Dangers oi Navigation around Cape Cod avoided
Insuran. e one-eighth of one percent.
For Rates of Freight, or other
information,

applj

STEAiUER TOURIST.

Will leave the
every day tor

Congress St„ Opp. the Preble

U

Freight for the West by the Penn. K. B., and South
by connecting lines forwarde If ree of Commission.

Southwest.

__

at

J ft

From Ploo Street Wharf, Phila-

—

Retailing

O

Moselv.

PAHSEIHrER TRAINS leave Portland
for 8carboro’. Saco, Biddeford, Hcinebunk, Well., North Berwick, Hoatb
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Elio t,

Northwest. West and

DIARIES

T CM

delphia, at

—

and all

1878

J

Wharfage.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLAOKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lako and ,'»• >

NOTICE

1878

AND

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

dtt

“Acme Club.” “Ice King” (new,) “All
Clamp,” ‘'Earcka,” and a great variety of
Also
cheaper qualities, for Ladies and Gents.
Skate Niraps.
«. I, Bill E¥.
novl4d3w
48 Exchange 8t.

INDIA
P, IB,.

11.10 a. m. from Upper Baitletfc, &c.
4.45 p.m. from all stations on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland. Oct, 5, 1877.octlldtf

Corner,kDeering

Skates!

and
al 3

3.45 p. m. for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.

10 30

rickkr,

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been dulv appointed and taken upon himself
the trnst of Administrator ot the estate of
LYDIA A. LANG, late ot Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direets. Ail persons having demand
upon the estate of said deceased aro required to
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
WILLIAM H. HO T, Adm’r.
Portland, Nov. 6,1877.no!0dlaw3wS*

Portland,

Will nntll further
notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
nations tor passengers, making this a
very convenient and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine.
Passage, including Stale
Room. $3.
Meals extra.
Oood destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further Information apply to

Fisk, Clark & Flagg

mo

THE

Wednesday

PASSAOR

—

ROOMS

d2w*

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston trotu Boston * Providence R. R. Depot daily, except
Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
and Friday, and with the eleMonday,
gant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all .User liars. Baggage checked through.
Ttckete procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern KailroadB and at Rollins * Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little,* Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,

_

—

Mechanics Hall.

large garden Easy
able time will lease. Apply to

rooms.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

CITY MADE GLOVES

and Hall to let now occupied by the Young
Men’s Christian Association. Apply to
GEO. A. HARMON,
ocl7
Mechanic Building.
dtf

House To Let.
House. No. 16$ High Street, near Danfortb.
This Bouse has Sebago and gas, and has just
been thoroughly repaired.
JONAS W. CLARK,
sept27eodtf558 Congress Street.

IITHKBIt.

Central R, R., to take effect APRIL

on

Passenger Trains will leave Portland

any case where mv MOTH AND
FRECKLE I.OTION will not remove the
worst Moth and Freckles if used according to my directions. Price, 25 and 50 cents.
Apply with a soft sponge three or four times a day
until the Moth or Freckles disappear, which is generally accomplished In one week.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.

The New England House, Portland, He,
Address
AUtf. P. FULLER,
de28dtfPortland, Me.

Families, Intending t* Winter in
X Florida;— To let or for sale, a small, neat,
furnished house; stoves and cooking utensils; bath
house aDd boat on the lake; situation unsurpassed in
Florida; on a high ridge, between two deep, clear
lakes; in the midst of an orange grove. For further
apply to 'JHOS. EDWARDS, office of
particulars,
Berlin Mills Company, Portland.

41. It

Only lnsld« Kouto
Avoiding Point Judith-

new

J.

oct6dtf

O «•’

the

of shippers of freight at Portland
called to the
THEIs attention
arrangement of freight
Maine

trains

1 will Forfeit Five Dollars

Aslies Hauld.

IIPI1M

This Is

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Oct. 8, 1877.julldtf

him

House to Let.

piuuvuiuici

m. and 5.20
The train leavins at 11.45 n. m. also has a
passeDger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, IViuthrop nud %Vmierville. The 11.45
p. m. train is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor tor all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A. Railway, and lor
HonIton, Woodstock, Mt Andrews, Mt.
Mteohen, Mt. John nud Halifax.
Paseenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains Irom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 2.55 and 3.»’0 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K. & L.
R. R. at 6.20 p. m. The night Pullman Express
tiain at 2.00 a. m.
d. to.

and all Druggists.
Examination free People can be treated at tbeir
oc21d6m
residence when desired.

very neatly and promptly repaired. Sian of the Gold
auldtf
IRVING J. BROWN.
Boot.

THE

.4 H S A II

m.

Passenger Trains leave at 12.35 p.

S. H.

India St., next east of Universalist church. Apply
to P. FEENEY, 201 Federal St., Portland, Me.
oc!9
dtf

lower part of house No. 232 Oxford Street,
containing all the modern improvements, gas

L1JIE

m.

dinning

OOH.JXTS !

at

0C27dtf75 PORTLAND STREET.

uovl9dtf

Nov. IT. 1877.

FOli NEW YORK.

1877.

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,

To Let.
Tehement ol 8 rooms to let in
Free Street.
C. A. WESTON.

Portland,

Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.

For Rockland and ali stations on Knox & Lincoln R. It., and for Lewuion via Brunswick at
7 00 a. ui. and 12 40 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m., 12.40 and 5.25 p. m.
For Farmiugtou, Monmouth, Winlhrop,
Keadflrld, West Waterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

on

immediately alter the arrival of the train of the
previous day trotu Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin,
*30 i*3i), «Su 1
(accotding to accommodations,)
Intermediate passage *40.
Return Tickets, »IOO, 9 Ills and SI 50.
Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For freight or cabin pass ge apply to
U. & A. Allan, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage passage inward and outward, and lor
sight dratts on England in sums to suit, apply to
JAMES L FARMER, No. 3 India St.

For Mkowbegan at 12.35, 12.40 and 11.45 p. ru.
For Augusta, Hallowell. Oardiae.* aud
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5 25 and 11.45 p.

Teachers.
8. R. PAINE, Teacher of Piano-Forte
Mn-ic .and Harmony, 337 Middle Sirert.

A

To

12.40 and 11 45 p.

Copt. Graham,

from this port for Liverpool

SATUXtLAY.DECEMBKK lBt,

Passenger Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Dexter, Belfast and Waterville at

2d, 1877.

To Let Very Low.

oc20eod*

Ashes lie

or

with

LOST AND FOUND.

237 Middle Street, Up Stairs.
no2I_dlw
promptly attended to by calling at
ALL
addrewnp
K. GIKSONt
anldtl

rooms

Street.

LARGE, Pleasant House, finely located,hewly
repaired throughout, with modem improvements. Inquire ot
B. D. VERRILL,
novldtf
Centennial Block,

45

H.

London-

to

Maine Central Railroad.
Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

on

a

OCT.

MONDAY,

JAMFN HILLER, No. 91 Federal Stree

To Let.
new

novl8

BOARD.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY A- MEAN’S, Pearl Street, oppoaite the Park,

will sail

ocl

mediately. Remember Dr.
CarletoD’s Corn Annihilate r is a sure cure for Chil-

and nice
Clark Street,
A COTTAGE
Comer of Spring. A very desirable rent for
small

a

WANTED.—To take orders for the
new illustrated History ot the Dominion of Canada—art Illustrations—one grand quarto volume. It
hparkles with $lu,000 worth of art engravings
Wanted a reliable man in every town and city to
whom liberal terms will be given. Agents are doing
well in bard times on this work.
Send for terms,
etc., to TUTTLE & DOWN1E, 93 Federal St., Boston.
oc24dlm

(Street.

boot

or

a

Portland,

Book Binders.
A. tiCINCt, Kooui II, Printer.’
ExckangC; No. Ill Exchange 8t.
SMALL
SHACKFOKD, No. 35 Plum

To Let.

lower

Valuable Pateut Right for saleat
price which will be to the purchaser a
-first-class investment, and insure a firstclass business to a live man who is not
JKL afraid to locale South or West. Patterns,
Models, Electrotypes, Diplomas, Medals and Certificates furnished by the Patentee.
Orders for Artificial Legs promptly executed at prices reduced to
L. F. PINGREE,
meet the times.
no5deod&wlm43 33 Temple St.,
Me.

Booksellers and Stationers.
BOYT A FOUR, No. 91 Middle Street.

TO LET.

Sebago.

Iof

YOUNG dfc CO., Practical Horse
&hoers« 70 Pearl 8t. Price SSI .50 per set

by S.

MORAVIAN,

Central

For Lewiston and Auburn.

Horse Shoeing,

ASET

House, No 2 Spruce Street.
Inquire of
BRICK
CHAS. EDWARDS,
E. A. NOYES.

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.
The Steamship

RAILROAD.

*

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

consisting of a dozen double windows for
sale, part with ventilators. Price reasonable.
Applv at
nol5dtf28 EXCHANGE STREET.

house No. 231 Oxford St., very
part
THEconvenient,
containing eight rooms, gas and
For

iTIOfliEY WAITED

1 1
I I

Only Lino xunning through cars between Portland
and LoDg Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave
Portland & Rochester Depot, Portland, at 2 30 P. M.
State Room* on Steamers secured in advance at
2S Exchange St., and at the Depot.
J. W PETERS,
J. M. LUNT,
Gen. Ticket Agent.
Supt.
dtf
sept28

B^"Sold by Druggists
my!4

Double Windows lor Sale.

~

WANTS.

YORK4k

W.TT.TTTI? "NX

THOMAS G, GERRISH Lowell, Mass.

38 Exchange Street.

oc20

Oxnard & Robinson.

Qrtrl

Biliousness. Jaundice. Worms. Piles. Rheumatism.

Exchange Street, ROOMS

TJP STAIRS.

TO NEW

at

noltf

nnrehflfiMl in t.ha
A Prndalnn Tionoptmnnt
with a fml line of Fresh and Salt Meats. Goods delivered to any part of the city. Cash sales and small

Vaults Cleaned and
moved.

Apply

The most convenient place in the

are

oct24

Horse lor Sale

A good Family Horse, kind, hardy, and excellent driver. Will be
sold ch ap. If desired will be exchanged tor hay, produce, or any
marketable merchandise.

fallows

a. m

Portland & Worcester & Norwich Lines,

Sale.

2

General Agents for furnishing
Groceries in THEandsubscribers
putting iu Bhate’s Improved Fire and
Burglar Alarm. Also every variery of Call Bells,
General.
Hotel Annunciators, &c„ at lowest rates.

SWEETSER &

For

run as

Albany

POUTLA.ND to
NEW YORK via

au2dtf

FIRST-CLASS three-story Brick House, on
Free St. with all the modern improvements,
gas, sebago, bath room, first and second story supplied tvith hot and cold water; all la perfect order. Inquire of JOHN. C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange
Street.
Ju30dtf

Trains will

__

Maine

REDUCED RATES.

a

A

—-

^

Under contract for the conveyance or

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me Central H R, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk R R.
J. M. LTTNT, Supt.
deldtf

Bos-

across

New House containing
part of city,
IN allWestern
the modern improvements. Inquire at this

office.

NOVEMBER 13, 1877-

Staterooms on steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern K.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FITRBER, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,

Including Transfers

House for Sale,

To Let.

and

Return

J. 8. WINSLOW & CO.

very good rents ou Munjoy Hill, one $5.50 and
the other $9.00 per month. Apply to
novl3dtt
W. W. CARR, No. 19T Newbury St.

FIRE MO BURGLAR ALU

TEAS, COFFEE, SUGAR,

profits.

oc30dlm

to

DESIRABLE,

94

Spices,

cheap. For further information apply

Good Rent.
cheap rent on Munjoy street, Portland. Sebago and other modern improvements
Call or address,
I. L. ELDER,
novl4dtf
Attorney at Law, 1191 Exchange St.

Great reduction in Skates, Skate Straps
Sleds, Clocks.
New Styles in Clocks a
Wholesale and Retail.

319

English Schooner Anita, 197 tons, four years
THE
old, well found in sail and rigging. Will he
sold

Portland & Rochester R. R. Montreal Ocean
Steamship Co.

might’s rest going and
comiug, and avoid contusing
night changes.

For Eleven Dollars,

For Sale.

93 Exchange
St. SECOND
d&w3ru

Office

RAILROAD

J, A. MERRILL.

For Sale

SUVARDON,

—

Plumbers.

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth 8t. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part ol the city. The best bargain
in ihe market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J.K. AVEBILL.
dtf
july3t

AIT AN LINE.

West.
!* 30 P. 71. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and 4-reai
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
L'oucord at Nashua tor Lowell and
Boston, at Aver 'uuctioo for Fitchburg and the West via lloosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston &
Railroad lor New York, at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
anhPhiladelphia, Baltimore and
ington, at New London with Norwich
Lino Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
Birer New York, at 6.00 a. m.
6,‘iO P. M. Local for Rorbnm.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, 11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 110 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a.m., arriving at Portlanu 6.40

For Sail© 2

—.

Awarded Silver ITIedal and Diploma and
Bronze ITIedal aiN E. Fair, IS?7.
Agents wanted in every town. Send 3 cent stamp
for illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

OR

n.

BLOWERS. ANEW

HAND

FOR SALE CHEAP.

PRICE 25CENTS.

square

SLEDS !

tieth day of November, between which time and the
Annual Meeting on the second Wednesday ol December no registration will be made.
Per Order ot the Directors.
nov5dtdecl
EDWARD C. PERKINS, Clerk.

Clocks.

f

Gil
and

Skates!

An

a

JUST PUBLISHED.

To L<jt.

or

HOUSE

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE.
disease of the raucous membrane.
Temperaments and constitutions vary its severity
in individual cases. Catarrh may arise from a cold or
a succession of colds, from sudden
change of atmosphere, wearing wet clothing, or exposure fo Inclement
weather, and becoming thoroughly chilled when the
digestive organs arc in a morbid or inactive condition,
and the strength and vital forces exhausted. The disease may arise from ascrofulous condition of the blood
from Scarlet Fever, Measles, and Diphtheria, in which
cases the eye and car are
generally involved and discharge quantities of matter. The discharges from the
nose, tho distinctive feature In all catarrhal cases from
whatever cause they arise, may bo thin and watery, and
bo acid as to cause redness and excoriation of the skin
with which they come in contact, or thick and yellowish. emitting a foul odor, or clear and white like the
white of an egg. (There may be an entire lack of secretion, the surfaces being dry and feverish, the face, front
and upper part of the head feeling uncomfortable, and
as if It was encircled by a
tight, unyielding band.fcThis
latter phase is called Dry Catarrh. The free mattery
discharges cause the. passages to swell and become
thickened, rendering breathing through the nose difficult or Impossible, and the sufferer finds it necessary
to breathe through the mouth, thereby permitting cold
air to pass directly to the bronchial tubes and lungs
The matter passing down the throat creates a constant
desire to hawk and expectorate to throw it off; but
when the membrane is dry and feverish, instead of
passing freely down from the nose and throat, the mucus becomes hard and forms into scabs,
incrustations,
and hard lumps, which adhere so firmly to the nasal
assages rad throat as to require very persistent efforts
o disloAge them. Tho eye in sympathy becomes inflamed, red, weak, and watery, or in the morning the
lids may be found glued together, and matter Is secreted in more or less quantity. The ear al6o becomes
affected, discharging quantities of matter, beseriously
sides being visited by the most violent neuralgic pains
ending frequently In inflammation, ulceration; and
Anally deafness. The throat, bronchial tubes, and lungs
are in many cases affected by catarrh, and when
prostration of the nervous system is superadded, such affections become alarming.
A brief survey of this most eeriou9 disease warns all
who arc afflicted with itto make speedv preparation for
its treatment before it becomes chronic. The advantages offered by Sanford’s Radical Cure we confidently believe are to be found in no other remedy.
Every step in its preparation, every line in the directions, mark it as a scientific remedy, calculated to meet
every phase of the disease. The numerous testimonials
from the hest. np.nnln In tho TTnltorl stntoa
esteem In which It is held by those who have been
freed from the most destructive and dangerous disease
w
with which mankind is to-day afflicted.

—

nov22dtw*

Farms for Sale.

Lowest Prices.

*s

VIA

STEAMERS.

Leave Portland at 7.30 a. as.,
-“-J.30 and 0.10 p. m.
7.30 A. M. Aceommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.53 a. in., (connecting with
Eastern ami Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Boston 1.15p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m.,and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and

—

BOSTON & MAINE

Only $204 Per Annum
Agent-_

uuiuneiy.

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED WITH

—

OR

EASTERN RAILROAD C0MP1NV

Catarrh of the Nasal Cavities, Acute,
Chronic, and Ulcerative, Hay Fever,
or Rose Catarrh, Catarrh of the
Eye
and Ear and Catarrh of the Throat,

NewYork&Retum

Jy<itf

$17 yer month, for a house centrally located,
containing nine rooms, gas and Sebago water.
Former price $325. WM.H,
JERRIS, Real Estate

ULMER & HEHR’S,

CatarrH

nov22dtt

Tooms, gas and Sebago water, on Frankstreet, 2d floor. Apply at No. 26 Myrtle
nov22dtf

Opinsite PreWe House. 482 Congress St

She took her place coolly at the table.
“You needn’t hesitate to take Gage now,
Gertrude; he’s dead in love with you, and as
I like Clyde best, I thought I’d decide the
matter without any complications ”
I think I was dumbfounded. But I found
my tongue when Mr. Redmond came that
evening, and said “Yes.”
I give my experience for the benefit of
others. It is dangerous loaning one’s lover#

PATTERSON,

379} Congress Street.

A Good Rent.
ten
lin
street.

OF

Exchange

F. G.

To Let.
a
neighborhood, a nice and very convenIN ientgood
rent of six rooms, to a
family without small
children.
Inquire at No. 6 Horton Place, leading

Largest Stock,

nov20

to

no^.dtf_

have the Best Goods,

Cor.

180 Middle Street.

Cottage House to Let.
FRENCH Roof Cottage, 8 rooms, good cellar,
wa«;r»«c-. in the western part of the city;
also a rent of 8 rooms on Free
Street; suitable lor

*•
1.00
Mainsprings
“
“
In three weeks the crisis burst upon me* Machines, and for all Machinery with heavy hearings. Casespr gs
.75
Also
tor
Carriages, Wagons, Carts, Drays, etc.
He proposed to me.
Clocks and Jewelry of all kind* repaired
“I used to think Mr. Sherriogton was your This
Lubricator combines econo- at very low pricer.
lover,” he said, standing before me, the light
on his frank handsome face, “but late obsermy, durability, and perfect
vation has shown to me that his visits here
lubrication
au28
dtf
are for your sister.
Siuee you are free, then
will you not marry me? lean support you without friction, gumming or running. The absence
all friction renders it an indispensable auxiliary
well, Gertrude, or I would not ask you to ot
for cooling journals and boxes on Steam Cars. The
bind your future to mine. The death of my coldest
weather has no effect on this Lubricator.
grandfather two years ago, left me $50,000,
It has been conceded by those that have thoroughbesides some real estate. I have a pleasant
ly tested this article, that it is superior to any lubri- j
home on the Hudson—retired, but elegant— cat or offered to the public, and that it is a saving of ,
30 to 60 per cent.
where I would like to take you. What do
The Company manufactures three different grades,
Gertrude?
Could
be
contented
you think,
you
designed severally for Steam and Horse Cars, Mato leave your friends and live at Rose cottage
chinery, Trucks, Drays, Carriages, &c„ all of which
secured by Letters Patent, granted 1876.
with me?”
All goods guaranteed as represented and put up in
My amazement allowed me to stammer convenient packages for the
trade.
of every description for JLadies and Gents
nothing intelligible. In some indistinct way
Orders addressed to the Union Lubricator Co., No. i
at lowest prices.
I temporized the matter, and begged Mr. 6 Havmarket Square, Boston, will he promptly
attended to.
Skates [repaired and sharpened;
Redmond to give me time tor reflection.
also
We are permitted to refer to the following:
Skates to let at
He went away, making an appointment
June
1877.
15,
Portland,
for the next evening.
To the Union Lubricator Co., 6 Haymarket Square,
So thunderstruck was I by the revelation
Boston:
of Mr. Redmond’s wealth that I wandered | We have thoroughly tested your Lubricator on our
about the house In a dazed way, not heeding road and find it to be of great merit,running 6 weeks
96 Exchange Street.
and over 3000 miles without replenishing, thereby
no2l
dtf
how mamma was fretting about Patricia,
saving in time and expense. We can safely recomwho had gone to ride with Mr. Sherrington.
mend its use on all railways.
“What is the matter, mamma ? Is it going
ALMON LEACH, Supt.
HENRY S. BENNETT, Master Mechanic.
to storm?” I said, at last.
“To storm? Nonsense! Where are your
W. H. FESSENDEN,
Treasurer Portland Machine Work.
To the Holders of Certificates of
eyes, Gertrude? But it is nearly 9 o’clock.
I.
D. WILSON,
-Patricia has been gone seven hours with Mr.
Foreman Portland Machine Works.
Indebtedness.
Sherrington, and I know something is
HENRY S. CLAY.
wrong.”
Livery Stable Keeper. 7 Market Square.
The Voting Register of Certificate Holders is now
S. P. CHADBURN,
“What?” I demand, arousing myself.”
making up at the office of the Trustees No. 75 State
Proprietor Stages Portland to Bridgton,
“I don’t know.”
Street, Boston,Mass. The names of parties to whom
IRA CLAY,
certificates were originally delivered have been
and
12
o'clock passed. No
Nine, 10,11
Truckman at Milliken & Co.’s, Commercial St.
in the Register.
placed
FRED CUMMINGS,
carriage—no news.
Any subsequent purchase or holder desiring to regCumberland Paper Co.
At noon the next day the buggy drove into
ister may do so on presenting at said office to Mr.
W. S. JORDAN,
Joshua Crane a written statement of his name, adthe yard. Patricia and Clyde Sherrington
Cumberland Paper Co.
dress and the denomination and number of each cerWINSLOW MACHINE WOKS,
alighted. Patricia coolly presented her hus- i
tificate held by him, or, if so required by the TrusUnion Street.
baud. They had been married the evening
Je23dtf
tees, on producing the certificates held by him, or a
written order from the last registered holder.
before, by our pastor at Lowbridge.
In accordance with regulations fixed by the Trus“So nice and quiet,” said Patricia, “No
tpPR t.IlA Vntin or kocilotnr mill
nl.itnrl
tkn
iuss, juu

—TO—

EASTERN

__

uol5deod&wtf45

RAILROADS.

Ill Excursion Tickets 111

calling immediately on

dress, aud flushed with her long ramble, I
think I never saw her look so perfectly lovely. “He has been heie. Very nice of you
to keep her out of the way so long,” I whisj
pered to Clyde.
He looked at me queerly, hut said nothing,
I did not want him to expostulate with me,
as I believed he wished to do, and so kept
apart from him during the evening, leaving
him to play and sing with Patricia.
He was interesting, with his very natural
I was glad
manner of reserved modesty.
that Patricia found him so. He had pale,
silken hair, that fell in shadowy curls over a
beautiful forehead, soft dark eyes, st ftly modulated tones. He contrasted nicely with her
dark, spirited beauty.

me.

nol8dtf

FARM WANTED.

Miss Gertrude lor lunch.”
She (Had pat the rosy clusters in her dark
hair and on the bosom of her graceful gray

“Clvde has an elder brother-Ravmond—
just the one lor Patricia,” I mused. “I wonder if it cannot be brought about.,’
But I soon had my hands full, for at all
hours of the day and night Mr. Redmond
came to the Hermitage. And it was not long
before my successes a decoy was patent to
the most careless observer. He asked only
for “Miss Gertrude.” He came solely to see
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ter.
I sent Patricia off in the

morning to find
arbutus with Mr. Sherrington, while 1 waited
to receive Mr. Redmond,
When he came I was in the garden and
had ordered lunch an hour earlier than usual.
My pale blue silk looked beautiful on the
lawn [grass.
“Pray come and see my tulips, Mr. Redmond,” I called, as he walked up the avenue.
He came, pleased enough, and as he was
especially fond of flowers I had no difficulty
in detaining him for more than half an hour.
Then, seeing him looking at his watch, I
observed:
“We don’t wait for Patricia, for Mr. Sherrington is with her, They have gone roaming off after spring flowers, and may not be
back these three hours. Ccmo in and have
a bit of salad, with a cup of chocolate, Mr.
Redmond. I made the chocolate myself,
and can recommend it”
So I kept him for another half hour and
he left, pleased with his visit.
Patricia and Mr. Sherrington came back
only fifteeen minutes after the|usual lunch
hour, the former so delighted with a profusion of pink arbutus as hardly to heed when
a servant informed her that “Mr. Redmond
had called to see her, and had stayed with
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to Patricia?”

“Yes; while I lure away a most ineligible
suitor she has. Mamma and I conclude that
it is the only way,” I added. “Patricia has
a fortune of one hundred thousand
dollars,
you know.”
“Yes.”
“Well, we think this Mr. Gage Redmond is
after her money. He is only a briefless lawyer. We can’t afford te let Patty make such
a match as that, aud so, as I don’t think I’m
a totally uninteresting person—do you Clyde ?
—1 am going to try and flirt a little with Mr.
Redmond. Now, you won’t be a bear and
say no, will you, dear? And you’ll try to
help us by devoting yourself a bit to Patricia,
won’t you?”
At first my companion did not believe that
I was in earnest, but when convinced of my
sincerity his astonishment was inexpressible.
I remember that he stammered out some
taint objections, but I would not listen, and
before retiring that night I whispered to
mamma that 1 had made it all right with Mr.
Sherrington, and |she had only to observe
how nicely I would manage the whole mat-

trude ?” asked mamma.

“Yes.”
“I want to say to yon, my dear, that on
Mr. Sherrington’s account, I don’t think you
had better—” she
whispered, but I interruPled her by my exit from the apartment.
The next train brought Mr. Clyde Sher-
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